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1.1. Principles of positron emission tomography

1.1 Principles of positron emission tomography

1.1.1 General

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a medical imaging technique that can
be used to measure tissue function in vivo. Apart from evaluating pathophysio-
logical processes underlying disease, it can also be used for objective assessment
of therapeutic efficacy and plays an increasing role in the development of new
drugs.

PET makes use of radiopharmaceuticals that are labelled with a positron
emitter. A minute (tracer) amount (pico- to nanomoles) of such a radiophar-
maceutical is administered to a patient, which then distributes throughout the
body. Imaging is based on coincidence detection of annihilations photons that
result from the decay of a positron (Figure 1.1). In general, the activity distri-
bution of a positron emitting tracer in a certain organ is measured over time.
By using pharmacokinetic models it is then possible to extract quantitative
information on a specific tissue function, where the derived function and the
corresponding model depend on the actual tracer being used.

In tissue, an emitted positron travels at most a few mm before combining
with an electron in an annihilation reaction, in which their masses are converted
into two photons of 511 keV. The photons leave the site of the annihilation in
opposite directions (Figure 1.1). These photons are simultaneously detected (in
coincidence) by two opposing detectors of the PET scanner. A PET scanner
consists of many of those detectors, usually arranged in a ring surrounding the
patient (Figure 1.2A).

Figure 1.1. Detection principle of positron emission tomography. A positron travels a few
mm at most before combining with an electron. The annihilation of the two resulting opposite
photons is simultaneously detected by the PET camera (coincidence circuit).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2. Illustration of (A) true coincidence event, (B) scattered coincidence event and
(C) random coincidence event. See text for details.

1.1.2 Corrections

During a PET scan, millions of coincidence events are detected, providing infor-
mation about the distribution of the radiotracer in tissue. In the ideal situation
only true coincidences, originating from a single annihilation, are detected by
the PET scanner (Figure 1.2A). Unfortunately, a large fraction of the measured
coincidence photons (up to 35% in 3D mode [1]) is scattered before leaving the
patient, resulting in an erroneous line of response (Figure 1.2B), i.e. misposi-
tioning of the original annihilation event.

Apart from scattered coincidences, there are also random coincidences (Fig-
ure 1.2C). Random coincidences (up to 14% in 3D mode [1]) occur when photons
from two different annihilations accidentally (randomly) are detected simultane-
ously, while the corresponding photons for both annihilations are not detected.
Both scatter and random coincidences result in loss of contrast and therefore it
is necessary to quantify the amount of scatter and random coincidences and to
correct for them [2].

Apart from misregistrated photons, a large fraction of photons are not de-
tected at all. These undetected photons are largely scattered outside the field
of view. However, a considerable part of the photons within the field of view
are absorbed as they pass through the patient. This phenomenon is called at-
tenuation [3]. As, for coincidence detection, attenuation is independent on the
location of an annihilation event along the line of response, it can be corrected
for by acquiring a transmission scan of the patient prior to the actual PET
(emission) scan. In traditional PET scanners, such a transmission scan is ac-
quired using ring or rotating line sources filled with 68Ge (positron emitter) [4].
Attenuation for each line of response is then obtained by simply taking the ratio
of counts in the transmission scan and those in a similar (i.e. transmission) scan
without the patient in the field of view (blank scan) [5]. In some newer scan-
ners attenuation is measured using a singles point source, whilst in PET/CT
scanners it is derived from the CT scan [6].

6



1.2. Partial volume effects

1.2 Partial volume effects

Spatial resolution is an important aspect of PET studies and there are several
physical factors that have an impact on the spatial resolution. Firstly, depending
on the initial energy of an emitted positron, it travels a short distance (up to
a few mm) in tissue to the actual point where it annihilates with an electron
[7]. Secondly, due to the residual kinetic energy at the time of annihilation
with an electron, the resulting annihilation photons are not sent in entirely
opposite directions [8]. Thirdly, the size of the PET detectors sets a limit to
the spatial resolution that can be obtained. Finally, the spatial resolution is
position dependent with the highest resolution in the centre of the field of view,
which degrades towards the edges. An overview of other factors that affect
spatial resolution can be found elsewhere [2]. The spatial resolution of standard
whole body PET scanners, such as the ECAT EXACT HR+ (CTI/Siemens,
Knoxville, TN, USA) scanner (4.1 to 7.8 mm FWHM in 3D mode [9]) has been
a limiting factor for the accuracy of quantitative studies of small structures. A
direct consequence of the limited resolution is the broadening of small structures,
resulting in so-called partial volume effects (PVE).

PVE refers to two distinct phenomena that result in biased estimations of
radioactivity concentrations. The finite spatial resolution results in spill-in and
spill-out of activity between adjacent regions. In Figure 1.3 (left) a small struc-
ture with high concentration (hot) is positioned within a background with low
activity (cold). Due to the spill-out effect, the radioactivity from the hot area is
spread out into the surrounding background, which also results in a lower signal
within the small structure. On the other hand, due to spill-in, a small structure
with low concentration (cold) that is positioned in a hot background becomes
less cold as radioactivity from the hot surrounding is spread into the cold area
(Figure 1.3, right).

A second phenomenon that cause PVE is image sampling or the tissue frac-
tion effect [10]. The contours of voxels do not match the actual contours of tracer
distribution. Consequently, most image voxels include different types of tissue.
Even if a (PET) scanner would have perfect spatial resolution, there would still
be some PVE due to image sampling (i.e. finite size of the voxels) [10].

1.3 Reconstructions

1.3.1 Standard reconstruction

Normalization and attenuation weighted ordered subset expectation maximi-
sation (NAW-OSEM) [11–13] is an iterative image reconstruction algorithm.
The quantitative accuracy of iterative image reconstruction methods is compa-
rable to the inherently quantitative filtered back projection (FBP, [14]) algo-
rithm [15,16]. For clinical practice, NAW-OSEM is the preferred reconstruction
method as it shows less noise and artifacts. A schematic diagram of NAW-
OSEM is given in Figure 1.4A. An initial estimation of the PET image (EI )

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.3. Illustration of partial volume effects: spill-out (left) and spill-in (right). The
measured radioactivity is lower than the true radioactivity due to partial volume effects.

Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of (A) normalization and attenuation weighted ordered
subset expectation maximization (NAW-OSEM) and (B) partial volume corrected OSEM
(PVC-OSEM) reconstruction algorithm. See text for details.

is forward projected to generate an estimated sinogram1 (ES ). Next, an up-
dated sinogram (US = measured sinogram MS / ES ) is calculated and back
projected to create an updated image (UI ). EI will then be updated accord-
ing to EIiter = EIiter−1 ∗ UIiter/(A + N), where iter represents the current
iteration, A and N represent attenuation and normalization weighting factors,
respectively. The whole procedure is repeated for a set number of iterations
(Figure 1.4A). More details about (iterative) reconstruction methods can be
found elsewhere [17,18].

1.3.2 Partial volume corrected reconstruction

A modified version of NAW-OSEM is the partial volume corrected (PVC) OSEM
reconstruction algorithm [19, 20], which results in improved image resolution,
thereby reducing partial volume effects. PVC-OSEM improves the in-plane

1A sinogram is a 3D representation of the signal measured at a given angle in the imaging
plane at varying distances along the detector array.
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1.4. Neuroreceptor studies

resolution of a PET image by taking the point spread function (PSF) of the
scanner into account. To this end, the forward projection of the estimated
image EI is blurred with a Gaussian-shaped distribution kernel representing
the PSF of the system (smoothed image SI ). As schematically illustrated in
Figure 1.4B, in PVC-OSEM the updated sinogram US is calculated as the ratio
between measured sinogram MS and smoothed estimated sinogram SES, finally
resulting in a sharper representation of EI.

1.4 Neuroreceptor studies

1.4.1 Scanning procedure

Most neuroreceptor studies require the acquisition of dynamic PET scans, i.e.
measuring the distribution of radioactivity over time. Each time fragment is
called a frame. A dynamic PET scan is divided in a number of frames with
progressively increasing duration. The first frames usually are short (∼5-10
s), whilst the last frames can be as long as 10 min. The short frames at the
beginning are needed to monitor rapid changes in activity following a bolus
injection of the tracer. At the end of the scan, when changes in activity are
relatively slow, longer scanning times are permitted and even necessary to obtain
sufficient counts. For most neuroreceptor studies the total scanning time ranges
from 60 to 120 min, depending on the kinetics of the tracer.

For tracer kinetic analysis, it is also necessary to measure an input function,
i.e. the time course of activity delivered to the tissue. A direct estimation of this
input function can be obtained by measuring the metabolite corrected arterial
plasma curve. Ideally this is obtained by measuring the arterial concentration
in continuously withdrawn blood (usually from the radial artery) using an au-
tomatic online detection system, cross-calibrated against the PET scanner. An
example of such an online blood sampling device is shown in Figure 1.5.

As the online sampler only measures whole blood concentration, at set times,
continuous withdrawal is interrupted briefly for the collection of manual blood
samples. These samples are used to measure plasma-to-whole blood ratios of
radioactivity and plasma metabolite fractions, thereby enabling the generation
of a metabolite corrected plasma input function from the online whole blood
curve (Figure 1.6). Details of this procedure can be found elsewhere [21,22].

1.4.2 Data analysis: tracer kinetic analysis

A schematic overview of the data analysis is shown in Figure 1.6. In general,
quantitative analysis of PET data is performed using a compartment model,
which is based on the kinetic behaviour of the tracer being used. A compart-
ment is a volume or space within which the tracer rapidly becomes uniformly
distributed. Alternatively, a compartment can be seen as a chemical state. The
rate of exchange between the various model compartments is described by rate
constants. Based on the specific structure of a compartment model it is possi-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.5. Online blood sampling device. The pump (second from left) makes sure that
blood will flow with a specific rate along the detector, which is positioned in the left lead
container. Measured blood is collected in the second lead container. A personal computer
registers the measured whole blood concentrations.

Figure 1.6. Data analysis steps (see text for details).

ble to derive an operational equation that describes the tracer concentration as
measured by PET in terms of the (unknown) rate constants and the (measured)
input function [23]. The input function represents the supply of the tracer to
tissue over time and directly influences the uptake in tissue as function of time.
To obtain an accurate input function, it should be corrected for plasma-to-whole
blood ratios and radioactive metabolites. In addition, due to the setup of the
online automated blood sampling device, it is also necessary to correct the in-
put function for delay. A schematic representation of the simplest compartment
model is the one-tissue compartment model, shown in Figure 1.7A, consisting
of two compartments, one for plasma (plasma input function, Cp) and the other
representing tissue (Ctissue). This type of model is used for example to mea-
sure blood flow using oxygen-15 labelled water. For neuroreceptor studies, the

10



1.4. Neuroreceptor studies

Figure 1.7. Different compartmental models commonly used to quantify PET data: (A) one-
tissue compartment model, (B) reversible two-tissue compartment model, (C) full reference
tissue model and (D) simplified reference tissue model. See text for details.

tissue compartment is usually divided into two separate compartments (two tis-
sue compartment model), representing free (Cfree) and bound (Cbound) tracer
(Figure 1.7B).

The rate constants K1, k2, k3 and k4 describe transport rates between com-
partments. If k4 is much higher than k3, it is difficult to (kinetically) separate the
two compartments and the model reduces to a one-tissue compartment model
(as in Figure 1.7A). On the other hand, if k3 is much higher than k4, or when
k4 ≈ 0, the tracer is essentially trapped in the Cbound compartment and it is
not possible to obtain a reliable estimate of k4. In that case, k4 is fixed to 0
and the model is referred to as the irreversible two tissue compartment model.
If, on the other hand, there is a measurable k4 within the time frame of a scan,
then this model it is referred to as the reversible two tissue compartment model
(Figure 1.7B). If k3 and k4 have the same but large magnitude (e.g. in case of
[11C]flumazenil), the second compartment is merged with the first compartment
and is referred to as the reversible one-tissue compartment model.

Compartment models that do not use plasma input functions often make use
of a reference tissue. Reference tissue models (Figures 1.7C and D, [24,25]) relate
measured tracer concentrations in a receptor rich region to those in a reference
region that is devoid of receptors (e.g. cerebellum). Reference tissue models
have some clear advantages over plasma models. Firstly, arterial sampling is
not required, reducing the degree of invasiveness and the level of complexity
of both scanning protocol and data analysis (no processing of blood data is
required). Secondly, there is no need for the labour intensive measurements
of labelled metabolite fractions. On the other hand, reference tissue models
assume that the volume of distribution of not specifically bound tracer is the
same in target and reference tissues. This implies that these models cannot be
used when the reference tissue itself is affected by the pathology under study.

A simplified version of the reference tissue model is the simplified reference
tissue model (Figure 1.7D) [26] in which less parameters are fitted than in
the original full model. More details about pharmacokinetic (reference tissue)
modelling can be found elsewhere [23,26].

Parameters (rate constants) of a compartment model may be estimated
by fitting the operational equation [23, 26] to the measured data (tissue and
plasma). In addition to the rate constants themselves, some frequently used
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Chapter 1. Introduction

(and important) macro-parameters may also be estimated. The volume of dis-
tribution (VT ) is the ratio of tissue and plasma concentrations at equilibrium
and is calculated for the one-tissue compartment model as K1/k2. Another
parameter of interest is the binding potential (BP ), which at tracer dose is
receptor density divided by the affinity. Usually it is assumed that affinity is
relatively constant and that differences or changes in BP reflect differences in
receptor density or receptor occupancy by an administered drug, respectively.
BP values can be determined directly using a reference tissue model.

To preserve image resolution, tracer kinetic parameters may also be esti-
mated voxel-by-voxel. Such an analysis at a voxel level results in the generation
of parametric images, where the intensity of each voxel is proportional to the
value of the parameter of interest. Most commonly, parametric images of VT

or BP are generated using Logan analysis [27] or reference parametric map-
ping [28,29], respectively.

1.5 Obtaining the input function

In general, automated online arterial sampling is considered to be the gold stan-
dard for obtaining the arterial input function. However, arterial sampling is in-
vasive, laborious, sensitive to failures (clogged lines in ∼5 to 10% of cases) and it
has a small risk of adverse effects [30,31]. In addition, the input function is not
measured at the location of interest (e.g. the brain) and therefore a correction
for delay (and sometimes dispersion) is needed. In an attempt to avoid arterial
sampling, alternative methods for characterising the (arterial) input function
have been developed, e.g. the use of population based input functions [32].
These population based input functions, however, were not very accurate and
therefore other methods were developed. A widely used method for determining
the input function in studies of the thorax region (e.g. myocardium) is to ex-
tract the input function from the PET images themselves (image derived input
function, IDIF) [33, 34]. This idea was extended to brain studies by manually
drawing regions of interest (ROI) on larger arterial vessels, such as the carotid
arteries, either directly on the PET images themselves [35,36] or on co-registered
high resolution magnetic resonance (MR) images [37]. Alternative methods for
generating an IDIF are the use of cluster analysis [38, 39], independent compo-
nent analysis [40,41] or multiple linear regression analysis [42].

1.6 Aim of the thesis

The overall aim of the research described in this thesis was to develop and evalu-
ate a non-invasive method for obtaining the input function. Different strategies
for extracting an input function from dynamic PET images were evaluated. To
correct for partial volume effects, a partial volume corrected reconstruction algo-
rithm was implemented and optimal settings were determined. Input functions
derived from images reconstructed with this algorithm and those derived from

12
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standard reconstructed images were compared with the corresponding (mea-
sured) arterial input function. Optimal settings for extracting IDIFs were eval-
uated for a number of tracers with different kinetics. As accuracy of IDIFs
may suffer from patient motion, effects of motion on IDIFs were evaluated to-
gether with different motion correction methods. An important criterion in this
assessment was the impact on final results of pharmacokinetic analyses.

1.7 Outline of the thesis

In chapter 2, different methods for extracting an image derived input function
from dynamic PET scans were evaluated for a tracer with high cortical uptake
([11C]flumazenil). Optimal settings were assessed for a reconstruction based
partial volume correction method that was used for extracting the image derived
input functions. Image derived input functions were compared to arterial input
functions using area under the input functions analysis and outcome of tracer
kinetic analysis.

Chapter 3 evaluates the image derived input function extraction method as
described in chapter 2 for high resolution PET brain studies obtained using
the high resolution research tomography (HRRT, CTI/Siemens). As these PET
images have a higher resolution, optimal settings for extracting the image de-
rived input function and the reconstruction based partial volume correction were
again determined. In addition, the impact of high resolution on the accuracy
of image derived input functions was assessed. Image derived input functions
obtained from high resolution PET images were compared to the correspond-
ing arterial input function using area under the input functions analysis and
outcome of tracer kinetic analysis.

In chapter 4 the optimal method described in chapter 2 was evaluated for
[11C]PIB, (R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195. These tracers have vary-
ing brain uptake and are used to examine several neurological disorders like
the Alzheimer disease and normal aging. Again, image derived input functions
were compared to arterial input functions using area under the input functions
analysis and outcome of tracer kinetic analysis.

In chapter 5 the accuracy of reconstruction based PVC for low resolution
PET was validated by comparing it to high resolution PET obtained using the
HRRT. To this end, a phantom and a patient study was performed on both
a standard clinical PET scanner and the HRRT PET scanner. All data were
reconstructed using different (PVC) reconstruction methods. Recovery for the
phantom data and outcome of parametric analysis for the clinical data were
compared between the two scanners.

In chapter 6 different off-line frame-by-frame methods for correcting patient
motion were evaluated. Two simulation studies were performed, either based
on a [11C]flumazenil or (R)-[11C]PK11195 dataset. For both simulation stud-
ies different kind (rotational, translational) and amount of motion was added.
Simulated PET scans were corrected for motion using all of the motion correc-
tion methods. Optimal settings for the simulation study were used to evaluate

13



Chapter 1. Introduction

two clinical datasets of [11C]flumazenil, (R)-[11C]PK11195 and [11C]PIB. For
the clinical datasets, parametric images were compared before and after motion
correction.

Chapter 7 quantifies the influence of motion-affected IDIFs on the outcome
of tracer kinetic analysis. There are two simulation studies performed, one based
on [11C]flumazenil (high cortical uptake) and one based on [11C]verapamil (low
cortical uptake). Different amounts of rotational (1-15◦) and axial translational
motion (1-20 mm) were added to the final frames of simulated dynamic PET
scans. IDIFs were extracted from the carotid artery of motion-affected simulated
PET scans and were compared to the original (no motion-affected) IDIFs. In
addition, outcome of tracer kinetic analysis was compared.

Finally, in chapter 8 a summary of this thesis is given, followed by a general
discussion and future perspectives.
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Chapter 2. Partial volume corrected image derived input functions

Abstract

Extraction of arterial input functions from dynamic brain scans may obviate the
need for arterial sampling and would increase the clinical applicability of quan-
titative PET studies. The aim of the present study was to evaluate applicability
and accuracy of image derived input functions (IDIFs) following reconstruction
based partial volume correction (PVC).

Settings for the PVC ordered subset expectation maximization (PVC-
OSEM) reconstruction algorithm were varied. In addition, different methods for
defining arterial regions of interest (ROI) in order to extract IDIFs were evalu-
ated. [11C]flumazenil data of 10 subjects were used in the present study. Results
obtained with IDIFs were compared with those using standard online measured
arterial input functions. These included areas under the curve (AUC) for peak
(1-2 min) and tail (2-60 min), volume of distribution (VT ) obtained using Logan
analysis, and VT and K1 obtained with a basis function implementation of a
single tissue compartment model.

Best results were obtained with PVC-OSEM using 4 iterations and 16 sub-
sets. Based on 11C point source measurements, a 4.5 mm FWHM (full width at
half maximum) resolution kernel was used to correct for partial volume effects.
A ROI consisting of the four hottest pixels per plane (over the carotid arteries)
was the best method to extract IDIFs. Excellent peak AUC ratios (0.99 ± 0.09)
between IDIF and blood sampler input function (BSIF) were found. Further-
more, extracted IDIFs provided VT and K1 values that were very similar to
those obtained using BSIFs.

The proposed method appears to be suitable for analysing [11C]flumazenil
data without the need for online arterial sampling.
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2.1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a medical imaging technique that is used
to study tissue function in vivo by imaging and measuring regional tracer con-
centrations of radiopharmaceuticals labelled with a positron emitter. A tracer
model is needed to derive the tissue function under study from these measure-
ments. Tracer kinetic modelling also requires measurement of the tracer time
course in plasma, unless a reference tissue [25, 26] can be found in which non-
specific tracer uptake is identical to that in the tissue of interest. In general,
arterial sampling is considered to be the gold standard for obtaining the arte-
rial input function. However, arterial sampling is invasive, laborious, sensitive
to errors, and has a small risk of adverse effects [30, 31]. Clearly, an accu-
rate non-invasive procedure for obtaining the arterial input function would be
advantageous.

Alternative methods for characterising the (arterial) input function include
the use of arterialised venous blood samples [43] and population-based input
functions [32]. A widely used method for determining the input function in heart
studies is to extract the input function from the PET images themselves [33,34].
This idea was extended to brain studies by manually drawing regions of interest
(ROIs) on larger arterial vessels, such as the carotid arteries, either directly on
the PET images themselves [35,36] or on coregistered high resolution magnetic
resonance (MR) images [37]. Alternative methods are the use of cluster analysis
[38, 39], independent component analysis [40, 41] or multiple linear regression
analysis [42].

A challenge of using image-derived input functions (IDIFs) in the brain is
the limited diameter of even the largest cerebral arteries. The diameter of the
carotid arteries is smaller or comparable to the spatial resolution of most PET
scanners, which means that PET images have to be corrected for partial volume
and spill-over effects to recover the true radioactivity concentrations. Several
partial volume and spill-over correction methods have been developed based on
determining the true cerebral blood vessel diameter using MRI [44], (simple)
mathematical functions [36,45], or least-square fitting to determine blood vessel
and background geometries [46].

The purpose of the present study was to validate a new method that com-
bines correction for partial volume effects (spill-in and spill-out) during re-
construction with a simple procedure for extracting an IDIF from dynamic
PET images. To this end, the reconstruction based partial volume correction
method [19, 20] was used to improve spatial resolution and recover the true ra-
dioactivity concentration. Several ROI-based methods for defining the carotid
arteries were evaluated. IDIFs and blood sampler input functions (BSIFs) were
compared using areas under the curve (AUC) of input functions themselves and
using final outcome of tracer kinetic analyses.
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2.2 Materials and methods

2.2.1 Scan procedure

[11C]flumazenil data of 10 subjects from ongoing clinical studies were included.
All studies had been approved by the medical ethics committee of the VU Uni-
versity Medical Center and all subjects had given informed consent prior to
scanning.

Scans were acquired using an ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner (CTI/Siemens,
Knoxville, TN, USA). Before tracer administration, a 10-min transmission scan
was acquired in 2D mode using 3 rotating 68Ge/68Ga sources. This scan was
used to correct the subsequent emission scan for attenuation. Subsequently, a
dynamic emission scan with a duration of 60 min was acquired in 3D acquisition
mode, following bolus injection of 370 ± 45 MBq (mean ± S.D.) [11C]flumazenil.
This dynamic scan consisted of 16 time frames with variable frame lengths
(4×15, 4×60, 2×150, 2×300 and 4×600 s) and during this scan the arterial
input function was measured using a continuous flow-through automatic blood
sampling device [47]. At set times (2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40 and 60 min after injec-
tion), continuous withdrawal was interrupted briefly for the collection of manual
samples and, after each sample, the arterial line was flushed with heparinised
saline. These manual samples were used for calibrating the (online) blood sam-
pler, for measuring plasma to whole blood ratios, and for determining plasma
metabolite fractions.

2.2.2 Reconstruction based partial volume correction

The reconstruction based partial volume correction method of Brix et al. [19]
and Reader et al. [20] was used. This partial volume corrected ordered subsets
expectation maximization (PVC-OSEM) reconstruction is based on the normal-
ization and attenuation weighted (NAW) OSEM algorithm [11–13]. A schematic
diagram of NAW-OSEM is given in Figure 2.1.

The PVC-OSEM reconstruction algorithm improves the in-plane resolution
of a PET image by taking into account the pointspread function (PSF) of the
imaging system. To this end, the forward projection of the estimated image
EI is blurred with a Gaussian-shaped distribution kernel representing the PSF
of the system (smoothed image SI). As schematically illustrated in Figure 2.2,
in PVC-OSEM the updated sinogram US is calculated as the ratio between
measured sinogram MS and smoothed estimated sinogram SES, finally resulting
in a sharper representation of EI. For computational speed, clinical use, and ease
of implementation, a number of assumptions and/or approximations were used:

1. It was assumed that the 3D point spread function (PSF) of the scanner is
spatially invariant. This seems a reasonable assumption, as subjects were
always placed in nearly the same position within the FOV. Therefore, the
carotid arteries, used for IDIF, were at approximately the same position
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the normalization and attenuation weighted ordered
subset expectation maximization (NAW-OSEM) reconstruction algorithm. An initial estima-
tion of the PET image EI is forward projected to generate an estimated sinogram ES. The
update sinogram (US=measured sinogram MS/ES) is calculated and back projected to create
an update image UI. EI will then be updated according to EIiter = EIiter−1 ∗UIiter/(A+N),
with A and N the attenuation and normalization weighting factors. The whole procedure is
repeated for a set of iterations.

within the FOV (<2 cm) for all scans with little variation in local PSF
between studies.

2. Reconstruction was implemented using Fourier rebinning (FORE) [48],
followed by 2D NAW-OSEM or 2D PVC-OSEM, to allow for reconstruc-
tion of 3D dynamic scans within clinically feasible times (<15 h) on a
SUN UltraSPARC-III workstation (440 MHz, 512 MB RAM).

3. Use of the 3D PSF was included in the forward projection step only. Al-
though in general it is assumed that the PSF should be included in both
forward and back projections, preliminary studies indicated that this ap-
proach reduced convergence speed, resulting in the need for more iterations
and thus very long reconstruction times (>24 h), without providing more
accurate IDIFs.

2.2.3 Resolution measurement

The resolution of the ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner was measured using an 11C
point source. This point source was scanned at 0, 2.5 and 5 cm from the centre of
the scanner (both transaxial and axial). Scans were reconstructed using filtered
back projection (FBP) with a ramp filter at Nyquist frequency, as recommended
by NEMA standards, and using an image matrix size of 1024×1024 voxels and
a zoom factor of 2.0, resulting in images consisting of 63 planes with a voxel size
of 0.32×0.32×2.43 mm3. Next, the point spread function (PSF) and the mean
FWHM (full width at half maximum) over all directions for all point source
positions were determined.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the partial volume OSEM (PVC-OSEM) recon-
struction method. PVC-OSEM is a regular NAW-OSEM (Figure 2.1) algorithm, except that
during reconstruction it corrects for partial volume by taking the spatial resolution of the
scanner into account.

Figure 2.3. Example of one plane of a pseudo blood volume image, consisting of a summed
image of frames 2 and 3, 15-45 s after injection. The carotid arteries are clearly visible.

2.2.4 Reconstruction settings

All data were normalised and corrected for attenuation, random coincidences,
scattered radiation, dead time and decay and reconstructed using NAW-OSEM
(2 iterations, 16 subsets) as implemented in the standard ECAT 7.2 software
(CTI/Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA) and afterwards smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel of 5 mm resulting in an image resolution of 7 mm FWHM (standard set-
ting for clinical studies). Additionally, PVC-OSEM images were reconstructed
using various numbers of iterations and subsets (2×8, 2×16, 4×16, 6×16 and
8×16). The size of the Gaussian kernel representing the PSF of the tomograph
was set at the outcome of the resolution measurement, as will be discussed later.
All reconstructed images consisted of 63 planes of 256×256 voxels with a voxel
size of 1.29×1.29×2.43 mm3. PVC-OSEM images were only used for extracting
IDIFs.
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2.2.5 Region of interest definition

ROIs were defined on pseudo blood volume images, derived from the summation
of early time frames ranging from 15 to 45 s post injection. These early time
frames were chosen, because in this window the carotid arteries could easily
be identified (Figure 2.3). ROIs were defined on 11 successive planes, start-
ing 3 planes below the circle of Willis. This volume (177.7 mm3) corresponds
to the position of the carotid arteries (Figure 2.4) outside the skull to avoid
spillin from activity within the brain. The ROIs were defined (semi-) auto-
matically on NAW-OSEM images and then projected onto PVC-OSEM images
to extract whole blood time activity curves (TACs). Calibration of all recon-
struction methods used (including PVC-OSEM) were verified prior to this study
using phantoms.

Several methods for (semi-)automatic definition of ROIs were investigated:

1. Automatic threshold.

(a) Percentage of the maximum pixel value (60, 70, 80%) of the PET
volume.

(b) Number of hottest pixels in a volume (10, 20, . . ., 60 pixels).
(c) Number of hottest pixels per plane (4, 6, . . ., 12 pixels).

2. Semi-automatic simplified seeded region growing. The simplified seeded
region growing method [49] only depends on a pixel threshold value and
needs one starting seed for each carotid artery. For every pixel in a seed
(initially one), the algorithm investigates whether neighbouring pixels sat-
isfy the threshold criteria. Neighbouring pixels that pass the threshold
criteria will be added to the seed. The seeded region growing algorithm
stops if no more pixels are added. In the present study both manual and
automatic (50% of maximum pixel value of PET volume)

3. Cluster analysis. Images were divided into 3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 clusters using
the method described by Ashburner et al. [50].

4. Manually drawn ROI on magnetic resonance images (MRI). T1-weighted
structural MRI scans were acquired using a 1.5 Tesla Sonata MRI sys-
tem (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). MRI scans were co-registered with
summed NAW-OSEM scans (10-60 min) using a mutual information im-
age registration algorithm [51]. ROIs were manually drawn on the co-
registered MRI images and copied to the PET scan. thresholds were used.

Once the ROIs were defined they were copied to all frames of the PVC-OSEM
dynamic scan. In addition, ROIs were also copied to all frames of the NAW-
OSEM dynamic scan. The whole blood TACs were generated as the time se-
quence of the averaged ROI values. ROI definition and whole blood TAC ex-
traction were all performed using dedicated in-house developed software within
Matlab 7.1 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The optimal settings for ROI
definition were assessed based on AUC results of a preliminary study of four
subjects.
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Figure 2.4. Volume for defining ROIs over the carotid (between the two lines).

2.2.6 Corrections and calibration

Blood sampler (BS) whole blood curves were calibrated based on the manual
samples and corrected for delay. Image derived whole blood TACs were used
both without and with calibration based on manual samples. Both BS whole
blood curves and image derived whole blood TACs were corrected for plasma
to whole blood ratios and metabolites. Metabolite correction was performed by
multiplication of the plasma curves with a Hill-type function fit to the measured
parent fraction, resulting in BS input functions (BSIFs) and image derived input
functions (IDIFs). This Hill-type function is given by Mp(t) = αtβ

tβ+γ
where Mp(t)

is the metabolite fraction in plasma as function of time t, and α, β and γ are
fit parameters [22,52].

2.2.7 Tracer kinetic analysis

For both a BSIF and the various corresponding IDIFs, the AUC for peak (first
2 min) and tail (260 min) were calculated. In addition, peak to tail ratios
were calculated for BSIF and IDIFs. Next, parametric volume of distribution
(VT ) images were calculated for both BSIF and IDIFs using Logan analysis [27].
In addition, VT and K1 images were calculated using a basis function method
(BFM) [28,53] of the single tissue compartment model. Logan and BFM para-
metric images were generated using the in-house developed software package
PPET [54]. Using the software package DISPLAY (Montreal Neurological In-
stitute, http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/software/Display/Display.html),
a total of 15 ROIs were drawn manually on Logan VT images in anatomical ar-
eas with varying levels of [11C]flumazenil uptake (frontal, temporal and occipital
cortex, white matter, thalamus, putamen, cerebellum, and pons). These manu-
ally defined ROIs were projected onto Logan VT , and BFM VT and K1 images.
Mean Logan VT , and BFM VT and K1 for all anatomical regions were calculated
for both BSIF and IDIFs. Mean parametric values (VT or K1) of BSIF were
plotted against corresponding IDIF values. In addition, slope, intercept and
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2) were calculated for each subject.
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2.3. Results

Figure 2.5. Mean (±S.D.) AUC of the peak (first 2 min) for BSIF, IDIFs extracted from
standard NAW-OSEM, and PVC-OSEM images. PVC-OSEM images are reconstructed using
different numbers of iterations and subsets and a Gaussian kernel of 4.5 mm FWHM.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Resolution measurments

Based on the 11C point sources measurements a resolution of 4.3 mm FWHM
at the centre of the scanner was found. The resolution decreased to 4.5 mm
FWHM at 2.5 cm and to 4.8 mm FWHM at 5 cm from the centre, respectively.

2.3.2 Reconstruction settings

Figure 2.5 shows the mean AUC over all subjects (n=10) of the first 2 min
(peak) for both NAW-OSEM and PVC-OSEM reconstructions, the latter with
different numbers of iterations. For PVC-OSEM a Gaussian kernel of 4.5 mm
was used, based on the results of the resolution measurements. It can be seen
that the AUC of the peak for standard (no PVC) NAW-OSEM is around 50%
lower than that for BSIF. Good correspondence was found between AUC of
BSIF and PVC-OSEM with 4, 6 or 8 iterations. AUC differences between the
different iterations were small (<4%), but the S.D. increased with more than
30% when more than 4 iterations were used. Differences between AUCs of the
tails were small compared to those of the peak. Based on these results and
the fact that computational time increased with the number of iterations, all
PVC-OSEM reconstructions were performed with 4 iterations and 16 subsets.
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2.3.3 Region of interest definition

In the preliminary analysis of four subjects, use of the semiautomatic simpli-
fied seeded region growing ROI method (method B) resulted in low AUC ra-
tios between IDIF and BSIF (peak: 0.70 ± 0.15; tail: 0.83 ± 0.15) for IDIF.
Furthermore, whole blood TACs defined by cluster analysis (method C) were
inaccurate and inconsistent with respect to the structures selected. Use of co-
registered MRI images (method D) often resulted in erroneous definition of the
carotid arteries, which in turn led to an underestimation of IDIF peak AUC
values. Co-registration is based on the brain, but the carotid arteries are lo-
cated outside the brain. Therefore, even an overall good co-registration can still
lead to inaccurate co-registration of the carotid arteries, e.g. due to small image
distortions [55] and/or differences in patient positioning between PET and MRI
scans. Methods A1 (percentage of the maximum pixel value) and A2 (number
of hottest pixels in a volume) were disregarded because they resulted in large
variability amongst subjects, primarily due to the fact that often pixels outside
the carotid arteries were included. This is explained by the large variability
of the optimal threshold as function of object sizes comparable to the scanner
resolution [56]. Good correspondence between subjects and best AUC ratios
(peak: 0.90 ± 0.06; tail: 0.96 ± 0.10) between IDIF and BSIF were achieved
with method A3, i.e. the four hottest pixels per plane.

2.3.4 Calibration

A representative example of a BSIF and corresponding IDIFs, extracted from
PVC-OSEM and NAW-OSEM reconstructed images, are shown in Figure 2.6.
For all subjects, the peak of the IDIF curve was reached slightly earlier and
was sharper than that of the BSIF. BSIF and IDIFs were very well similar at
later times. For PVC-OSEM reconstructed images, mean (±S.D.) AUC ratios
(n=10) of IDIF without calibration and BSIF were 0.99 ± 0.09 and 0.90 ± 0.15
for peak and tail, respectively. For comparison, the same ratios for NAW-OSEM
reconstructions were 0.47 ± 0.06 and 0.81 ± 0.08 for peak and tail, respectively.

Calibrating the IDIFs, extracted from PVC-OSEM reconstructed images,
with manual samples resulted in AUC ratios between IDIF and BSIF of 1.13 ±
0.28 and 1.00 ± 0.06 for peak and tail, respectively.

2.3.5 Tracer kinetic analysis

Examples of parametric VT and K1 images obtained using BFM are shown in
Figure 2.7 for both BSIF and IDIF extracted from PVC-OSEM images. Cor-
relations between BSIF and non-calibrated and calibrated IDIFs are shown in
Figures 2.8A and B respectively. Mean slope, intercept and R2 of linear regres-
sion analyses between BSIF and IDIF for Logan derived VT , and BFM derived
VT and K1 over all subjects can be found in Figures 2.9A-C, respectively. Sig-
nificantly increased slopes for both Logan and BFM derived VT (1.35 ± 0.11
and 1.41 ± 0.24, respectively) were found only for non-calibrated IDIFs from
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Figure 2.6. Representative example of a whole blood BSIF and corresponding IDIFs ex-
tracted from PVC-OSEM and NAW-OSEM reconstructed images. Only BSIF was calibrated
based on manual samples. The insert highlights the first 5 min.

NAW-OSEM reconstructions (Figures 2.9A, B). For all reconstructions investi-
gated, nearly perfect intercept and R2 values were found for Logan derived VT

(Figure 2.9A). Variation was somewhat larger for BFM derived VT , with some
bias for NAW-OSEM derived IDIF (Figure 2.9B). In case of both calibrated and
non-calibrated IDIFs from NAW-OSEM reconstructions, high slopes and inter-
cepts, and low R2 values, together with large standard deviations were found
for BFM derived K1 values (Figure 2.9C). In general, much better results were
obtained for IDIFs derived from PVC-OSEM reconstructions.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 PVC reconstruction settings

Previous studies have shown that the quantitative accuracy of OSEM recon-
structions is comparable to the inherently quantitative filtered back projection
(FBP) algorithm [15, 16], also when using IDIFs. For the present study an
OSEM reconstruction algorithm that corrects for partial volume effects was im-
plemented. The optimal settings for the PVC-OSEM reconstruction algorithm
combined a large recovery correction with a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio. As
shown in Figure 2.5 use of 4 iterations, 16 subsets and a PSF of 4.5 mm FWHM
provided good correspondence between AUC (peak and tail) of blood sampler
and image derived whole blood input, together with the low variance.

Results of the resolution measurements in the present study agree with the
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Figure 2.7. Parametric VT (A, B) and K1 (C, D) images generated using BFM for BSIF
(A, C) and non-calibrated IDIFs extracted from PVC-OSEM reconstructed images (B, D).

findings of Brix et al. [9]. Using a steel needle 18F line source, Brix et al.
[9] measured the spatial resolution of the ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner and
reported a FWHM of 4.4 mm at the centre of the field of view, degrading to
approximately 4.8 mm at a distance of 5 cm from the scanner axis. In the
present study a FWHM of 4.5 mm at a distance of 2.5 cm from the scanner
axis was found, which on average is the position of the carotid arteries. It
was therefore logical to use a resolution kernel of 4.5 mm for the PVC-OSEM
algorithm. Although the true PSF of the ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner is not
an exact Gaussian, it may be considered as a reasonable approximation of the
PSF.

2.4.2 Region of interest definition

For the subgroup of four subjects included in preliminary study, using the four
hottest pixels per plane gave the best AUC results for both peak and tail.
AUC ratios between IDIFs extracted from PVC-OSEM images and BSIF even
increased from 0.90 ± 0.06 to 0.99 ± 0.09 when all subjects were analysed. Com-
pared with alternative ROI methods, use of the four hottest pixels is accurate,
simple, largely automatic and fully reproducible. In addition, diameters of ROI
defined with the four hottest pixels per plane did not overestimate the diameter
of the carotid arteries [57].
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Figure 2.8. Correlation between Logan derived VT values using BSIF and (A) non-calibrated
(n=10), (B) calibrated (n=10) and (C) non-calibrated IDIFs without outliers (n=8) extracted
from PVC-OSEM images (−− line of identity). Every symbol represents a single subject (note
that the same symbol per subject represents different anatomical regions).

2.4.3 Calibration

In the calibration step, the tail of the IDIF was fitted to manual samples. In the
present study the IDIF tail was on average lower than the samples. The AUC
ratio for the tail between BSIF and IDIF increased from 0.90 ± 0.15 to 1.00 ±
0.06 after calibration of the IDIF. As a result, the AUC ratio for the peak also
increased, overestimating the AUC of the peak by 13%. Note, however, that
the latter value has a very large standard deviation. The overestimation may
partly be explained by the contribution of two outlier scans, as will be discussed
later.

The differences between non-calibrated and calibrated IDIFs were rather
small for all tracer kinetic parameters (Figure 2.9). These small differences
suggest that there is no real need to calibrate an IDIF with manual samples.
Differences in slope values for BFM K1 parametric images were much larger
(calibration: 0.88 ± 0.28; non-calibrated: 0.96 ± 0.17).

Although in many clinical studies where VT is the parameter of interest
manual samples are not needed for calibrating an IDIF, they are still required
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Figure 2.9. Mean slope, intercept and R2 for linear regression between BSIF and IDIF
results for (A) Logan derived VT , (B) BFM derived VT , and (C) BFM derived K1.

to correct the IDIF for plasma to whole blood ratios and for labelled metabolites.
To further increase the clinical applicability of quantitative brain PET, future
studies are needed to investigate the possibility of using a limited number (e.g.
7) of manual venous rather than arterial blood samples.

2.4.4 Tracer kinetic analysis

Differences between IDIFs extracted from NAW-OSEM and PVC-OSEM were
large (Figure 2.9). It is clear that results of PVC-OSEM are superior to those
of NAW-OSEM. Therefore, in the remainder, only result of PVC-OSEM will be
discussed.

As shown in Figure 2.6, the peak of the IDIF was reached slightly earlier
and was much sharper than that of the BSIF. This can be explained by the
dispersion of the BSIF. Dispersion will lead to an underestimation of the peak
height and a wider peak. The difference in top of the peak between BSIF and
IDIF may be explained by small errors in the extrapolation algorithm.

In general, excellent correlations between BSIF and IDIF derived VT and K1

values were obtained. Especially correspondence of VT values was excellent for
PVC-OSEM reconstructions, although variability was slightly higher for BFM
than for Logan analysis. On average, IDIF derived K1 values were slightly lower
than those obtained using BSIF. However, using a paired t-test, no significant
differences in K1 values between BSIF and noncalibrated IDIFs (p=0.72) as well
as between BSIF and calibrated IDIFs (p=0.45) were found.
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Figure 2.10. Comparison of mean slope, intercept and R2 for linear regression between
non-calibrated BSIF and IDIF with and without inclusion of outliers for BFM derived (A)
VT and (B) K1 values.

2.4.5 Outliers

The slope between BFM derived VT values obtained with BSIF and IDIF (not
calibrated) was relatively high for two subjects: 1.30 and 1.44, respectively.
When these subjects were removed from the regression analysis, the mean slope
decreased from 1.15 ± 0.16 to 1.10 ± 0.12 for BFM derived VT (Figure 2.10A)
and from 1.10 ± 0.17 to 1.06 ± 0.12 for Logan derived VT values (not shown).
Both outliers also had a large effect on the R2 values of BFM derived K1 re-
sults, and especially on the variation of BFM derived K1 values (Figure 2.10B).
AUC ratios between IDIF and BSIF for the tail increased from 0.90 ± 0.15 (all
subjects) to 0.94 ± 0.13 (without outliers). No differences were found for peak
AUC ratios. The sources of error for both outliers were carefully investigated.

One subject was considered to be an outlier based on the peak-to-tail ratio
of the IDIF, which was outside the range of all other subjects (p<0.05), possibly
due to motion artefacts. In case of the other subject, it was suspected that the
BSIF was incorrect. This observation was confirmed when mean grey and white
matter values for the K1 images were calculated for all subjects. Two large
ROIs were drawn in regions with mainly grey and white matter, respectively.
Grey and white matter K1 values were normal for IDIF, but compared to group
average were significantly different for BSIF (p<0.05).

2.4.6 Comparison with other methods

Unlike other methods [35,40,45,46,58], the present method corrects for partial
volume and spill-over effects by taking the scanner resolution into account dur-
ing reconstruction. Sanabria-Bohorquez et al. [45] used a mathematical function
to correct for partial volume and spill-over effects, and also applied it to dynamic
[11C]flumazenil studies. They used manually drawn ROIs to define arteries and
concluded that differences between BSIF and IDIF were mainly found during the
first minutes after injection. After PVC, Sanabria- Bohorquez et al. [45] found
better VT slopes (Sanabria- Bohorquez: [0.94. . .1.03]; present study without out-
liers: [0.85. . .1.19]), but poorer intercepts (Sanabria-Bohorquez: [-0.10. . .0.16];
present study without outliers: [-0.04. . .0.03]). Comparable R2 values were
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found. For K1 Sanabria-Bohorquez et al. [45] found higher slope values, but in
the present study much better R2 values were found.

The proposed method for defining the blood pool is a simple, semi-automatic
ROI method that is fully reproducible. Especially for clinical studies, this is a
major advantage over other methods that use manually drawn ROIs [45]. Using
the four hottest pixels per plane is, however, dependent on voxel size, and
therefore has to be evaluated for other settings than used in the present study.
This is, however, also true for most other methods used to define blood vessels.

2.4.7 Limitations and clinical use

The main limitation of any IDIF method is its vulnerability to patient motion.
In the present study, ROIs were defined on early time frames and then copied to
all other frames. Patient motion at later times can easily lead to displacements of
the carotid artery ROI in subsequent frames, leading to under- or overestimation
of the true radioactivity. Although data were not conclusive, it is likely that
patient motion played a role in at least one subject (one of the 2 outliers).
To safeguard against patient movement a (frame-by-frame) motion correction
algorithm (e.g. [59–62]) could be implemented.

2.4.8 Arterial input as gold standard

According to common practice, the (externally measured) arterial input function
was used as gold standard. Retrospective analysis, however, showed that the
BSIF probably was not correct for at least one of the subjects. This conclusion
was based on a comparison of the BSIF with those of the other subjects. It is
by no means certain, however, that the other BSIFs are fully correct, as smaller
deviations are more difficult to detect. In addition, in practice there are prob-
lems with cannulation or clogged lines in ∼5% to 10% of cases, leading to study
rejection. Clearly, use of a reliable IDIF would overcome at least some of these
problems, especially when venous samples could substitute the arterial samples.
Additionally, venous samples instead of arterial samples could increase patient
friendliness of PET procedures and thereby facilitate clinical use of quantita-
tive PET studies. One way of using venous samples is to transform measured
venous blood samples into corresponding predicted arterial concentrations [63].
Visvikis et al. [64] showed that, for [18F]FLT, there was no significant differ-
ence in determining metabolite fractions between venous and arterial samples.
Clearly, these approaches need to be further substantiated for [11C]flumazenil
and other tracers. A very interesting alternative would be the approach of
Sanabria-Bohorquez et al. [65], who showed that, for [11C]flumazenil, correc-
tions for metabolites can be performed by including a mathematical solution
during kinetic analysis.
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2.5 Conclusion

In the present study, a method for extracting and improving accuracy of ID-
IFs from dynamic PET studies was developed. Accurate IDIFs were obtained
using the four hottest pixels per plane, together with reconstruction based par-
tial volume correction. AUC, Logan VT , and BFM K1 and VT correlated well
between IDIF and blood sampler derived data. No significant differences were
found between calibrated and non-calibrated IDIFs, so manual samples were
only necessary for calculating plasma to whole blood ratios and metabolites.
Moreover, the observed IDIFs showed a higher and sharper peak in the input
function, whilst the AUC of the peak was equal to that of the BSIF, suggesting
that the difference in peak height might be due to dispersion of the BSIF. It
appears that the proposed method is accurate, simple, fully reproducible and
general enough to be applied to other tracers, although this needs to be val-
idated in further studies. However, patient movement can be a limitation for
use of IDIFs. Future studies need to focus on corrections for patient motion to
improve accuracy of IDIFs. The present study, however, shows the feasibility of
deriving accurate IDIFs from dynamic PET studies using reconstruction based
PVC.
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Chapter 3. Image derived input functions for dynamic HRRT PET brain studies

Abstract

The High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT) is a dedicated human brain
positron emission tomography (PET) scanner. The aim of the present study was
to validate the use of image derived input functions (IDIF) as an alternative for
arterial sampling for HRRT human brain studies. To this end, IDIFs were
extracted from 3D ordinary Poisson ordered subsets expectation maximization
(OP-OSEM) and reconstruction based partial volume corrected (PVC) OP-
OSEM images.

IDIFs, either derived directly from regions of interest or further calibrated us-
ing manual samples taken during scans, were evaluated for dynamic [11C]fluma-
zenil data (n = 6). Results obtained with IDIFs were compared with those ob-
tained using blood sampler input functions (BSIF). These comparisons included
areas under the curve (AUC) for peak (0–3.3 min) and tail (3.3–55.0 min). In
addition, slope, intercept and Pearson’s correlation coefficient of tracer kinetic
analysis results based on BSIF and IDIF were calculated for each subject.

Good peak AUC ratios (0.83 ± 0.21) between IDIF and BSIF were found for
calibrated IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM images. This combination of IDIFs
and images also provided good slope values (1.07 ± 0.11). Improved resolution,
as obtained with PVC OP-OSEM, changed AUC ratios to 1.14 ± 0.35 and, for
tracer kinetic analysis, slopes changed to 0.95 ± 0.13. For all reconstructions,
non-calibrated IDIFs gave poorer results (>61 ± 34% higher slopes) compared
with calibrated IDIFs.

The results of this study indicate that the use of IDIFs, extracted from OP-
OSEM or PVC OP-OSEM images, is feasible for dynamic HRRT data, thereby
obviating the need for online arterial sampling.
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3.1. Introduction

3.1 Introduction

The ECAT High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT, CTI/Siemens, Knox-
ville, TN, USA) is a dedicated human brain positron emission tomography
(PET) scanner. It is the first commercially available scanner that uses a double
layer of LSO/LYSO crystals thereby enabling the use of depth-of-interaction
information. The spatial resolution of the HRRT is between 2.3 and 3.4 mm
full width at half maximum (FWHM), which is higher than that of standard
whole-body PET scanners, such as the ECAT EXACT HR+ (CTI/Siemens,
Knoxville, TN, USA) scanner (4.1 to 7.8 mm FWHM in 3D mode; [9]). High
spatial resolution combined with high sensitivity [66, 67] makes the HRRT an
ideal scanner for human brain studies.

In general, PET is used to study tissue function in vivo by imaging and
measuring regional concentrations of tracers labelled with positron emitters.
Following these measurements, a tracer kinetic model is needed to derive the
specific tissue function under study. Tracer kinetic modelling also requires mea-
surements of the time course of the tracer in plasma, unless a reference tis-
sue [25,26] can be found in which non-specific tracer uptake is identical to that
in the tissue of interest. To date, continuous or frequent arterial sampling is
considered to be the gold standard for obtaining the arterial input function.

In a previous study [68] it was shown that, for the HR+ scanner, image
derived input functions (IDIF) might be an accurate alternative for arterial
blood sampling. For the HRRT, Baudrexel et al. [69] have shown that, in cats,
an accurate IDIF can be obtained using a manually defined mask over the right
ventricle. Clearly, this cannot be extended to human brain studies, as the heart
is not in the field-of-view. The purpose of the present study was therefore to
validate the use of IDIFs as an alternative for arterial sampling in human brain
studies on the HRRT.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Phantom studies

To extract IDIF, an ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) recon-
struction algorithm without and with recovery correction was used. In order to
determine optimal reconstruction settings for this algorithm, phantom studies
were performed.

First, a 3D anthropomorphic human brain phantom (Hoffman phantom,
Data Spectrum, Hillsborough, NC, USA; [70]) was filled with a solution of ∼50
kBq/ml 18F and scanned for 60 min on the HRRT. This phantom represents
the activity concentration distribution in later frames (20 min and later) of a
dynamic [11C]flumazenil scan. Note, however, that the grey to white matter
contrast (4:1) with the Hoffman phantom is smaller than that generally seen in
patients (∼ 7:1). Data were histogrammed in a 1 h frame and reconstructed
with various numbers of iterations (8–18). To obtain optimal reconstruction
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settings of the partial volume corrected (PVC) 3D ordinary Poisson (OP) OSEM
reconstruction [71,72] for the anthropomorphic brain phantom study the average
activity concentrations in large grey and white matter ROIs were investigated
as function of number of iterations. Convergence was assessed by comparing
white matter activity concentration seen in PVC OP-OSEM with those obtained
using the default OP-OSEM reconstructions. The white matter ROI was chosen
because cold spot recovery shows slower convergence than regions with higher
uptake.

Second, an additional phantom study was performed to determine the recov-
ery of the PVC OP-OSEM reconstruction as function of number of iterations.
To this end, a 20 cm � cylindrical phantom with six hot spheres of varying in-
ternal diameters (4.0, 5.0, 6.2, 7.9, 12.4 and 15.4 mm) was scanned for 90 min on
the HRRT. The cylindrical phantom was filled with a solution of ∼5 kBq/ml and
the spheres with ∼380 kBq/ml 18F. These concentrations were similar to those
seen in and near carotid arteries, in early frames of dynamic [11C]flumazenil
scans. For the hot spot recovery phantom, activity concentrations in the hot
spheres were determined using the four hottest pixels in two adjacent planes of
each sphere. Next, recovery was calculated as measured divided by true activity
concentration, the latter as obtained with a well counter cross-calibrated against
the HRRT.

3.2.2 Clinical scan procedure

[11C]flumazenil data of six healthy volunteers with age ranging from 21 to 85
years (55 ± 23) were included. The study was approved by the medical ethics
committee of VU University Medical Center and all subjects gave written in-
formed consent prior to inclusion.

Dynamic scans were acquired on the HRRT. Before tracer administration,
a 6 min transmission scan was acquired for scatter and attenuation correction
purposes using a 740 MBq 2D fan-collimated 137Cs (single photon emitter) mov-
ing point source [73]. Acquisition of a dynamic 64 bit list-mode emission scan
with a duration of 60.5 min was started 30 s before an intravenous bolus injec-
tion of 353 ± 43 (mean ± SD) MBq [11C]flumazenil using an injector (Medrad
Inc., Indianola, MS, USA). After acquisition, scans were histogrammed in 22
time frames with variable frame lengths (1×30, 1×10, 7×5, 1×15, 4×60, 2×150,
2×300 and 4×600 s), with the first frame (30 s) being a background frame. Dur-
ing the entire emission scan the arterial whole blood curve was measured using
a continuous flow-through automatic blood sampling device [47]. At set times
(5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 60 min after injection), continuous withdrawal was
interrupted briefly for the collection of manual samples and, after each sample
(except the first), the arterial line was flushed with heparinised saline. Flush-
ing was performed as fast as possible and the blood sampler input curve was
corrected for the effect of flushes before using it. These manual samples were
used for calibrating the (online) blood sampler, for measuring plasma to whole
blood ratios, and for determining plasma metabolite fractions.

Finally, for each subject, a structural T1-weighted MRI scan was acquired
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Figure 3.1. Example of one plane for the axial, coronal and sagittal direction of a pseudo
blood volume image, consisting of a summed image of frames 3 till 5. The carotid arteries
are clearly visible.

on a SONATA 1.5 T MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Ger-
many), which had a voxel size of 0.98×0.98×1.49 mm3. PET and MRI scans
were acquired within the same week.

3.2.3 Reconstruction settings

All clinical PET data were normalised, corrected for attenuation, random co-
incidences (VRR algorithm; [74]), scattered radiation, dead time and decay,
and reconstructed using the OP-OSEM reconstruction algorithm with 8 itera-
tions and 16 subsets. In addition, after reconstruction, OP-OSEM images were
smoothed with a 6 mm Gaussian kernel (OP-OSEM 6 mm) to approximate
the spatial resolution of the HR+ scanner in order to allow comparison with a
previous study [68].

To correct for partial volume a reconstruction based PVC algorithm [68,72]
was used. The point spread function (PSF) for the PVC OP-OSEM reconstruc-
tion was defined as PSF = G1 + 0.05 × G2, where G1 represents a Gaussian
function with a FWHM of 2.1 mm and G2 with a FWHM of 5.9 mm [72].

PVC OP-OSEM images were reconstructed using various numbers of iter-
ations (8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18) and the default number of 16 subsets. The
optimal number of iterations was investigated using both phantom and clini-
cal studies as described above. Data were reconstructed using PVC OP-OSEM
(with optimal number of iterations) and the standard OP-OSEM. All recon-
structed images consisted of 207 planes of 256×256 voxels with a voxel size of
1.22×1.22×1.22 mm3.

3.2.4 Extraction of image derived whole blood time
activity curves

Regions of interests (ROIs) for extracting image derived whole blood time activ-
ity curves (TAC) were defined on 16 successive planes, starting 3 planes below
the circle of Willis. This volume corresponds to the position of the carotid ar-
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teries (Figure 3.1) outside the skull to avoid spill-in of activity from the brain.
ROIs were defined (semi)-automatically on pseudo blood volume images, de-
rived from the summation of very early time frames of the OP-OSEM 6 mm
images (frames ranging from 30 to 75 s post injection), using the four hottest
pixels per plane method [68].

Once ROIs were defined, they were projected onto all frames of the OP-
OSEM, OP-OSEM 6 mm and PVC OP-OSEM dynamic scans. Whole blood
TACs were generated as the time sequence of average ROI values. ROI definition
and whole blood TAC extraction were all performed using dedicated in-house
developed software within Matlab 7.1 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).

3.2.5 Corrections and Calibration

Blood sampler whole blood curves were corrected for delay and calibrated using
the manual samples. Delay of the online measured input function was obtained
by fitting a plasma input single tissue compartment model including a blood
volume fraction to the total grey matter time activity curve. In this way, delay
values are not affected by dispersion of the input function because the blood
volume fraction parameter accounts for dispersion as well. Image derived whole
blood TACs were used both without and with calibration to the manual samples.
Calibration was performed using a multi-exponential function that is first fitted
through the IDIF from 1000 to 3600 s. Next this function is multiplied with a
‘calibration factor’ such that it fits through the manual sample data using resid-
ual squared error as optimization parameters. The ‘calibration factor’ is then
applied to the IDIF. In this way statistical errors in the IDIF at corresponding
manual blood sample withdrawal times are avoided. Both blood sampler whole
blood curves and image derived whole blood TACs were corrected for plasma
to whole blood ratios and metabolites. Metabolite correction was performed by
multiplying the plasma curve with a Hill-type function, obtained from a fit to
the measured parent fraction, resulting in blood sampler input functions (BSIF)
and image derived input functions (IDIF). This Hill-type function is given by
P (t) = αtβ

tβ+γ
where P (t) is the metabolite fraction in plasma as function of time

t, and α, β and γ are fit parameters [22,52].

3.2.6 Analysis of clinical data

For each BSIF and various corresponding IDIFs, areas under the curve (AUC)
for peak (0–3.3 min) and tail (3.3–55.0 min) were calculated. In addition, peak-
to-tail ratios (peak AUC ratio / tail AUC ratio) were calculated. Furthermore,
for each input function (BSIF and IDIFs), parametric volume of distribution
(VT ) images were derived using Logan analysis [27]. Finally, VT and K1 images
were generated using a basis function method (BFM) [28,53] based on the single
tissue compartment model. All parametric images were generated using the in-
house developed software package PPET [54].

Using the software package DISPLAY (Montreal Neurological Institute,
http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/software/Display/Display.html), a total
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of fifteen ROIs were drawn manually on the individually co-registered T1-
weighted MRI image in anatomical areas with varying levels of [11C]flumazenil
uptake (frontal, temporal, occipital and parietal cortex, thalamus, caudate,
putamen, and pons). Co-registration of the MRI scan was performed using
the software package VINCI (Max Planck Institute for Neurological Research,
Cologne, Germany, http://www.mpifnf.de/vinci/). ROIs were projected
onto Logan VT , and BFM VT and K1 images. Mean Logan VT , and BFM VT

and K1 for all individual anatomical regions were calculated for both BSIF and
IDIFs. Mean parametric values (VT or K1) of BSIF were plotted against cor-
responding IDIF values. Furthermore, slope, intercept and squared Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (R2) between BSIF and IDIF were calculated for each
subject.

3.2.7 Effect of ROI size

A cluster of four pixels showing the highest pixel values, which will be referred
to as the ‘four hottest pixels per plane’ method, was chosen because it provided
the most accurate results for the HR+ [68]. Because of differences in resolution
between HR+ and HRRT, however, it is by no means certain that this approach
is also optimal for the HRRT. Therefore, the effect of including more or less
pixels was evaluated by generating image derived whole blood TACs using the
two and six hottest pixels per plane method. All other conditions (e.g. number
of planes) were kept the same and the same analysis was performed as for the
four hottest pixels per plane method.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Reconstruction settings

White matter regions in PVC OP-OSEM phantom images, reconstructed using
16 iterations, converged to within 1% of corresponding regions in standard OP-
OSEM images using 8 iterations. This suggests that, for PVC OP-OSEM, at
least 16 iterations are necessary to reach comparable convergence. Differences
in peak AUC for clinical [11C]flumazenil data between various iterations of PVC
OP-OSEM reconstruction were small (<5%; Figure 3.2A). However, differences
in tail AUCs between IDIFs and BSIF (not calibrated) were much larger, ranging
from 6% for 8 iterations to 21% for 18 iterations (Figure 3.2B). Again, stability
was reached when using 16 or more iterations.

Results of the recovery experiment, measurement using the cylindrical phan-
tom with 6 hot spheres, are shown in Figure 3.3. For PVC OP-OSEM, recovery
of the 5.0, 6.2 and 7.9 mm hot spheres was on average 1.03 ± 0.01. Recovery of
the same spheres using OP-OSEM was much lower (0.80 ± 0.15). Recovery was
underestimated for the 4.0 mm hot sphere (OP-OSEM: 0.42; PVC OP-OSEM:
0.74) and overestimated for the 12.4 and 15.4 mm hot spheres (1.25 ± 0.05 for
both reconstruction methods).
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Figure 3.2. AUCs of (A) peaks and (B) tails of BSIF and non-calibrated IDIFs extracted
from OP-OSEM, OP-OSEM 6 mm and PVC OP-OSEM reconstructed images. The latter
were reconstructed using different numbers of iterations. Error bars represent SD values.

Based on these results and the fact that computational time increases with
increasing number of iterations, in the remainder of this study only PVC OP-
OSEM reconstructions with 16 iterations and 16 subsets were used.

3.3.2 Calibration

A representative example of a BSIF, together with corresponding non-calibrated
and calibrated IDIFs, extracted from OP-OSEM, OP-OSEM 6 mm and PVC
OP-OSEM reconstructed images, is shown in Figure 3.4. For all subjects, the
peak of an IDIF curve was reached slightly earlier and was much sharper than
that of the corresponding BSIF. As can be seen in Figure 3.4A, however, com-
parable or lower peaks and lower tails were found for non-calibrated IDIFs than
for BSIF. In contrast, peaks of calibrated OP-OSEM and PVC OP-OSEM ID-
IFs were much higher than that of BSIF, whilst, as expected, tails were very
similar (Figure 3.4B).

Mean (± SD) AUC ratios between IDIFs and BSIF are given in Figure
3.5A. Low peak and tail AUC ratios (Figure 3.5A, left side) were found for
non-calibrated IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM (peak: 0.44 ± 0.19; tail: 0.57
± 0.22) and OP-OSEM 6 mm (peak: 0.26 ± 0.15; tail: 0.51 ± 0.21). Bet-
ter peak (0.64 ± 0.27) and tail (0.62 ± 0.21) AUC ratios were found using
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Figure 3.3. Recovery (measured / true activity) measured for hot spheres of different sizes.
Spheres were reconstructed using OP-OSEM (grey line) and PVC OP-OSEM (dark line).
Black triangle represents recovery of 4.0 mm sphere when only one rather than two planes
were used to calculate recovery.

non-calibrated PVC-OSEM IDIFs. AUC ratios improved for all reconstruction
methods when IDIFs were calibrated using the manual samples (Figure 3.5A,
right side). Peak AUC, however, was still underestimated substantially when
using IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM and OP-OSEM 6 mm reconstructed
images. The opposite was true for IDIFs extracted from PVC OP-OSEM re-
constructed images. Here, peak AUC was 5 ± 38% higher than those of BSIF.
By definition, tail AUC ratios were close to one for all reconstruction methods
when calibration was applied.

To detect outliers, peak-to-tail ratio analysis was used [68]. One subject
had a conspicuously low peak-to-tail ratio (OP-OSEM: 0.46) compared with
the other 5 subjects (OP-OSEM: 0.82 ± 0.18). In addition, in contrast to the
other subjects, in this subject peak AUC was lower for IDIF than for BSIF,
indicating problems with this particular IDIF. This may be explained by the
fact that, for this subject, one of the carotid arteries was not fully visible in
the reconstructed images, possibly prohibiting accurate IDIF definition. Peak
and tail AUC ratios without this particular subject are shown in Figure 3.5B.
Especially peak AUC of IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM improved (from 0.77
± 0.25 to 0.83 ± 0.21). Therefore, data from this subject were excluded from
all further analyses.

3.3.3 Data analysis

Correlations between BSIF and IDIF (non-calibrated and calibrated) derived
Logan VT values are shown in Figure 3.6. Mean slope, intercept and R2 of linear
regression analyses between BSIF and IDIF for Logan derived VT , and BFM
derived VT and K1 over the remaining five subjects are shown in Figure 3.7. As
can be seen from Figure 3.6, for all reconstruction methods, best correlations
between BSIF and IDIFs were found for calibrated IDIFs (Figures 3.6B, D and
F). Nearly perfect R2 values were obtained for Logan derived VT , and BFM
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Figure 3.4. Representative example of a whole blood BSIF and corresponding (A) non-
calibrated and (B) calibrated IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM, OP-OSEM 6 mm and PVC
OP-OSEM.

derived VT and K1 irrespective of reconstruction method. Slopes between BSIF
and non-calibrated IDIFs, however, were in general much higher than one, with
best results for PVC OP-OSEM (Figures 3.7A, C and E). In general, best slope
and intercept values were found between BSIF and calibrated IDIFs extracted
from standard OP-OSEM images for Logan VT , BFM VT and K1 (Figures 3.7B,
D and F).

3.3.4 Effect of ROI size

For the standard ROIs with the four hottest pixels per plane results for cali-
brated IDIFs were superior to those from non-calibrated IDIFs. Similar results
were seen for the other ROI sizes and therefore, for assessing other ROI sizes,
only calibrated IDIFs were used.

Peak and tail AUC ratios between IDIF extracted using different hottest
pixels per plane and BSIF are shown in Figures 3.8A and B, respectively. For
OP-OSEM, only small differences (<3%) in peak AUC ratios between the vari-
ous ROI methods were found. For PVC OP-OSEM, the best peak AUC ratios
were found using the six hottest pixels per plane method, but they were still
significantly higher than one (Figure 3.8A). As shown in Figure 3.8B, the use
of different numbers of hottest pixels resulted in only small differences (<4%)
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Figure 3.5. Peak and tail AUC ratios between non-calibrated (left panels) and calibrated
(right panels) IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM, OP-OSEM 6 mm and PVC OP-OSEM re-
constructed images and BSIF for (A) all subjects and (B) excluding one outlier. Error bars
represent SD values.

in tail AUC ratios for all reconstructions. Slope and intercept values of the
linear regression lines between BSIF and IDIFs for Logan derived VT , and BFM
derived VT and K1 are shown in Figures 3.9A, B and C, respectively. For Logan
derived VT , best slope and intercept values were found for the six hottest pixels
per plane in combination with PVC OP-OSEM reconstructions (slope: 0.99 ±
0.11; intercept: 0.01 ± 0.02). No differences in R2 between ROI size and re-
constructions were found (data not shown). For BFM derived VT and K1, best
slope values were found using either the four or six hottest pixels per plane in
combination with OP-OSEM (Figures 3.9B and C). In general, for BFM derived
VT and K1, lower slope values were found when using PVC OP-OSEM (Figures
3.9B and C).

3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Reconstruction settings

In the present study, OP-OSEM images were reconstructed using 8 iterations
and 16 subsets. This number of iterations is consistent with the study of Johans-
son et al. [75] where brain regions were said to have converged sufficiently after
3 to 11 iterations. Van Velden et al. [76] recently showed that for OP-OSEM 8
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Figure 3.6. Correlation between Logan derived VT values from BSIF and (A, C, E) non-
calibrated and (B, D, F) calibrated IDIFs, extracted from (A, B) OP-OSEM, (C, D) OP-
OSEM 6 mm, and (E, F) PVC OP-OSEM reconstructed images. Dashed lines represent
lines of identity. Every symbol represents a single subject with multiple anatomical regions
per subject.

iterations were sufficient to obtain accurate grey and white matter convergence.

For PVC OP-OSEM, the phantom study showed that at least 16 iterations
were necessary to gain comparable convergence as for standard OP-OSEM re-
constructions with 8 iterations. For clinical data (Figure 3.2A), differences in
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Figure 3.7. Mean slope, intercept and R2 for linear regression between BSIF and (A, C,
E) non-calibrated and (B, D, F) calibrated IDIF results for (A, B) Logan derived VT , (C, D)
BFM derived VT , and (E, F) BFM derived K1. Error bars represents SD values.

peak AUC between different numbers of iterations were small (<5%). However,
it appears that a stable situation was reached at 16 iterations. Conversely, dif-
ferences in tail AUC for the different iterations were rather large (up to 21%)
and again a stable situation was reached at iteration 16. Based on the phantom
study and the AUC analysis, the optimal number of iterations for PVC OP-
OSEM reconstructions was set to 16. This is consistent with a previous HR+
study [68] where PVC-OSEM converged two times slower than plain OSEM and
corresponds to the findings of Sureau et al. [72].

The recovery phantom study showed that for PVC OP-OSEM using 16 itera-
tions, very good recovery was obtained for the 5.0, 6.2 and 7.9 mm spheres (1.03
± 0.01). However, for the other spheres, recovery was either underestimated (4.0
mm sphere) or overestimated (12.4 and 15.4 mm spheres). A comparable overes-
timation of recovery of the largest two spheres was found when using OP-OSEM
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Figure 3.8. AUC ratios between calibrated IDIFs, extracted from OP-OSEM 6 mm, OP-
OSEM and PVC OP-OSEM using different hottest pixels per plane methods, and BSIF for
(A) peak and (B) tail. Error bars represents SD values.

Figure 3.9. Mean slope and intercept of linear regression between BSIF and calibrated IDIFs
based (A) Logan derived VT , (B) BFM derived VT , and (C) BFM derived K1 values. IDIFs
were extracted using the two, four and six hottest pixels per plane (hppp) ROI method from
OP-OSEM (filled bars) and PVC OP-OSEM (dashed bars). Error bars represents SD values.

reconstructions. This indicates that the correction for partial volume effects, be-
ing an integral part of PVC OP-OSEM, had no or only a small effect on large
objects (>10 mm). The observed overestimation of recovery could be expected
as a result of noise, especially in large objects, as shown previously [77]. In that
study it was observed that for larger objects use of maximum pixel value (or
similarly for the four hottest ones) resulted in an upward bias. For larger ob-
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jects there is an increasing chance for selecting values which are at the upward
‘edges’ of the (normal) noise distribution explaining the upward bias. This was
previously observed using both simulations and phantom studies [77]. As pixel
variance is high for the HRRT, because of the high resolution, this effect be-
comes even more pronounced. The low recovery for the 4.0 mm sphere was due
to sampling errors. With a voxel size of 1.22×1.22×1.22 mm3 and a ROI of the
four hottest pixels per plane in two planes (8 voxels), it was not possible to posi-
tion the ROI exactly over the center of the smallest sphere. As shown in Figure
3.3 (black triangle) the recovery of the 4.0 mm sphere improved when only one
plane was used. It is expected that the effect of sampling is much smaller for
the carotid arteries, as their shape corresponds to an axially orientated tube. In
addition, the average diameter of a carotid artery is larger [57] than the smallest
sphere used in this study. Therefore, it is expected that recovery of the carotid
arteries will be comparable to those of the 5.0, 6.2 and 7.9 mm spheres.

Results of this phantom study indicated that for small objects, such as the
carotid arteries with diameters of 4.66 ± 0.78 to 5.11 ± 0.87 mm for women
and men respectively [57], PVC OP-OSEM in combination with the used ROI
strategy provide accurate recoveries. These results were in line with previous
studies [68,72]. Thus PVC OP-OSEM may be used to improve the accuracy of
IDIFs.

3.4.2 Calibration

For both AUC and kinetic analyses large differences were found between non-
calibrated and calibrated IDIFs. In general, for both OP-OSEM and PVC
OP-OSEM, best results were found using calibrated IDIFs. This is in contrast
to a previous study using [11C]flumazenil data acquired on an HR+ scanner,
where accurate results were found using non-calibrated IDIFs extracted from
PVC-OSEM [68]. This discrepancy between both scanners probably is due
to differences in scatter and scatter correction. As the scatter gives a larger
contribution to the HRRT (∼45%, [67]) compared to the HR+ (∼33%, 3D
mode, [9]), it requires an even more accurate scatter correction. As indicated by
van Velden et al. [78], measured remnant scatter fraction (measured according
to NEMA NU 2-1994 standards) was 0.05 and 0.10 for the HRRT and HR+,
respectively.

In the current situation, two facts amplify the scatter correction problems.
Firstly, radioactivity in the tail of an IDIF is lower than that in grey mat-
ter. Secondly, carotid arteries are positioned near the edge of the field of view
of the HRRT, making estimation of their concentration very sensitive to the
performance of the scatter correction algorithm with respect to outside field
of view activity and low sensitivity of the scanner in those planes. A small
overestimation of scatter will result in an underestimation of observed activity
concentration, which is in line with the present finding of low tail AUCs for
non-calibrated IDIFs (Figure 3.5).

Compared to OP-OSEM, peak AUC of non-calibrated IDIFs extracted from
PVC OP-OSEM reconstruction images were closer to that of BSIF. Further-
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more, for IDIFs extracted from PVC OP-OSEM, both peak and tail were un-
derestimated similarly and by calibrating the IDIF, both peak and tail AUC get
closer to the BSIF. The underestimation of tail AUC of both OP-OSEM and
PVC OP-OSEM may illustrate an inaccuracy of the HRRT in quantifying low
count regions. In conclusion, differences in scatter correction performance [78]
may explain the discrepancy between results from IDIFs derived from HR+ [68]
and HRRT images.

3.4.3 Data analysis

For calibrated IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM 6 mm reconstructed images,
higher Logan and BFM derived VT and BFM derived K1 values were found. This
overestimation results in high values for the slope, especially in the case of BFM
K1 (Figure 3.7F). Results for OP-OSEM 6 mm correspond with the results found
previously for normalisation and attenuation weighted OSEM as reconstructed
on a typical clinical whole-body PET scanner, such as the HR+ [68], for which
PVC-OSEM was necessary to derive an accurate IDIF.

In general, excellent correlations between calibrated IDIF, extracted from
OP-OSEM, and BSIF derived Logan VT and BFM VT values were obtained. As
the resolution after reconstruction using OP-OSEM approximates the resolution
obtained by using PVC-OSEM reconstruction on the HR+ scanner, these results
correspond to the results previously found by Mourik et al. [68].

For PVC OP-OSEM, lower slope values were found between calibrated BSIF
and IDIF derived Logan VT , BFM VT and especially BFM K1 values (Figures
3.7B, D and F). These results show that there is, for the HRRT, little addition
value of using PVC OP-OSEM instead of OP-OSEM and therefore OP-OSEM
is the recommended reconstruction method for deriving accurate IDIFs on the
HRRT.

3.4.4 Effect of ROI size

Best AUC ratios (1.08 ± 0.29) and Logan VT values were found when IDIFs were
extracted from PVC OP-OSEM images using the six hottest pixels per plane
ROI method. In contrast, best BFM VT and K1 values were found using OP-
OSEM in combination with four hottest pixels per plane. In general, however,
no large differences between the various numbers of hottest pixels per plane ROI
methods were found, i.e. results were insensitive to the actual number of pixels
used. It appears that for [11C]flumazenil HRRT scans the use of four hottest
pixels per plane is an optimal ROI method as well. In addition, ROI diameter
defined with the four hottest pixels per plane did not overestimate the diameter
of the carotid arteries [57].

3.4.5 Limitations

A generally known limitation of any IDIF method is its vulnerability to patient
motion. Patient motion at later time points can easily lead to under- or over-
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estimation of measured radioactivity. As mentioned previously by Baudrexel
et al. [69] and Mourik et al. [68], for routine applications, an (online) motion
correction system must be implemented to safeguard against patient motion.

Another limitation of using IDIFs for HRRT is the need for arterial sam-
ples. However, these arterial samples were also necessary for calculating plasma
to whole blood ratios and metabolite fractions. The use of venous samples in-
stead of arterial samples would increase patient comfort of PET procedure and
thereby facilitate clinical use of quantitative PET studies. Although arterial
blood samples were still necessary, the use of IDIFs may be a good alternative
in HRRT studies where withdrawal of large amounts of arterial blood volume
is not possible such as in case of multiple scans within a shorter period (e.g.
test-retest, response monitoring or displacement studies).

Furthermore, the ratio between IDIF and BSIF is dependent on time, on how
spill-in and spill-out effects are present and how these are handled by the itera-
tive reconstruction algorithm. If the tails of IDIF and BSIF are systematically
different such that the tail of the IDIF declines more rapidly than the BSIF, it
would have resulted in higher input function values for calibrated IDIF. Con-
sequently, using IDIFs would systematically show lower VT values. However,
Figure 3.6D shows that there is no systematic difference between calibrated
IDIF and BSIF when using OP-OSEM. Although the results of the present
study illustrated that the calibration procedure is accurate and precise, it needs
to be validated for other tracers to allow further applicability of the presented
method.

The accuracy of the HRRT PET study may be further improved by new
iterative reconstruction algorithms, which allow for negative pixel values [79], as
these algorithms reduce bias in low count regions in case of poor scan statistics.
It is likely that the use of these new reconstruction algorithms will further
improve the accuracy of IDIFs, although this needs to be validated in future
studies. Nevertheless, the present study shows that IDIF extracted from OP-
OSEM or PVC-OSEM reconstructed dynamic scans can already be used for
generating accurate parametric Logan VT images.

3.5 Conclusion

Accurate (calibrated) IDIFs were obtained using the four hottest pixels per
plane, together with OP-OSEM. AUC, Logan VT and BFM VT correlated well
between IDIF and blood sampler derived data. IDIFs extracted from OP-OSEM
provided accurate results, showing the advantage of the high resolution of the
HRRT scanner itself, with little additional value for PVC OP-OSEM. For all
reconstruction methods, non-calibrated IDIFs gave poor results, indicating that
calibration is necessary for IDIFs derived from HRRT scans to compensate for
quantification errors in low count regions. Although manual samples were still
necessary, these were also necessary for calculating plasma to whole blood ratios
and metabolite correction. The present study shows the feasibility of deriving
accurate IDIFs from dynamic HRRT PET studies.
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Chapter 4. Image derived input functions for PET brain studies

Abstract

Purpose: To assess the robustness of a previous introduced method to obtain
accurate image derived input functions (IDIF) for three other tracers.
Methods: Dynamic PET and online blood data of five repeat [11C]PIB, six
repeat (R)-[11C]verapamil, and ten single (R)-[11C]PK11195 studies were used.
IDIFs were extracted from partial volume corrected scans using the four hottest
pixels per plane method. Results obtained with IDIFs were compared with
those using standard online measured arterial input functions (BSIF). IDIFs
were used both with and without calibration based on manual blood samples.
Results: For (R)-[11C]verapamil, accurate IDIFs were obtained using noncal-
ibrated IDIFs (slope: 0.96 ± 0.17; R2: 0.92 ± 0.07). However, calibration was
necessary to obtain IDIFs comparable to the BSIF for both [11C]PIB (slope:
1.04 ± 0.05; R2: 1.00 ± 0.01) and (R)-[11C]PK11195 (slope: 0.96 ± 0.05; R2:
0.99 ± 0.01). The need for calibration may be explained by the sticking property
of both tracers, indicating that BSIF may be affected by sticking and therefore
may be unreliable.
Conclusion: The present study shows that a previously proposed method to
extract IDIFs is suitable for analyzing [11C]PIB (Pittsburgh compound-B), (R)-
[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 studies, thereby obviating the need for
online arterial sampling.
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4.1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a medical imaging technique that is
used to study tissue function in vivo by imaging and measuring regional tracer
concentrations of tracer labelled with positron emitting radionuclides. A tracer
kinetic model is needed to derive the tissue response function from these mea-
surements. Tracer kinetic modelling also requires measurement of the tracer
time course in plasma, unless a reference tissue [25, 26] can be found in which
specific tracer uptake is absent. In general, arterial sampling is considered to be
the gold standard for obtaining the arterial input function. However, arterial
sampling is invasive, laborious and sensitive to errors, and has a minor risk of
adverse effects [30, 31]. A number of alternative methods have been suggested,
including those extracting the input function from the dynamic PET images
themselves, a so-called image derived input function (IDIF) [35]. In a previous
study [68], a new method was developed that combines partial volume correction
(PVC) during reconstruction with a simple automatic procedure for extracting
the IDIF from the internal carotid arteries. PVC is necessary to recover the
true radioactivity due to the limited spatial resolution of most PET scanners.
Although the new method is not truly non-invasive, with manual blood samples
still being necessary for calibration and metabolite analysis, it is an important
step towards a fully non-invasive alternative to online arterial sampling.

The previously developed method was, however, only validated on a dataset
of ten [11C]flumazenil scans [68] for the ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner
(CTI/Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA) and six [11C]flumazenil scans [80] for the
High-Resolution Research Tomograph (CTI/Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA).
Other tracers show different activity uptake, distribution and contrast, resulting
in a different partial volume effect and scatter distribution. Consequently, the
previously proposed method may not necessarily provide similar accuracy for
difference tracers.

The aim of the present study was to further evaluate the accuracy of the
proposed method for three other tracers, [11C]PIB (Pittsburgh compound-B),
(R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195. A second aim was to assess whether
test-retest variability was affected by using IDIFs.
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Table 4.1. Number of scans, injected dose (means ± standard deviation) and manual sample
times

Tracer # scans Injected dose Manual sample times

[11C]PIB 5 + 5 348 ± 66 MBq 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 75, 90 min

(R)-[11C]verapamil 6 + 6 366 ± 32 MBq 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60 min

(R)-[11C]PK11195 10 411 ± 42 MBq 3, 6, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60 min

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Subjects

Data from five test-retest [11C]PIB, six test-retest (R)-[11C]verapamil, and ten
single (R)-[11C]PK11195 studies were used. Both [11C]PIB and (R)-[11C]vera-
pamil test and retest scans were performed on the same day. [11C]PIB is a
PET tracer that enables visualization of accumulation of amyloid-β in patients
with Alzheimer’s disease [81]. (R)-[11C]verapamil is a tracer for measuring
P-glycoprotein function in vivo, which may play an important role in several
neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease [82] and normal ageing [83].
Finally, (R)-[11C]PK11195 is a marker of activated microglia, which is used to
measure inflammation in neurological disorders [84].

All data for the three different tracers were acquired in ongoing clinical
research studies which had been approved by the Medical Ethics Committee of
the VU University Medical Center, and all subjects had given written informed
consent prior to scanning.

4.2.2 Scan procedures

Scans were acquired using a HR+ whole-body PET scanner. Before tracer ad-
ministration, a 10-min transmission scan was acquired in 2-D mode using three
rotating 68Ge/68Ga sources, which was used to correct the subsequent emission
scans for attenuation. Subsequently, a dynamic emission scan was acquired in
3-D acquisition mode, following bolus injection of the tracer. The number of
included scans, injected doses (Table 4.1), scan duration and frame definition
(Table 4.2) differed for each tracer. Note that the first frame (30 s) of the
[11C]PK11195 scan was a background frame. During the emission scan the ar-
terial input function was measured using a continuous flow-through automatic
blood sampling device [47]. At set times (Table 4.1), continuous withdrawal was
interrupted briefly for the collection of manual samples and, after each sample
(except the first), the arterial line was flushed with heparinised saline. These
manual samples were used for recalibrating the (online) blood sampler, for mea-
suring plasma to whole-blood ratios, and for determining plasma metabolite
fractions. [11C]PIB and (R)-[11C]verapamil scans were part of test-retest pro-
tocols, where the whole scan procedure was repeated approximately 4 h after
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Table 4.2. Number of frames, scan duration and frame length definition

Tracer Frames Scan time Frame lengths

[11C]PIB 23 90.0 min 1×15, 3×5, 3×10, 2×30, 3×60

2×150, 2×300, 7×600 s

(R)-[11C]verapamil 20 60.0 min 1×15, 3×5, 3×10, 2×30, 3×60

2×150, 2×300, 4×600 s

(R)-[11C]PK11195 22 60.5 min 1×30, 1×15, 1×5, 1×10, 2×15, 2×30

3×60, 4×150, 5×300, 2×600 s

the start of the first scan.

4.2.3 Reconstruction-based partial volume correction

A previously described [68] reconstruction-based PVC method was used to re-
cover the true radioactivity concentration of the internal carotid arteries. Op-
timal settings (4 iterations, 16 subsets and 4.5 mm Gaussian resolution kernel)
for the PVC reconstruction, as determined previously [68], were used.

4.2.4 Reconstruction

All data were normalized and corrected for random coincidences, scattered radi-
ation, dead time and decay, and were reconstructed with an in-house developed
PVC ordered subset expectation maximization (PVC-OSEM, 4 iterations, 16
subsets) algorithm. Additionally, all data were reconstructed using the stan-
dard (no PVC) normalization and attenuation weighted OSEM (NAW-OSEM,
2 iterations, 16 subsets) algorithm (ECAT 7.2 software; CTI/Siemens, Knox-
ville, TN, USA) and smoothed afterwards with a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm,
resulting in an image resolution of 7 mm FWHM. These NAW-OSEM scans
were only used for region of interest (ROI) definition. All reconstructed images
consisted of 63 planes of 256×256 voxels with a voxel size of 1.29×1.29×2.43
mm3.

4.2.5 Extraction of image derived whole-blood TAC

ROIs for extracting the image derived whole-blood time-activity curve (TAC)
were defined on a volume of 11 planes, starting at three planes below the circle
of Willis. This volume (177.7 mm3) corresponds to the position of the carotid
arteries and is located outside the skull to avoid contamination (spill-in) of
activity from the brain. ROIs were (semi)automatically defined on pseudo blood
volume images derived from the summation of very early time frames of the
NAW-OSEM images (15 to 60s after injection), using the ‘four hottest pixels
per plane’ (6.7 mm2 per plane) method. These ROIs were projected onto each
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frame of the PVC-OSEM images. The image derived whole-blood TAC was
generated as the time sequence of the averaged ROI values.

4.2.6 Corrections and calibration

Blood sampler whole-blood curves were corrected for delay and calibrated using
the manual samples. Delay of the online measured input function was obtained
by fitting a plasma input single tissue compartment model including a blood
volume fraction to the total cerebral grey matter TAC [85]. The first 300 to 600
s of this TAC were used such that it could be well described by a single-tissue
compartment model. In this step, the following fit parameters were used: K1,
VT , Vb (blood volume fraction) and delay [85]. In this way, delay values were not
affected by dispersion of the input function because the blood volume fraction
parameter accounted for dispersion as well. Image derived whole-blood TACs
were used both without and with calibration to the manual samples. Calibration
was performed using a multiexponential function that was first fitted through
the image derived whole-blood TAC from 1000–3600 s. Next this function was
multiplied by a ‘calibration factor’ such that it fitted through the manual sample
data using residual squared error as optimization parameters. The ’calibration
factor’ was then applied to the image derived whole-blood TAC. In this way
statistical errors in the image derived whole-blood TAC at corresponding manual
blood sample withdrawal times were avoided.

In addition, both blood sampler whole-blood curves and imaged derived
whole-blood TACs were corrected for plasma to whole-blood ratios and metabo-
lites. The plasma to whole-blood ratio was calculated for each manual blood
sample and next a one- or two-exponential function was fitted through these
points. Metabolite correction was performed by multiplication of the plasma
curve with a Hill-type function, obtained from a fit to the measured parent
fraction, resulting in blood sampler input functions (BSIFs) and IDIFs (with
and without calibration). This Hill-type function is given by P (t) = αtβ

tβ+γ
where

P (t) is the metabolite fraction in plasma as function of time t, and α, β and γ
are fit parameters [22,52].

4.2.7 Data analysis

For all tracers, areas under the curve (AUC) for both peak (0–6 min) and tail
(6–60 min) were calculated for both BSIF and IDIF. In addition, AUC ra-
tios between IDIF and BSIF were calculated. Parametric Logan [27] volume
of distribution (VT ) analysis was performed for both [11C]PIB [81] and (R)-
[11C]PK11195 [86] data. Previously [87], it has been shown that Logan analysis
is not optimal for analysing (R)-[11C]verapamil because of the significant con-
tribution of intravascular activity. Therefore, for (R)-[11C]verapamil, VT was
determined using a basis function method (BFM) implementation [28,53] of the
single tissue compartment model.

For all tracers, a total of 15 ROIs were drawn manually on VT images, using
the software package DISPLAY
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(http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/software/Display/Display.html,
Montreal Neurological Institute). ROIs were drawn in anatomical areas with
varying level of uptake (frontal, temporal and occipital cortex, white matter,
thalamus, putamen, cerebellum and pons). Mean VT values for all anatomical
regions were calculated for both BSIF and IDIF. Mean parametric values of
BSIF were plotted against corresponding IDIF values. Slope, intercept and
squared Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2) were calculated for each subject.

4.2.8 Test-retest variability

Retest scans were automatically coregistered on test scans using the Vinci soft-
ware package, which was kindly provided by the Max Planck Institute for Neu-
rological Research (Cologne, Germany; http://www.mpifnf.de/vinci/). The
intra-subject test-retest variability for 15 ROIs per subject was calculated as
the difference between test and retest mean ROI values divided by the mean
of those test and retest values. Test-retest variability was calculated for both
BSIF and IDIF.

4.2.9 Sticking experiment

As discussed below, due to the lipophilicity of [11C]PIB, a sticking experiment
was necessary. This experiment is of importance as sticking of a tracer to the
tubing could affect the quality of the BSIF and thereby affect the validation of
the IDIF for this tracer. The potential sticking of [11C]PIB was investigated
using an experiment that simulated the clinical situation of automatic arterial
sampling. Three infusion bags were connected, one at a time, to the automated
sampling device by a PTFE tube, which is also used in patient studies. The
infusion bags were filled with a NaCl solution. A high concentration (∼250
kBq/ml) of [11C]PIB was added to the first infusion bag, ‘simulating’ a bolus
injection (peak of input function). The concentration of [11C]PIB added to the
second infusion bag was at least ten times lower (∼20 kBq/ml) than that of the
first infusion bag, thus ‘simulating’ the tail of the input function. Finally, the
third infusion bag contained no [11C]PIB and therefore only contained NaCl. As
a reference, the experiment was repeated for the nonsticking tracer [18F]FDG.

4.3 Results

Typical BSIF and IDIF for [11C]PIB, (R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195
are shown in Figure 4.1. For all tracers, the peak of the IDIF was reached slightly
earlier and was much sharper than that of the BSIF (see inserts in Figure 4.1).
Note that the differences in the shape of the peak between BSIF and IDIF is
caused by dispersion of the BSIF resulting in a wider and lower peak of BSIF.
BSIF and IDIF were very similar at later times.
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Figure 4.1. Typical BSIF and (non)calibrated IDIF extracted from PVC-OSEM images for
(A) [11C]PIB, (B) (R)-[11C]verapamil, and (C) (R)-[11C]PK11195. BSIF and IDIF for the
first 5 min are shown as inserts.

4.3.1 AUC ratios

Mean peak and tail AUC ratios for all tracers are shown in Figure 4.2. When
using IDIFs without calibration, the AUCs of the peak were underestimated for
all tracers (Figure 4.2A), ranging from 12% for (R)-[11C]PK11195 to 40% for
[11C]PIB. Good peak AUC ratios were found using calibrated IDIFs for [11C]PIB
(0.92 ± 0.08) and (R)-[11C]PK11195 (0.90 ± 0.12). For (R)-[11C]verapamil,
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Figure 4.2. Mean (A) peak and (B) tail AUC ratios between IDIF and BSIF for [11C]PIB,
(R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195. Error bars represents the SD between subjects.

better peak AUC ratios (0.85 ± 0.15) were found when noncalibrated IDIFs
were used compared with calibrated IDIFs (0.75 ± 0.18). Differences in tail
AUC ratios (Figure 4.2B) between noncalibrated and calibrated IDIFs were
large for [11C]PIB (not calibrated: 0.59 ± 0.04; calibrated: 1.02 ± 0.02) and
(R)-[11C]verapamil (not calibrated: 1.20 ± 0.16; calibrated: 1.05 ± 0.08). By
definition, the tail AUC ratio of calibrated IDIFs was close to 1.0 for all tracers.

4.3.2 Tracer kinetic analysis

Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of regional VT obtained using BSIF and non-
calibrated (A, C, E) and calibrated (B, D, F) IDIFs for [11C]PIB (A, B), (R)-
[11C]verapamil (C, D) and (R)-[11C]PK11195 (E, F). Large differences in VT

values between noncalibrated and calibrated IDIFs were found for [11C]PIB
(Figure 4.3A and 4.3B).

Mean slope, intercept and R2 values over all subjects for [11C]PIB, (R)-
[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 can be found in Table 4.3. For [11C]PIB,
very large slope values (1.61 ± 0.13) were found for noncalibrated IDIFs, but
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Figure 4.3. Correlation between VT values using BSIF and noncalibrated (A, C, E)
and calibrated (B, D, F) IDIFs for [11C]PIB (A, B), (R)-[11C]verapamil (C, D) and (R)-
[11C]PK11195 (E, F). Every symbol represents a single subject; the same symbol per subject
represents different anatomical regions (dashed line line of identity).

excellent results for calibrated IDIFs (slope: 1.04 ± 0.05; intercept: 0.00 ± 0.17;
R2: 1.00 ± 0.01). For (R)-[11C]verapamil, slope, intercept and R2 values were
comparable for noncalibrated (0.96 ± 0.17) and calibrated IDIFs (1.08 ± 0.15).
For (R)-[11C]PK11195, excellent intercept, R2 and slope values were found for
both calibrated (slope: 0.96 ± 0.05) and noncalibrated IDIFs (slope: 1.03 ±
0.21), but the latter had a much higher intersubject variability (compare Figure
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Table 4.3. Overview of mean slope, intercept and R2 between BSIF and (non-)calibrated
IDIF based VT for [11C]PIB, (R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195

Slope Intercept R2

[11C]PIB

Non-calibrated 1.61 ± 0.13 0.01 ± 0.27 1.00 ± 0.01

Calibrated 1.04 ± 0.05 0.00 ± 0.17 1.00 ± 0.01

(R)-[11C]verapamil

Non-calibrated 0.96 ± 0.17 -0.05 ± 0.07 0.92 ± 0.07

Calibrated 1.08 ± 0.15 -0.06 ± 0.09 0.92 ± 0.07

(R)-[11C]PK11195

Non-calibrated 1.03 ± 0.21 0.01 ± 0.05 0.99 ± 0.01

Calibrated 0.96 ± 0.05 0.01 ± 0.05 0.99 ± 0.01

4.3E and 4.3F).
Figure 4.4 shows the [11C]PIB prefrontal Logan VT values for BSIF and

(non-)calibrated IDIFs and the differences in [11C]PIB binding amongst patients
and health controls (indicated with different symbols). This figure illustrates
that the discrimination between patients and healthy controls was similar (IDIF
CAL) or even better (IDIF NOCAL) compared with BSIF.

Figure 4.4. [11C]PIB prefrontal Logan VT values for patient with Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and healthy controls based on BSIF and calibrated and
noncalibrated IDIFs.

4.3.3 Test-retest variability

Mean test-retest variabilities for both [11C]PIB and (R)-[11C]verapamil using
BSIF, noncalibrated and calibrated IDIFs are shown in Table 4.4. For [11C]PIB,
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Table 4.4. Mean test-retest variability of VT over all subjects for [11C]PIB and (R)-
[11C]verapamil

[11C]PIB (R)-[11C]verapamil
BSIF 0.10 ± 0.08 0.07 ± 0.05

Non-calibrated IDIF 0.08 ± 0.07 0.10 ± 0.10

Calibrated IDIF 0.13 ± 0.11 0.07 ± 0.06

highest test-retest variability (0.13 ± 0.11) was found for calibrated IDIFs. The
best test-retest variability was found for noncalibrated IDIFs (0.08 ± 0.07).
Significantly higher test-retest variabilities were found for BSIF (p<0.05) and
calibrated IDIFs (p<0.001). For (R)-[11C]verapamil, the test-retest variabilities
of BSIF and calibrated IDIF were comparable. Although a slightly higher test-
retest variability was found for noncalibrated IDIFs (Table 4.4), this was not
significantly different from that of calibrated IDIFs (p>0.07).

4.3.4 Sticking experiment

Due to the lipophilicity of [11C]PIB some sticking may be present, which may
explain the large difference in AUC and VT results between noncalibrated and
calibrated IDIFs. The sticking property of [11C]PIB was investigated by the
sticking experiment described previously.

The decay-corrected measured curves of both [11C]PIB and [18F]FDG are
shown in Figure 4.5. For [11C]PIB it took at least 2 min to reach a max-
imum, while for [18F]FDG the maximum had already been reached after a
few seconds. The same (reversed) pattern was seen when bag 1 (high con-
centration of [11C]PIB/[18F]FDG) was replaced by bag 2 (lower concentration
of [11C]PIB/[18F]FDG). The measured [18F]FDG curve decreased to the lower
level within seconds, while for [11C]PIB the decrease took more than 3 min.
Furthermore, both the peak and tail of the [11C]PIB curve were much higher
than those of [18F]FDG. Finally, when the last infusion bag was connected to
the automatic sampling device, the concentration of [18F]FDG dropped to 0.0
± 0.1 kBq, while the concentration of [11C]PIB was 3.4 ± 1.3 kBq/ml. The
prolonged up- and down-slopes of the curve confirms sticking of [11C]PIB.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Calibration

Differences in VT analysis (Figure 4.3) between calibrated and noncalibrated
IDIFs for (R)-[11C]verapamil were very small, which agrees with the results
found for [11C]flumazenil [68]. However, the best AUC ratios (Figure 4.2) were
found for calibrated IDIFs. Using calibrated IDIFs, the best peak AUC ratios
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Figure 4.5. Experimentally derived input functions of [11C]PIB and [18F]FDG in NaCl
solution. Both simulated input functions were corrected for decay. The prolonged up- and
down-slope of [11C]PIB (dark line) confirm its sticking behaviour.

and VT values were found for [11C]PIB, while the best VT values were only found
for (R)-[11C]PK11195. The effect of calibrating the IDIF was especially large
for [11C]PIB (see Figure 4.2 and Table 4.3).

Of the four tracers investigated to date, calibration is not needed for ei-
ther (R)-[11C]verapamil or [11C]flumazenil, but it is essential for [11C]PIB and
preferred for (R)-[11C]PK11195. The reasons for this difference are not fully
understood. One possible explanation is sticking of the tracer to the wall of the
arterial tube, which is confirmed by the sticking experiment that was performed
(see Figure 4.5). Although this experiment was performed with a solution of
NaCl, the prolonged down-slope was also visible in the clinical BSIF (Figure
4.1A). Based on these experiments and visual examination of the BSIF, it is
likely that the shape and amplitude of BSIF was affected by sticking of [11C]PIB.
Consequently, both BSIF and manual samples may not be reliable. It is clear,
that noncalibrated IDIFs are not affected by sticking and therefore these IDIFs
may be more reliable. This hypothesis is further supported by the fact that
for [11C]PIB noncalibrated IDIFs provided better test-retest variability than
both calibrated IDIFs and BSIFs. In addition, a better discrimination between
patients and healthy controls was found using noncalibrated IDIFs than using
calibrated IDIFs or BSIFs (Figure 4.4), which corresponds to the good corre-
lation found for all subjects (see straight lines in Figure 4.3). However, IDIFs
may be less sensitive to changes in experimental conditions, which should be
assessed using a longitudinal study to evaluate differences in tracer binding.

The effect of sticking was probably much less for (R)-[11C]PK11195 because
the peak of the BSIF was much narrower than for [11C]PIB. In addition, dif-
ferences in Logan VT values between BSIF and noncalibrated IDIFs were much
lower for (R)-[11C]PK11195 (3 ± 21%) than for [11C]PIB (61 ± 13%).
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4.4.2 Limitations

To obtain accurate IDIFs it is necessary that the sampling frequency of the peak
of the input curve is high enough. For [11C]PK11195, the peak was sampled
in one frame of 5 s and one frame of 10 s. Although this 10-s frame ideally
should have been divided into two frames of 5 s, the good correlation between
BSIF- and IDIF-based Logan VT suggest that the effects of sampling were small.
However, for [11C]verapamil, a previous study [87] has shown that there is a
significant differences between test scans in the morning and retest scans in the
afternoon due to a difference in blood volume fraction. To measure this blood
volume fraction accurately, it is necessary that the sampling frequency of the
peak of the input curve is high enough. Therefore 5 s frames were used for the
[11C]verapamil data. [11C]Verapamil test-retest data showed that comparable
test-retest variability was found between BSIF and IDIF and corresponded with
the variability found in the study by Lubberink et al. [87]. The results found
for [11C]verapamil showed that the IDIF is able to correct for the differences
in blood volume fraction between morning and afternoon scans. However, in
all cases the IDIF should be sampled with sufficiently high frequency, i.e. with
short frame durations (5–10 s).

A generally known limitation of any IDIF method is its vulnerability to pa-
tient motion. Patient motion at later time-points can easily lead to under- or
overestimation of measured radioactivity. For the current study we visually in-
spected all data for patient motion between frames. Scans were excluded from
the analysis when motion was detected. The good correlation in test-retest
between BSIF and (non)calibrated IDIF indicate that the datasets indeed con-
tained no or very small motion. Note that motion of the neck is therefore
probably much smaller than that of the head. In the present study, the inter-
nal carotid arteries were used, and therefore the IDIF was probably only little
affected by motion. However, as mentioned previously by Baudrexel et al. [69]
and Mourik et al. [68], for routine applications, an (online) motion correction
system must be implemented to safeguard against patient motion

4.4.3 Arterial input as gold standard?

The results of [11C]PIB and (R)-[11C]PK11195 suggest that both BSIF and
manual samples were influenced by sticking of the tracer, and therefore may not
have been reliable. In addition, in practice there are problems with cannulation
or, especially in the case of [11C]PIB, clogged lines in ∼5% to 10% of cases,
which lead to study rejection. Based on these observations, it is quite possible
that noncalibrated IDIFs are more reliable than BSIFs, at least for these tracers.
However, manual samples were still necessary for measuring plasma to whole-
blood ratios and metabolite fractions. As discussed previously [68], alternative
methods exist, but these methods have to be further substantiated for each of
the tracers used.
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4.5 Conclusion

For (R)-[11C]verapamil, accurate IDIFs were obtained using noncalibrated ID-
IFs. However, for both [11C]PIB and (R)-[11C]PK11195, calibration was nec-
essary to obtain IDIFs comparable to the BSIF. However, the observed need
for calibration may be explained by the sticking property of both tracers, indi-
cating that BSIF may be affected by sticking and therefore may be unreliable.
Consequently, noncalibrated IDIFs may be a good alternative to BSIF as these
IDIFs also provided better test-retest variabilities. The present study showed
that for different tracers accurate IDIFs may be obtained from dynamic PET
studies, obviating the need for arterial sampling. However, manual samples are
still necessary for calculating plasma to whole-blood ratios and metabolites.
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Chapter 5. In vivo validation of reconstruction based resolution recovery for human brain studies

Abstract

Aim of the present study was to validate in vivo the accuracy of reconstruction-
based partial volume correction (PVC), which takes into account the point
spread function of the imaging system. The NEMA NU2 Image Quality phan-
tom and five healthy volunteers (using [11C]flumazenil) were scanned on both
HR+ and HRRT scanners. HR+ data were reconstructed using normalization
and attenuation weighted ordered subsets expectation maximization (NAW-
OSEM) and a PVC algorithm (PVC-NAW-OSEM). HRRT data were recon-
structed using 3D ordinary Poisson OSEM (OP-OSEM) and a PVC algorithm
(PVC-OP-OSEM). For clinical studies, parametric volume of distribution (VT )
images were generated. For phantom data, good recovery was found for both
OP-OSEM (0.84 to 0.97) and PVC-OP-OSEM (0.91 to 0.98) HRRT reconstruc-
tions. In addition, for the HR+, good recovery was found for PVC-NAW-OSEM
(0.84 to 0.94), corresponding well with OP-OSEM. Finally, for clinical data,
good correspondence was found between PVC-NAW-OSEM and OP-OSEM-
derived VT values (slope: 1.02 ± 0.08). This study showed that HR+ image
resolution using PVC-NAW-OSEM was comparable to that of the HRRT scan-
ner. As the HRRT has a higher intrinsic resolution, this agreement validates
reconstruction-based PVC as a means of improving spatial resolution of HR+
scanner and therefore improving quantitative accuracy of PET.
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5.1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a medical imaging technique that is used
to study tissue function in vivo by imaging and measuring regional tracer con-
centrations of radiopharmaceuticals labelled with a positron emitter. A tracer
model is needed to translate these measurements into a quantitative assess-
ment of the tissue function under study. Tracer kinetic modelling, however, is
less accurate for structures smaller than or comparable to the resolution of the
scanner, because these structures are affected by partial volume effects (spill-in
and spill-out) [10]. Partial volume effects are due to the fact that activity in
small structures is always spread out over a resolution element. The resolution
of clinical PET scanners is still rather limited, about 6.4 mm full width at half
maximum (FWHM) [9].

The amount of partial volume depends on the spatial resolution of the PET
camera that is used. State-of-the-art high resolution PET scanners (spatial
resolution: ∼2.7 mm FWHM) have a higher resolution than standard clinical
PET scanners and therefore these high resolution scanners are less affected
by partial volume effects. Although such state-of-the-art PET scanners have
a higher resolution, there still is the need for partial volume correction and
therefore, for both types of scanners, a partial volume correction (PVC) method
would be advantageous.

For human brain studies, image based PVC methods can roughly be divided
into regional and pixel based methods [10]. Regional based PVC methods [70,88]
do not correct the whole PET image, but only operate at a regional level. In
contrast, pixel based PVC methods perform corrections pixel-by-pixel, resulting
in an entire PVC corrected image. The latter methods often use co-registered
anatomical information from CT or MRI images [89]. Although pixel based
PVC methods clearly are more interesting, they also have several disadvantages.
Firstly, an additional anatomical scan, usually an MRI scan, is required. More
importantly, the accuracy of pixel based PVC methods is dependent on the
accuracy of the co-registration of this MRI scan to the PET scan. Inaccurate
co-registration of MRI and PET is possible due to MRI image distortions [55]
and/or difference in patient positioning between both scans. Finally, many PVC
methods require segmentation of grey and white matter and final results depend
on the (limited) accuracy of this segmentation [90].

An alternative approach is to correct for partial volume during reconstruc-
tion. Recently, reconstruction based PVC methods have been proposed [19,20,
68,80]. These reconstruction based PVC methods improve resolution of a PET
image by taking the point spread function (PSF) of the scanner into account.
This approach has the advantage that no additional anatomical information is
needed and it allows for the accurate modelling of the physics of the partial
volume problem into the reconstruction. Previous studies have shown that use
of a reconstruction based partial volume correction method makes it possible to
derive image derived input functions from the carotid artery, even when using
a PET scanner with a spatial resolution of ∼6.4 mm FWHM [68,80].
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The aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of reconstruction based
PVC in vivo. To this end, normal subjects underwent repeat [11C]flumazenil
scans on two different scanners with different spatial resolutions, and acquired
data were reconstructed with and without PVC. A dedicated high resolution
PET scanner [66] was used as a gold standard to validate PVC for standard
(low resolution) clinical PET scanners.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Scanner descriptions

Two different PET scanners were used for this study. The first scanner is a
standard whole-body PET scanner, the ECAT EXACT HR+ (CTI/Siemens),
with a spatial resolution of 4.1 to 7.8 mm FWHM in 3D mode [9]. A detailed
description of the HR+ scanner and its performance can be found elsewhere [9].
The second scanner is the ECAT High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT,
CTI/Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA). The HRRT is the first commercially avail-
able human brain PET scanner that uses a double layer of LSO/LYSO crystals,
thereby enabling the use of depth-of-interaction information, resulting in a spa-
tial resolution of 2.3 to 3.4 mm FWHM. A detailed description of the scanner
and its performance has been reported previously [67].

5.2.2 Reconstruction methods

For both scanners, three different reconstructions were performed. For the
HR+, data were reconstructed using normalization and attenuation weighted
ordered subsets expectation maximization (NAW-OSEM [11–13], 4 iterations,
16 subsets [15]). NAW-OSEM images were used without post-smoothing and
with post-smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of 5 mm FWHM (NAW-OSEM-
G5). The latter is the standard clinical reconstruction setting in our institute.
In addition, data were reconstructed using PVC-NAW-OSEM (4 iterations, 16
subsets). A 4.5 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, representing the PSF, was used
for the PVC-NAW-OSEM reconstruction. Use of these settings for PVC-NAW-
OSEM provided optimal convergence and recovery for high activity regions (hot
spots). Note that impact of convergence also depends on the specific implemen-
tation of the recovery correction. In a previous study it was observed that our
implementation of PVC-NAW-OSEM (using the PSF in forward projection)
converged after 4 iterations and that no further improvement in recovery was
found after more than 4 iterations and 16 subsets [68]. Therefore, in this study,
the same settings were applied as used in a previous study [68]. In order to fur-
ther validate these settings, a phantom study was included in the present study.
More details on the implementation and optimization of PVC-NAW-OSEM and
determination of the PSF can be found in [68].

For the HRRT, data were reconstructed using the 3D ordinary Poisson (OP)
OSEM algorithm with 8 iterations and 16 subsets. In addition, after recon-
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struction, OP-OSEM images were smoothed with a 6 mm Gaussian kernel (OP-
OSEM-G6) to approximate the spatial resolution of the HR+ scanner (NAW-
OSEM). Finally, a PVC-OP-OSEM reconstruction [68,72,91] was used (16 iter-
ations, 16 subsets, [80]). The default parameters for the PSF were used, similar
to the study performed by Varrone et al. [92], being PSF = G1 + 0.05 × G2,
where G1 represents a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 2.1 mm and G2 with
a FWHM of 5.9 mm.

All data were normalised and corrected for attenuation, random coinci-
dences, scattered radiation [93, 94], dead time and decay. Emission scans were
reconstructed using the various reconstruction techniques mentioned above. For
HR+, reconstructed images consisted of 63 planes of 256×256 voxels with a
voxel size of 1.29×1.29×2.43 mm3. For HRRT images consisted of 207 planes of
256×256 voxels with a voxel size of 1.22×1.22×1.22 mm3. The VINCI software
was used to co-register the HR+ scan onto the HRRT scan, using the HRRT
image matrix dimensions to minimize loss in resolution.

5.2.3 Phantom study

Differences between HR+ and HRRT scanners and various reconstructions al-
gorithms were first assessed using a phantom study. To this end, the NEMA
NU2 Image Quality phantom (National Electrical Manufacturers Association
NU2-2001) with six spheres of varying internal diameter (10, 13, 17, 22, 28 and
37 mm) was scanned on both HR+ (60 min, 3D) and HRRT (120 min) scan-
ners. The NEMA NU2 Image Quality phantom itself was filled with an 18F
solution of ∼2 kBq/mL and all spheres with ∼24 kBq/mL. The mean activ-
ity for each sphere was determined by deriving its standardised uptake value
using a 3D isocount contour at 70% of the maximum uptake relative to local
background [77, 95]. The recovery was calculated as measured divided by true
activity concentration, the latter obtained using a calibrated well counter.

5.2.4 Clinical study

For the clinical study, data were taken from the same study as previously pub-
lished by van Velden et al. [96]. In that study, five healthy volunteers, with age
ranging from 21 to 65 years (mean ± SD = 46 ± 16), were scanned on both
the ECAT EXACT HR+ and HRRT (in random order). Dynamic emission
scans with a duration of 60 min were acquired immediately following admin-
istration of [11C]flumazenil (366 ± 34 MBq) with a specific activity of 54 ±
24 GBq/µmol. Administered doses and specific activities were not statistically
significantly different between both scans (2-sided paired t test, P=0.45 and
P=0.46, respectively).

For the HR+, dynamic emission scans were acquired in 3D mode and his-
togrammed online in 16 time frames with variable frame lengths (4×15, 4×60,
2×150, 2×300 and 4×600 s). For the HRRT, dynamic 64 bit list-mode emis-
sion scans were histogrammed into 16 time frames with the same variable frame
lengths as for the HR+. Prior to emission scan and tracer administration, a 10
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(HR+) or 6 (HRRT) minutes transmission scan was acquired for attenuation
and scatter correction purposes.

During the entire emission scan, the arterial whole blood concentration was
measured on-line using a continuous flow-through automatic blood sampling
device [47]. At set times (5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40 and 60 min after injection), con-
tinuous withdrawal was interrupted briefly for the collection of manual samples
and, after each sample, the arterial line was flushed with heparinised saline.
These manual samples were used for calibrating the (on-line) blood sampler, for
measuring plasma to whole blood ratios, and for determining plasma metabolite
fractions.

Finally, for each subject, a structural T1-weighted MRI scan was acquired on
a SONATA 1.5 Tesla MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Ger-
many). PET and MRI scans of each subject were co-registered using the soft-
ware package VINCI (Max Planck Institute for Neurological Research, Cologne,
Germany, http://www.mpifnf.de/vinci/). Grey and white matter segmen-
tation of the co-registered MRI scan was performed using Statistical Paramet-
ric Mapping (SPM5; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University
College London, UK, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). MRI scans were
used for region of interest (ROI) definition purposes. PET and MRI scans were
acquired within the same week.

The study was approved by the Medical Ethics Review Committee of VU
university medical center Amsterdam and all subjects gave written informed
consent prior to inclusion.

5.2.5 Plasma input function

Blood sampler (BS) whole blood curves were calibrated based on the man-
ual samples and corrected for delay. Blood sampler whole blood curves were
corrected for plasma to whole blood ratios and metabolites. The metabolite
corrected plasma input function was used during the tracer kinetic analysis.

5.2.6 Tracer kinetic analysis

Parametric volume of distribution (VT ) images were generated from each re-
construction using a basis function implementation [28,53] of the plasma input
single tissue compartment model, using the same settings as described by van
Velden et al. [96]. Parametric images were generated using the in-house devel-
oped software package PPET [54].

Using the software package DISPLAY (Montreal Neurological Institute,
http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/software/Display/Display.html), a total
of fifteen ROIs were drawn manually on individually co-registered T1-weighted
MRI images (voxel size: 1.30×1.21×1.21 mm3), resampled onto the HRRT im-
age grid (voxel size: 1.22×1.22×1.22 mm3), in anatomical areas with varying
levels of [11C]flumazenil uptake (frontal, temporal, occipital and parietal cortex,
thalamus, caudate, putamen, and pons). ROIs, together with grey and white
matter segmentations, were projected onto VT images to derive grey and white
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matter mean VT values for all individual anatomical regions. For all regions,
grey matter data were used for further analysis, except for the pons, where grey
plus white matter data were used.

Per scanner, mean VT values derived from the different reconstruction meth-
ods were compared to each other. In addition, mean VT values derived from
HR+ reconstructions were compared to those of HRRT reconstructions. Slope,
intercept and squared Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R2) between VT values
of different reconstructions were calculated. In addition, slope and R2 were cal-
culated with the intercept fixed to the origin. Finally, intra-subject test-retest
variability for fifteen ROIs per subject was calculated as the absolute difference
between HR+ and HRRT reconstruction based VT values divided by the mean.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Phantom study

Results of the phantom study for both HR+ (dashed lines) and HRRT (straight
lines) are shown Figure 5.1. In case of the HRRT, low recovery, ranging from 0.58
(10 mm diameter sphere) to 0.94 (37 mm diameter sphere), was found for the
lowest resolution, reconstructed with OP-OSEM and smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel of 6 mm. Comparable recovery (0.60 to 0.91) was found for the standard
reconstruction (NAW-OSEM) of the HR+. Good recoveries were found for both
standard (OP-OSEM: 0.84 to 0.97) and high resolution (PVC-OP-OSEM: 0.91
to 0.98) HRRT reconstructions. In addition, for the HR+, good recovery was
found for the PVC-NAW-OSEM reconstruction (0.84 to 0.94), which is similar
to results found for standard HRRT OP-OSEM reconstructions.

5.3.2 Tracer kinetic analysis

HR+ reconstructions

Figure 5.2 shows the comparison of regional VT values obtained using NAW-
OSEM and PVC-NAW-OSEM reconstructions with those obtained using the
standard NAW-OSEM-G5 algorithm. Although differences between reconstruc-
tions are not very clear, higher VT values were found for NAW-OSEM (slope:
1.06) and especially PVC-NAW-OSEM (slope: 1.13). Very good intercept and
R2 values were found (Table 5.1).

Axial parametric images of different reconstructions are shown in Figure 5.3
(top row). In addition, ratio images between NAW-OSEM and NAW-OSEM-
G5 (bottom row, middle) and between PVC-NAW-OSEM and NAW-OSEM-G5
(bottom row, right) are also shown in Figure 5.3. These parametric images
clearly show the differences in spatial resolution between the different recon-
struction methods. Although parametric images derived from NAW-OSEM re-
constructed images (Figure 5.3, top row, middle) are much sharper and have
higher resolution than those derived from NAW-OSEM-G5 (Figure 5.3, top row,
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Figure 5.1. Recovery (measured/true activity) for hot spheres of different sizes. Data were
acquired on both HR+ (dashed lines) and HRRT (straight lines) scanners and reconstructed
using the methods indicated.

Figure 5.2. VT derived from NAW-OSEM and PVC-NAW-OSEM reconstructions compared
with VT derived from NAW-OSEM-G5 reconstructions for the HR+ scanner. The dashed
line is the line of identity.

left), the highest resolution (more cortical detail (red areas) in ratio image, Fig-
ure 5.3, bottom row, right) is found for PVC-NAW-OSEM reconstructions.

HRRT reconstructions

The comparison between VT values obtained with OP-OSEM-G6 and those with
(standard) OP-OSEM and PVC-OP-OSEM reconstructions is shown in Figure
5.4. Differences between OP-OSEM and PVC-OP-OSEM were small, but both
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Table 5.1. Slope, intercept and R2 derived from linear regression analyses of VT values
obtained with HR+ reconstructions indicated against those obtained with HR+ NAW-OSEM-
G5.

Fixed intercept

to origin

Slope Intercept R2 Slope R2

NAW-OSEM 1.06 -0.01 1.00 1.06 1.00

PVC-NAW-OSEM 1.13 -0.09 0.99 1.11 0.99

Figure 5.3. Transaxial parametric VT images derived from dynamic [11C]flumazenil scans
acquired on a HR+ scanner and reconstructed using NAW-OSEM-G5 (top row, left), NAW-
OSEM (top row, middle) and PVC-NAW-OSEM (top row, right). Bottom row: ratio images
of NAW-OSEM with NAW-OSEM-G5 (left) and PVC-NAW-OSEM with NAW-OSEM-G5
(right).

reconstructions differed clearly from OP-OSEM-G6 (Figure 5.4, Table 5.2).

Figure 5.5 (top row) shows transaxial parametric VT images derived from
a dynamic [11C]flumazenil scan reconstructed with the three algorithms. Al-
though differences between OP-OSEM (top row, middle) and PVC-OP-OSEM
(top row, right) derived VT values were small, it is clear that PVC-OP-OSEM
images have a higher resolution than OP-OSEM images. This is also visible
in the ratio images of OP-OSEM and OP-OSEM-G6 (Figure 5.5, bottom row,
left), and PVC-OP-OSEM and OP-OSEM-G6 (Figure 5.5, bottom row, right).
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Figure 5.4. VT derived from OP-OSEM and PVC-OP-OSEM reconstructions compared with
VT derived from OP-OSEM-G6 reconstructions for the HRRT scanner. The dashed line is
the line of identity.

Table 5.2. Slope, intercept and R2 derived from linear regression analyses of VT values
obtained with HRRT reconstructions indicated against those obtained with HRRT OP-OSEM-
G6.

Fixed intercept

to origin

Slope Intercept R2 Slope R2

OP-OSEM 1.03 0.38 0.99 1.10 0.98

PVC-OP-OSEM 0.97 0.63 0.97 1.09 0.95

HR+ versus HRRT reconstructions

Figure 5.6 shows regional VT values derived from the various HR+ reconstruc-
tions as function of the corresponding values obtained with the HRRT OP-
OSEM-G6 (top row) and OP-OSEM reconstructions (bottom row). Correspond-
ing slope, intercept and R2 values are shown in Tables 5.3 (HRRT OP-OSEM-
G6) and 5.4 (HRRT OP-OSEM).
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Figure 5.5. Transaxial parametric VT images derived from dynamic [11C]flumazenil scans
acquired on an HRRT scanner and reconstructed using OP-OSEM-G6 (top row, left), OP-
OSEM (top row, middle) and PVC-OP-OSEM (top row, right). Bottom row: ratio images
of OP-OSEM and OP-OSEM-G6 (left) and PVC-OP-OSEM and OP-OSEM-G6 (right).
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Chapter 5. In vivo validation of reconstruction based resolution recovery for human brain studies

Figure 5.7. Parametric VT images derived from dynamic [11C]flumazenil scans acquired on
an HR+ scanner and reconstructed using PVC-NAW-OSEM (left), and an HRRT scanner
and reconstructed using OP-OSEM (middle). The ratio image of both images is shown at the
right.

Based on these VT comparisons, HRRT OP-OSEM-G6 corresponds best with
HR+ NAW-OSEM (Figure 5.6B). In addition, very good (fixed) slope and R2

values were found (Table 5.3). Compared with standard HRRT OP-OSEM,
best correspondence was found for HR+ PVC-NAW-OSEM (Figure 5.6F, slope:
1.02 ± 0.08, see Table 5.4). In figure 5.7 parametric VT images are shown for
HR+ PVC-NAW-OSEM and HRRT OP-OSEM, together with the ratio of both
images. Although no large differences in cortical regions were observed, there
were some larger differences in white matter regions (Figure 5.7, right image),
which is in agreement with a previous study [96].

Test-retest variability

Test-retest variability between the various HR+ reconstructions and HRRT
based OP-OSEM-G6 and OP-OSEM reconstructions can be found in the last
columns of Tables 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Test-retest variability was 14%
or higher for all combinations of HR+ and HRRT reconstructions. In case of
HRRT based OP-OSEM-G6, best test-retest results were obtained for HR+
based NAW-OSEM or PVC-NAW-OSEM (0.14 ± 0.09). In case of standard
HRRT based OP-OSEM, best results were found for HR+ based PVC-NAW-
OSEM only (0.15 ± 0.13). Comparable test-retest variability was found between
HRRT based PVC-OP-OSEM and HR+ based PVC-NAW-OSEM (0.14 ± 0.13).

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Phantom study

The phantom study was performed to determine recovery for different recon-
struction algorithms in combination with both HRRT and HR+ scanners. This
study showed that, for the HR+, correction for partial volume effects during re-
construction resulted in increasing recovery and thus spatial resolution (Figure
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5.1). As mentioned previously, in case of the generally used NAW-OSEM algo-
rithm, spatial resolution of the HR+ is approximately 4.1 to 7.8 mm FWHM in
3D mode [9]. When using the PVC-NAW-OSEM algorithm on the same scan-
ner, however, the resolution appears to be similar to the resolution obtained
with standard OP-OSEM reconstructions on the HRRT (Figure 5.1), which
is approximately 2.3 to 3.4 mm FWHM [66, 67]. Interestingly, this large im-
provement in spatial resolution was not visible for PVC reconstructed HRRT
data. This may be explained by the intrinsic high resolution of the HRRT it-
self, which leaves less room for improvements. The small difference in recovery
between HRRT based OP-OSEM and PVC-OP-OSEM agrees with findings in
a previous study, in which only small differences were observed in the outcome
of tracer kinetic analyses using image derived input functions extracted from
OP-OSEM and PVC-OP-OSEM images [80].

5.4.2 Tracer kinetic analysis

HR+ reconstructions

Differences in resolution between NAW-OSEM, PVC-NAW-OSEM and NAW-
OSEM-G5 images (Figure 5.2) were not clearly visible in a correlation plot of VT

values. Nevertheless, slopes between NAW-OSEM-G5 and both NAW-OSEM
(1.06) and PVC-NAW-OSEM (1.13) were different. In addition, parametric
images generated from PVC-NAW-OSEM images showed more (cortical) detail
compared with NAW-OSEM images, confirming improved resolution (Figure
5.3).

HRRT reconstructions

The phantom study already indicated that differences between OP-OSEM and
PVC-OP-OSEM were relatively small. The same trend was observed when VT

values obtained with these reconstruction algorithms were compared with those
obtained with OP-OSEM-G6 (Figure 5.4). Nevertheless, improved resolution
could be seen in the parametric VT images (Figure 5.5).

Much higher differences between OP-OSEM and PVC-OP-OSEM were found
in studies performed by Sureau et al. [72] and Varrone et al. [92]. Both studies
used dopamine transporter radioligands, which show a high contrast between
the striatum and the surrounding tissue. Consequently, these structures may
suffer to a high extent from spill-out effects when compared to other tracers. Al-
though [11C]flumazenil also shows relatively high uptake, the impact on changes
in resolution may be different from that seen with dopamine transporter radi-
oligand, as in overall less contrast is observed between the structures and their
surrounding tissues. Therefore, improving tracer kinetic analysis by applying
PVC might be tracer dependent and therefore needs further investigation. Note
however that on a voxel level VT values increased by more than 15% by using
PVC-OP-OSEM, which is in agreement with the study performed by Varrone
et al. [92].
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HR+ versus HRRT reconstructions

The phantom study showed that approximately the same resolution was ob-
tained for HRRT based OP-OSEM and HR+ based PVC-NAW-OSEM recon-
structions. The same was true for HRRT OP-OSEM-G6 and HR+ NAW-OSEM.
These findings were confirmed by the [11C]flumazenil study. Again, good cor-
respondence was found between HR+ NAW-OSEM and HRRT OP-OSEM-G6
(slope: 1.01 ± 0.11) and between HR+ PVC-NAW-OSEM and HRRT OP-
OSEM (slope: 1.02 ± 0.08). In summary, HRRT based OP-OSEM and HR+
based PVC-NAW-OSEM showed the best agreement.

It appears that differences in spatial resolution had different effects on the
change in VT values for the HR+ than for the HRRT. For the HR+, the compar-
ison between NAW-OSEM and NAW-OSEM-G5 indicates that high VT regions
are more affected by a change in resolution than low VT regions. The same
observation was found for the HR+ when comparing PVC-NAW-OSEM with
NAW-OSEM-G5. Therefore, changes in resolution for the HR+ appear as a
change in the correlation slope (Figure 5.2). For the HRRT a change in the
resolution either obtained by omitting smoothing or by using PVC-OP-OSEM
resulted in an offset (overall increase) of VT values (Figure 5.4). The observa-
tion that different effects on VT between both scanners were already observed
by simply smoothing the data suggests that these differences are not caused by
the PVC-OP-OSEM algorithm but only by the differences in resolution. The
reason why differences in resolution had a different effect on VT values is not
fully understood and needs further investigation.

Although there is a good agreement between HR+ and HRRT, OP-OSEM
based HRRT parametric images seems to have higher noise levels than PVC-
NAW-OSEM HR+ parametric images (Figure 5.7). It is hypothesized that
differences in image quality are explained by a number of factors. Firstly, noise
levels in reconstructed data do not only depend on scanner sensitivity but also on
the quality of setup and on normalization, attenuation and scatter corrections.
Secondly, the amount of random and scattered events for the HRRT is higher
than those observed for the HR+. The latter might be explained by use of a
neuroshield during HR+ studies, which is at present not available for the HRRT.
The neuroshield reduces the effects of outside field of view activity thereby
lowering the amount of scattered and random events.

The relative larger differences in white matter regions (Figure 5.7, right
image) might be the result of small differences in the implementation of the
scatter correction methods and the positive bias in OSEM reconstructions. The
latter was studied for the HRRT by Johansson et al. [75] and van Velden et
al. [97] and for the HR+ by Boellaard et al. [15].

In this study HR+ and HRRT reconstructions used the same kind of scatter
correction algorithms. The scatter correction implemented for both scanners
are both based on the single scatter simulation algorithm by Watson [93]. This
scatter correction method only corrects for photon scatter within the patient
and does not correct for inter-detector photon scatter. Inter-patient scatter
consist of low spatial frequencies that appears as a very smooth image. The
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use of a different scatter correction algorithm may affect to some extend the
observed contrast between high and low uptake regions, but only has a minor
effect on spatial resolution. The only exception might be when algorithms that
correct for inter-detector scatter would have been applied. To some extend
this is, however, taken into account by the used PSF within the PVC-OSEM
algorithms. It is therefore hypothesized that results will be similar when other
patient scatter correction methods would have been used. However, this cannot
be substantiated because different scatter correction algorithms are currently
not available for both scanners.

Test-retest variability

In general, high test-retest variability’s were observed (Tables 5.3 and 5.4) com-
pared to test-retest data of the HR+ itself (e.g. see [87, 98]) or [11C]flumazenil
test-retest data [99]. The high test-retest values are, at least in part, a result
of differences in scanner performance due to e.g. differences in attenuation [94]
and scatter [96] correction, even though good resolution matching was observed
in the phantom study. This difference in performance of attenuation and scatter
corrections therefore is seen in all low resolution HR+ versus HRRT compar-
isons in this study, i.e. most correlation slopes (fixed intercepts) are <1.0.
However, again, best test-retest variability’s were observed between HR+ based
PVC-NAW-OSEM and HRRT reconstructions.

5.5 Conclusion

Reconstruction based partial volume corrected HR+ data showed good agree-
ment with non-corrected HRRT data. As the HRRT has a higher intrinsic
resolution, this agreement validates reconstruction based partial volume correc-
tion as a means of improving spatial resolution of HR+ scanner and therefore
improving quantitative accuracy of PET.
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Chapter 6. Off-line motion correction methods for multi-frame PET data

Abstract

Purpose: Patient motion during PET acquisition may affect measured time-
activity curves, thereby reducing accuracy of tracer kinetic analyses. The aim
of the present study was to evaluate different off-line frame-by-frame methods
to correct patient motion, which is of particular interest when no optical motion
tracking system is available or when older data sets have to be reanalysed.
Methods: Four different motion correction methods were evaluated. In the
first method attenuation-corrected frames were realigned with the summed im-
age of the first 3 min. The second method was identical, except that non-
attenuation-corrected images were used. In the third and fourth methods non-
attenuation-corrected images were realigned with standard and cupped trans-
mission images, respectively. Two simulation studies were performed, based on
[11C]flumazenil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 data sets, respectively. For both simu-
lation studies different types (rotational, translational) and degrees of motion
were added. Simulated PET scans were corrected for motion using all correc-
tion methods. The optimal method derived from these simulation studies was
used to evaluate two (one with and one without visible movement) clinical data
sets of [11C]flumazenil, (R)-[11C]PK11195 and [11C]PIB. For these clinical data
sets, the volume of distribution (VT ) was derived using Logan analysis and val-
ues were compared before and after motion correction.
Results: For both [11C]flumazenil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 simulation studies,
optimal results were obtained when realignment was based on non-attenuation-
corrected images. For the clinical data sets motion disappeared visually after
motion correction. Regional differences of up to 433% in VT before and after
motion correction were found for scans with visible movement. On the other
hand, when no visual motion was present in the original data set, overall differ-
ences in VT before and after motion correction were >1.5 ± 1.3%.
Conclusion: Frame-by-frame motion correction using non-attenuation-corrected
images improves the accuracy of tracer kinetic analyses compared to non-motion
corrected data.
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6.1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a medical imaging technique that al-
lows for measurements of tissue function by following the time course of a tracer
labelled with a positron emitter. Most dynamic brain scans require an acquisi-
tion time of 60–90 min and, for accurate results, the subject should remain in
exactly the same position. In practice, however, subject motion is not uncom-
mon, especially not for specific patient groups such as, for example, patients
suffering from Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease.

Full utilisation of improvements in intrinsic spatial resolution of new PET
scanners is increasingly hampered by patient motion [80]. Patient motion during
a PET scan may reduce effective spatial resolution [100]. More importantly,
patient motion may alter measured time-activity curves (TAC), especially for
small regions of interests (ROI), thereby directly affecting the outcome of tracer
kinetic analysis.

The simplest method to reduce patient motion during scanning is the use of
head restraints. To date, a number of head restraints are available for reducing
motion (e.g. [100,101]). As these head restraints do not eliminate all movements,
even more restrictive head restraints exist that fix the skull completely [101].
These restrictive head restraints, however, are very uncomfortable and therefore
they are not used frequently. In addition, many patients (e.g. traumatic brain
injury, obsessive-compulsive disorder) do not tolerate rigid head fixation.

An alternative is to register motion during scanning using an optical online
motion tracking system. Most recent optical motion tracking systems [102–104]
enable online correction for motion that occurs within frames (in-frame patient
motion). Online motion tracking systems have two main advantages. Firstly,
when using a motion tracking system, there is no mismatch between emission
and transmission scans, as emission data are realigned to the position of the
head during the transmission scan. This is very important, because a mis-
match between emission and transmission scans leads to erroneous attenuation-
correction. Secondly, it is possible to correct for in-frame motion, as realignment
may take place several times per second. However, motion tracking systems also
have some disadvantages. Firstly, older data sets, acquired prior to installation
of a motion tracking system, cannot be corrected for patient motion. Secondly,
most optical online motion-tracking systems require PET data to be acquired in
list mode, which is not possible on older PET scanners. Thirdly, online (contin-
uous) motion correction during reconstruction is not trivial and some difficulties
with normalisation and attenuation-correction still need to be investigated fur-
ther [105]. Finally, the use of optical (online) tracking systems is not always
possible when the view of the patient in the gantry is limited. This is, for ex-
ample, the case when scanning patients with traumatic brain injury, where the
view within the gantry is partly blocked by auxiliary equipment, such as that
needed for administering anaesthetics. In those patients, however, motion is
observed frequently.

Frame-by-frame motion correction methods correct image data post hoc. Ex-
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isting frame-by-frame methods use correlation coefficient [59], cross-correlation
[106, 107], mutual information [106, 108], standard deviation of the ratio of
two images [60, 107], sum of absolute differences [60, 107], mean square dif-
ference [107], stochastic sign change [107] or (scaled) least-square difference
images [61, 62]. Although, frame-by-frame motion correction methods do not
have the same advantages and performance characteristics as online (optical)
motion tracking systems [108], they are very useful when no list-mode data are
available, when older data have to be reanalysed or when optical tracking is not
possible because of a limited view into the PET gantry.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate four different off-line frame-
by-frame motion correction methods, previously introduced by Perruchot et
al. [106]. Two of these motion correction methods in theory also correct for
mismatches between transmission and emission scans. Methods were evaluated
extensively using both simulation studies and several clinical data sets, covering
both tracers with low and high cerebral uptake.

6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Motion correction strategies

This section describes four different motion correction strategies for multi-frame
PET data. These methods differ in the way realignment parameters were de-
rived.

Method A: AC-on-AC

The simplest motion correction method is based on the realignment of atten-
uation corrected (AC) (standard) PET images. It is assumed that the first x
frames of the AC-PET scan contain no patient motion and therefore the sum
of the first x frames is used as a reference. Frames x + 1 . . . N , with N being
the number of frames, are then realigned to this summed image (Figure 6.1A).
Using this method, however, mismatches between emission and transmission
scans remain.

Method B: NAC-on-NAC

Non-attenuation-corrected (NAC) PET images (Figure 6.2B/F) have the ad-
vantages, compared to AC-PET, that they are less noisy and that the contours
near the skull can be better distinguished. In theory, NAC images should pro-
vide better realignment than AC images. Again, it is assumed that there is no
patient motion during the first x frames, nor between transmission scan and
start of emission scan. NAC frames x + 1 . . . N are realigned to the sum of the
first x NAC frames. Next, the realigned NAC images are forward projected
and reconstructed. The result of the reconstruction is a realigned series of AC
images. A schematic diagram of method B is shown in Figure 6.1B, where a
summed (NAC) image of the first x frames is used as reference image.
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Figure 6.1. Overview of the various motion correction strategies. (A) AC-on-AC, (B)
depending on reference image: NAC-on-NAC, NAC-on-µ or NAC-on-cµ. See text for details.

Method C: NAC-on-µ

A disadvantage of both methods A and B is that they do not correct for a poten-
tial mismatch between transmission and emission scans or for movements during
the first x frames. This drawback can be circumvented by using the attenuation
map (µ-map or µ-image, Figure 6.2C/G), reconstructed from the set of mea-
sured attenuation-correction factors (ACF), as reference for realignment. All
NAC frames are then realigned to the µ-map and reconstructed using the same
µ-map for attenuation-correction (Figure 6.1B, reference image = µ-image).

Method D: NAC-on-cµ

It has been proposed that a variation of the µ-image, the cupped µ-image
[106], is better suited for realigning NAC images, as it has more correspond-
ing contours (Figure 6.2D/H). The cupping effect is obtained as: µcupped =
OSEM(log(ACF )/ACF )
All NAC frames are then realigned to the cupped µ-map and reconstructed us-
ing the standard (non-cupped) µ-map for attenuation-correction (Figure 6.1B,
reference image = cupped µ-image).

6.2.2 Simulation studies

Simulation studies were used to find optimal settings for the motion correction
strategies. Kind of motion, motion correction method and definition of reference
image were varied.
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Figure 6.2. Examples of (A,E) attenuation-corrected, (B,F) non-attenuation-corrected,
(C,G) µ and (D,H) cupped µ images for (A,B,C,D) [11C]flumazenil and (E,F,G,H) (R)-
[11C]PK11195 scans.

Simulated PET scans

Two dynamic PET scans were simulated, each with different tracer uptake. The
first had high cortical tracer uptake, simulating a tracer like [11C]flumazenil
(SIMFMZ). In contrast, the second had low tracer uptake, simulating a tracer
like (R)-[11C]PK11195 (SIMPK). Due to its lower uptake, the latter scan should
be more challenging for the motion correction process. Both simulated PET
scans were based on a grey-white matter segmented MRI scan. For SIMFMZ , a
typical [11C]flumazenil grey and white matter TAC was allocated to the grey and
white matter segments of the MRI scan, respectively. SIMPK was generated
in the same way using typical (R)-[11C]PK11195 grey and white matter TAC.
Simulation scans were noise free and smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of ∼8
mm to obtain a spatial resolution comparable to that of regular PET images.
SIMFMZ and SIMPK consisted of 16 and 23 time frames, respectively, identical
to the in-house protocols for clinical studies using these tracers.

Simulated motion

Two types of motion were added to both simulated PET scans. First, differ-
ent rotations (3, 4, 5 and 6◦, Figure 6.3, top row) were applied, simulating the
‘napping effect’ at the end of a scan. These rotational movements correspond
to movements of maximum 6.8, 8.2, 9.6 and 11 mm, respectively. The second
type of motion simulated axial movements (2, 4, 6, 10 and 20 mm, Figure 6.3,
bottom row) of a subject. This movement is seen most frequently in clinical
practice when subjects are fixed using a head holder. Motion was added using
Vinci software (Max Planck Institute for Neurological Research, Cologne, Ger-
many, http://www.mpifnf.de/vinci/). Both rotations and translations were
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Figure 6.3. Different types of motion added to the original simulated [11C]flumazenil PET
images (A). The top row (B-E) shows rotational movements of 3, 4, 5 and 6◦, respectively,
and the lower row (F-J) axial translational movements of 2, 4, 6 10 and 20 mm, respectively.
The light grey contour on top of each image corresponds to the original image (A).

simulated as gradual motions towards the end of the scans, reaching maximum
movements in the final frames.

To assess the effect of motion correction when no motion is present, an
additional simulation study was performed. This simulation study consisted of
100 motion-free [11C]flumazenil dynamic PET scans. Random noise (∼8% per
pixel) was added to all simulated PET scans to determine the effect of applying
motion correction on motion-free data on accuracy and precision of VT .

Motion correction

Automated Image Registration (AIR, version 5.1.5; [109]) was used to realign
the simulated PET images. For the present simulation, the 3-D rigid body
model using six parameters was used. Prior to the motion correction simulation
all (original) images were generated with a clinically relevant spatial resolution
of about 8 mm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM). Both the reference image
and the images to be aligned were additionally smoothed with a Gaussian kernel
of 5 mm FWHM to suppress noise and to speed up realignment (default AIR
settings for moderately noisy images). This additional smoothing was applied
during the realignment process only in order to obtain the realignment matrix.
The realignment matrix was then applied to the original image data (at the
clinical image resolution). Thresholds of reference and to be aligned images
were varied. Three different cost functions [110] were used, namely (1) standard
deviation of ratio image, (2) least squares and (3) least squares with intensity
rescaling (adding an intensity scaling term to the model).

Reference image

A reference image was used for motion correction strategies A and B. These
reference images are based on the sum of the first x frames of AC-PET (method
A) or NAC-PET (method B). To find optimal settings for the reference image,
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Table 6.1. Maximum amount and type of motion for the largest movement (clinical data
sets).

Tracer Maximum amount Type of motion

of motion

[11C]flumazenil ∼11 mm Mainly rotational

(R)-[11C]PK11195 ∼21 mm Mainly translation in z direction

[11C]PIB ∼33 mm Rotation + translation in z direction

x was varied from 3 to 10, corresponding to a summation of the first 45 s to 10
min for SIMFMZ and of the first 30 s to 5 min for SIMPK .

6.2.3 Clinical data

Clinical [11C]flumazenil, (R)-[11C]PK11195 and [11C]PIB data were used to as-
sess the simulation results in practice. For all tracers, one subject with large
(>10 mm) and one with no or minor (<3 mm) movement were selected. For
all subjects, the maximal amount of, location of and direction of motion were
determined using Vinci software and can be found in Table 6.1. [11C]flumazenil
and (R)-[11C]PK11195 data were corrected for motion using the optimal setting
for SIMFMZ and SIMPK , respectively. [11C]PIB data were added as an addi-
tional data set to further assess the robustness of the motion correction method.
As [11C]PIB is a cortical tracer similar to [11C]flumazenil, it was corrected for
motion using the optimal settings found for SIMFMZ .

All data were taken from clinical study protocols that had been approved
by the Medical Ethics Review Committee of the VU University Medical Center.
All subjects had given their informed consent prior to scanning.

All scans were acquired using an ECAT EXACT HR+ scanner (CTI/ Sie-
mens, Knoxville, TN, USA). Before tracer administration, a 10-min transmis-
sion scan was acquired in 2-D mode using rotating 68Ge/68Ga sources. This
transmission scan was used to correct the subsequent emission scan for attenu-
ation. Subsequently, a dynamic emission scan was acquired in 3-D acquisition
mode following bolus injection. Scan duration and frame definition differed per
tracer, as described previously [68, 111]. During the emission scan the arterial
input function was measured using a continuous flow-through blood sampling
device [47]. At set times [68,111], continuous withdrawal was interrupted briefly
for collection of manual samples and, after each sample, the arterial line was
flushed with heparinised saline. These manual samples were used for calibrating
the (online) blood sampler, for measuring plasma/whole blood ratios and for
determining plasma metabolite fractions.

Axial, coronal and sagittal movies were generated for all scans. Each frame of
the movie contained a snap-shot of the mid-plane of the PET frame, resulting
in a movie of N frames. These movies were used to visualise patient motion
between frames. To assist visualisation of movements, the edge of the reference
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image was projected onto all frames of the movie (e.g. light grey line in Figure
6.3). Note that these movies were only used to qualitatively visualise patient
motion and that they were not used within the motion correction methods
themselves.

6.2.4 Reconstruction settings

Simulation study

Simulation data were reconstructed using normalisation and attenuation weigh-
ted ordered subsets expectation maximisation (NAW-OSEM) to obtain AC-PET
images. In addition, to obtain NAC-PET images, the simulation data were
reconstructed using normalisation-weighted OSEM. After realignment, these
images were forward projected and then reconstructed using an attenuation-
weighted OSEM algorithm. All reconstructions for the simulation study were
performed using 4 iterations and 18 subsets and consisted of 63 planes of
128×128 voxels and a voxel size of 2.57×2.57×2.43 mm3, identical to the clini-
cal data sets mentioned below. All simulation scans were smoothed afterwards
with a Gaussian kernel of ∼8 mm to obtain a comparable resolution as regular
PET images.

Clinical data

All data were normalised and corrected for attenuation, random coincidences,
scattered radiation, dead time and decay and reconstructed using NAW-OSEM
(2 iterations, 16 subsets), as implemented in the standard ECAT 7.2 software
(CTI/Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA), and afterwards smoothed with a Gaussian
kernel of 5 mm resulting in an image resolution of 7 mm FWHM. All recon-
structed images consisted of 63 planes of 256×256 voxels of 1.29×1.29×2.43
mm3, which were rebinned into 63 planes of 128×128 voxels of 2.57×2.57×2.43
mm3. In the realignment process, image reconstruction was based on an iden-
tical reconstruction method developed in-house.

6.2.5 Analysis

Simulation study

All simulated data were realigned using the above-mentioned motion correc-
tion strategies. ROIs were drawn on corresponding SIMFMZ or SIMPK T1-
weighted MRI images over different anatomical regions (frontal lobe, pre-frontal
lobe, parietal lobe, thalamus, temporal, occipital, thalamus, pons, cerebellum,
caudate and putamen) using DISPLAY software (Montreal Neurological In-
stitute, http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/software/Display/Display.html).
ROIs were projected onto all frames of the simulated PET scans and TACs were
generated as the time sequences of average ROI values. For all anatomical re-
gions, TACs of realigned simulated PET scans were compared with the original
(no motion) simulated PET scans. Optimal settings for the simulation study
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were determined by finding the best combination (method, cost function, ref-
erence image generation, etc.) for which differences between regional activity
concentrations after motion correction and the true (simulated) activity concen-
trations were minimal.

Parametric volume of distribution (VT ) images were calculated for all (cor-
rected) simulated PET scans using Logan analysis [27]. Mean VT values for the
various anatomical regions (see above) were calculated and compared with the
corresponding original VT values.

To determine the effect of motion correction on accuracy and precision of
VT with no actual motion present in the data, 100 motion-free simulated PET
scans with added noise were analysed both with and without motion correction.
Parametric VT images and mean VT values for various anatomical regions (see
above) were calculated. In addition, per anatomical region, the coefficient of
variation (COV, precision) and bias (accuracy) was calculated. The COV (%)
was calculated as the standard deviation divided by the mean times 100%. The
bias was calculated as the percentage of change in regional VT values between
motion-free simulated PET scans, which were corrected for motion, and the
original motion-free simulated PET scans.

Clinical data

All clinical data were realigned using the optimal settings from the simulation
study. The result of each realignment was evaluated visually by generating
three movies (axial, coronal and sagittal), as described above. VT images were
calculated for both motion-corrected and uncorrected PET images. Ratio im-
ages were generated by dividing the VT image of the motion-corrected data set
by the VT image of the original (uncorrected) data set. Using the software
package DISPLAY, a total of 15 ROIs were drawn manually on individually co-
registered T1-weighted MRI images in the same anatomical regions as specified
above. MRI scans were co-registered to summed images of the first 3 min of the
dynamic PET scans. ROIs were projected onto VT images and mean regional
VT values of uncorrected and motion-corrected TACs were compared.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Simulations

Effect of motion on TAC

TACs of putamen and parietal cortex for SIMFMZ scans without and with
added motion are shown in Figures 6.4A and B, respectively. Especially for
20-mm translations, differences in parietal lobe TACs were very large (up to
98%).
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Figure 6.4. TACs of (A) putamen and (B) parietal cortex for SIMFMZ scans without and
with various degrees of movement (3 and 6◦ rotation, 4 and 20 mm translation).

Effect of motion on VT

The effects of motion on VT values for different anatomical regions are shown in
Figure 6.5. Addition of motion to SIMFMZ (Figure 6.5, black symbols) resulted
in lower VT values for all regions (up to -45.6%), except for pons (maximal
+13.1%). For SIMPK (Figure 6.5, grey symbols), higher VT values were found
for pre-frontal regions (maximal +20.8%) and lower VT values for all other
regions (maximal -45.3%).

Parametric VT images of SIMFMZ without and with 20-mm translation are
shown in Figures 6.6A and B, respectively. It can be seen that there are large
differences between the two images. In addition, there are clear artefacts in the
image after translation (Figure 6.6B), which are highlighted in the ratio of both
images (Figure 6.6D).

Optimal motion correction method

Optimal setting for both SIMFMZ and SIMPK are listed in Table 6.2. Figures
6.7A and B show differences between VT values before and after motion cor-
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Figure 6.5. Differences (%) in VT values between original (no motion) simulated PET data
and corresponding PET data after adding motion for SIMFMZ (black symbols) and SIMPK

(grey symbols).

Table 6.2. Optimal settings for both simulation studies.

Sim Optimal Cost Threshold Threshold Sum

method function of aligned of reference frames

frames frames

SIMFMZ NAC-on-NAC LS 0% MPV 0% MPV 1–6 (0–3 min)

SIMPK NAC-on-NAC LSIR 40% MPV 35% MPV 1–8 (0–3 min)

LS least squares, LSIR least squares with intensity rescaling, % MPV percentage of maximum pixel value

rection for SIMFMZ and SIMPK , respectively, using the optimal combination
of settings found in the simulation study (cost function, number of summed
frames and thresholds) for each motion correction strategy. For both simu-
lation studies, best results were obtained using motion correction strategy B
(NAC-on-NAC). Using this method, for SIMFMZ , maximal differences in VT

values (Figure 6.7A, black symbols) were found for pons (<2.7%) and putamen
(<2.8%). For SIMPK , the largest differences in VT values (Figure 6.7B, black
symbols) were found for prefrontal cortex (<3.3%) and pons (<3.5%). When
no motion was added, no significant differences (p>0.20) were found between
SIMFMZ before and after motion correction, and minimal effects on accuracy
and precision of VT were found (Table 6.3). For SIMPK slightly lower (pons:
-3.4%) VT values were found after motion correction, but these values were not
significantly different from the original ones (p>0.22).

Figure 6.6C shows a VT image after motion correction using the optimal
settings. The artefacts, as visible on the motion-affected VT image (Figure
6.6B), have completely disappeared. The ratio image between the original VT

image (Figure 6.6A) and the motion-corrected VT image (Figure 6.6C) is shown
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Figure 6.6. Parametric VT images of simulation study: (A) VT of original (no motion)
SIMFMZ , (B) VT of SIMFMZ after adding 20 mm translation, (C) as (D) but after motion
correction, (D) ratio image of (A) and (B), and (E) ratio image of (A) and (C). Note that
the range of the colour scale of (D) and (E) is different.

Table 6.3. Precision (COV, %) and bias (accuracy, %) of optimal motion correction method
in cases of motion-free simulated PET scans.

COV (%) COV (%) Bias (%)

original after realignment

Pre-frontal 0.54 0.57 -0.66

Temporal 0.63 1.04 -0.28

Thalamus 1.04 1.11 -0.53

Pons 0.82 1.15 0.80

Parietal lobe 0.47 0.57 0.38

Putamen 1.09 1.39 -0.19

in Figure 6.6E. As can be seen, only small differences between original VT and
motion-corrected VT image were found.

6.3.2 Clinical data

Large movements

Using frame-by-frame movies, all clinical data were inspected for motion visu-
ally. Using this method, no motion could be detected after application of the
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Figure 6.7. Differences (%) in VT between simulated PET scans without and with added
motion following motion correction for (A) SIMFMZ and (B) SIMPK using AC-on-AC
(black symbols), NAC-on-NAC (dark grey symbols), NAC-on-µ realign (grey symbols) and
NAC-on-cµ realign (light grey symbols).

motion correction algorithm. Figure 6.8 shows parametric VT images before
and after motion correction, together with corresponding MRI images, for data
sets with large movements. For [11C]flumazenil, no large differences between
VT images before and after motion correction can be detected visually. Nev-
ertheless, the ratio image showed significant differences (Figure 6.8, top row,
last column). At a regional level, the largest differences between VT values be-
fore and after motion correction were found for the parietal lobe (26.9%). For
[11C]flumazenil, the difference between VT before and after motion correction
across all anatomical regions was on average 8.3 ± 8.1%.

For both (R)-[11C]PK11195 (Figure 6.8, middle row) and [11C]PIB (Figure
6.8, bottom row), major differences were seen between VT images before and
after motion correction with large artefacts in the uncorrected VT image. The
large difference between original and corrected images is also clearly visible in
the ratio image of both VT images (Figure 6.8, middle row, last column). For
[11C]PIB, differences were even more pronounced (Figure 6.8, bottom row). At
a regional level quantitative differences were as high as 433% (right thalamus).
Across all regions, the average difference was 85 ± 121%. Quantitative differ-
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Figure 6.8. Differences in VT images generated from clinical PET scans with large move-
ments before and after motion correction. From left to right: MRI, parametric VT images
before (original) and after motion correction, and ratio image (corrected divided by original)
for [11C]flumazenil (top row), (R)-[11C]PK11195 (middle row) and [11C]PIB (bottom row).

ences for (R)-[11C]PK11195 were smaller, with a maximum of 49% (parietal
lobe) and an average (across all anatomical regions) of 14.9 ± 15.1%.

Minor movements

Parametric VT images before and after motion correction, together with corre-
sponding MRI images, for data sets with no or minor movements are shown in
Figure 6.9. No visual differences between images before and after motion cor-
rection could be seen. However, for [11C]flumazenil (Figure 6.9, top row), the
ratio image suggests that there was some (small) motion present in the original
data set. For [11C]flumazenil, the largest difference at regional level was found
for right caudate (10.9%), but averaged over all regions differences were only
3.6 ± 3.8%. For both (R)-[11C]PK11195 (Figure 6.9, middle row) and [11C]PIB
(Figure 6.9, bottom row), only small differences were found (max. 4.3%). On
average, over all regions, differences between VT before and after motion cor-
rection were 0.4 ± 0.4% and 1.5 ± 1.3% for (R)-[11C]PK11195 and [11C]PIB,
respectively.
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Figure 6.9. Differences in VT images generated from clinical PET scans with no or mi-
nor movements before and after motion correction. From left to right: MRI, parametric
VT images before (original) and after motion correction and ratio image (corrected divided
by original) for [11C]flumazenil (top row), (R)-[11C]PK11195 (middle row) and [11C]PIB
(bottom row).

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Simulations

The simulation studies showed that motion had a large impact on both regional
TACs (max. 98% for the motion parameters selected) and parametric tracer
kinetic analysis (max. 45%). Furthermore, these studies showed that the best
motion correction method from a theoretical point of view, where emission and
transmission scans were aligned (method C or D), did not provide the best
results. In fact, for SIMFMZ these methods gave the poorest results (see Fig-
ure 6.7A, grey and light grey symbols) and frequently motion correction failed
completely. One reason for these poor results in the case of SIMFMZ may be
that the (cupped) µ and PET images (either AC or NAC) only have limited
corresponding contours or information (see Figure 6.2). Although for SIMPK

more corresponding contours or information were seen, motion correction still
failed frequently, especially for the last few frames (data not shown).

The best results were obtained for method B, NAC-on-NAC, which is con-
sistent with a previous study performed by Perruchot et al. [106]. This method
assumes that there is no motion during the first x minutes. If this assump-
tion holds, and the patient has not moved between transmission and emission
scan, emission and transmission scans are aligned. Using the optimal motion
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correction strategy B (NAC-on-NAC), corrected VT values maximally differed
by 3.5% from the original (true) VT values.

6.4.2 Clinical data

Large movements

Both [11C]flumazenil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 data sets were corrected very well
using the settings found in the simulation study. Using frame-by-frame movies
and superimposing the contour of the first x frames is a useful tool to determine
whether motion is present. Differences between original VT images and VT im-
ages after motion correction were large (up to 49%). In addition, large artefacts,
present in the original (R)-[11C]PK11195 VT images, disappeared when motion
correction was applied. Artefacts were less visible in the original [11C]flumazenil
VT images, which is caused by the particular distribution of activity together
with the smaller amount of motion in the [11C]flumazenil data set (Table 6.1).
Although visually there was close agreement between VT images before and after
motion correction, both ratio image and ROI analysis showed that the effects
of motion were considerable with differences at a regional level being as high as
26.9%. Therefore, it is recommended that all data be inspected for the presence
of motion, e.g. by visual inspection of frame-by-frame movies. In addition,
results of the present study indicate that motion correction could always be
applied, as effects in case of minor movements are small.

Minor movements

Although the simulation studies already showed that, in the absence of move-
ment, there were no significant changes in VT values, minor movements were
further evaluated for three clinical data sets. Only for the [11C]flumazenil study
were small changes in VT after motion correction observed. This suggests that
there was some small movement, although it cannot be excluded that the change
was due to the correction algorithm itself. The latter is, however, unlikely as
changes for both (R)-[11C]PK11195 and [11C]PIB were very small (max. 1.5 ±
1.3%). These results confirmed those of the simulation studies in that correc-
tions were negligible for minor movements.

6.4.3 Limitations

One limitation of the proposed frame-by-frame motion correction method is
its vulnerability to the quality of the scan data and noise characteristics [102].
Montgomery et al. [108] claimed that problems may occur within the last frame
of the PET scan because of poor statistics. This may especially be the case
for older data sets acquired on lower sensitivity scanners. In the present study,
effects of noise were reduced as much as possible by reconstructing data sets with
OSEM, which provides images with less noise then filtered back projection. In
addition, images were smoothed (only) during the motion correction process,
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which was not only helpful for the motion correction optimisation process, but
also for reducing the level of noise. Problems with the last frame, as reported
by Montgomery et al. [108], were not observed in the present study. Although
it is possible that the motion correction algorithm might fail due to low image
quality, this does not seem to be likely given the positive results with the low
uptake ligand (R)-[11C]PK11195 in the present study.

Another limitation of the frame-by-frame motion correction method is the
underlying assumption that there is no significant change in activity distribu-
tion within and between frames [102]. This assumption can only be true for the
last frames. In fact, the activity distribution varies rapidly in the first frames.
For the optimal motion correction method B, the summed reference image has
therefore another activity distribution compared to the later frames. However,
for the present study, this did not cause any problems during the motion cor-
rection process.

The optimal motion correction method derived from the present study as-
sumes that there is no mismatch between the transmission scan and the first
x frames of the emission scan. This is a reasonable assumption, because most
patient motion appears at later time points of the scan (>10min) (data not
shown). It is, however, recommended that correct alignment of transmission
and early (in this case 0–3 min post injection) emission scans be verified. Nev-
ertheless, if motion appears between transmission and emission scan or within
the first 3 min of the emission scan, the mismatch between transmission and
emission scans remains. Although motion correction methods C and D correct
for emission and transmission mismatch, no satisfactory results were obtained in
this study. The use of different cost functions might improve the performance of
these methods and therefore have to be investigated. However, for some tracers,
like [11C]flumazenil with high cortical uptake, methods C and D will probably
always fail because there is too little commonality between the emission (NAC)
and µ-images. Even if a mismatch between emission and transmission scans
would exist, results of the present study show that a frame-by-frame correction
method provides a major improvement in accuracy of pharmacokinetic analyses
over non-motion-corrected data.

As mentioned before, the final method derived from the present study does
not correct for in-frame motion and therefore motion could still be present within
a frame. However, the present method may be suited to identify suspicious
frames and exclude those frames in the following analysis. An easy way to do
this is to make a frame-by-frame movie of a data set and identify in which frame
the motion starts. Subsequently, the frames before and after the initial motion-
affected frame should be visually inspected for any unexpected blurring. A
highly blurred frame indicates that there is considerable patient motion during
the frame and therefore that frame should be excluded in further analysis.

The AIR package was chosen because it is freely available, easily adjustable
and fast. However, it has the disadvantage that only three different cost func-
tions are available. In some applications other cost functions, such as those
based on mutual information, may be more appropriate. In those cases, how-
ever, it will be necessary to again determine optimal settings for that specific
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registration algorithm.

6.4.4 Clinical applicability

The present study shows that it is possible to perform an accurate off-line mo-
tion correction for dynamic brain studies. In theory, this method should also
be applicable to other organs, provided observed motions are rigid. The lat-
ter requirement, however, will limit use of the proposed method for non-brain
studies. Even when the method would be applicable, optimal settings for the
motion correction algorithm need to be re-evaluated for such an application.

For older data sets, no raw data may be available. The optimal method pre-
sented here does not require sinogram or list-mode data, but only reconstructed
PET and µ-images. Therefore, this method can also be used for accurate motion
correction of older data sets.

In clinical practice, subjects are fixed using a head holder. The movements
that are most frequently observed are rotations around the x-axis and axial
translations. Therefore, only these kinds of movements were included in the
simulation study. Clearly, other types of motion (e.g. rotations around the
z-axis) may also occur. It should be noted, however, that these types of motion
will also be corrected for using the method presented, as all rotational and
translational movements are obtained during the registration process.

6.5 Conclusion

If no optical tracking system is available or when older data sets need to be rean-
alyzed, a frame-by-frame motion correction method, based on non-attenuation-
corrected images, provides major improvements in accuracy of pharmacokinetic
analyses over non-motion-corrected data.
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Chapter 7. Image derived input functions: effects of motion on tracer kinetic analyses

Abstract

Purpose: To quantify the effects of motion affected image derived input func-
tions (IDIF) on the outcome of tracer kinetic analyses.
Procedures: Two simulation studies, one based on high and the other on
low cortical uptake, were performed. Different degrees of rotational and axial
translational motion were added to the final frames of simulated dynamic PET
scans. Extracted IDIFs from motion affected simulated scans were compared to
original IDIFs and to outcome of tracer kinetic analysis (volume of distribution
VT ).
Results: Differences in IDIF values of up to 239% were found for the last
frames. Patient motion of more than 6◦ or 5 mm resulted in at least 10% higher
or lower VT values for the high cortical tracer.
Conclusions: The degrees of motion studied are commonly observed in clinical
studies and hamper the extraction of accurate IDIFs. Therefore, it is essential
to ensure that patient motion is minimal and corrected for.
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7.1 Introduction

The quantitative accuracy of positron emission tomography (PET) can, among
other things, be hampered by patient motion. This may result in loss of reso-
lution or, more importantly, affect outcome measures of tracer kinetic analyses.
In general, for tracer kinetic modelling, the time course of the tracer in arte-
rial plasma (plasma input curve) is required, unless a reference tissue, devoid
of specific binding [25, 26], can be found in which non-specific tracer uptake is
identical to that in the tissue of interest. In a previous simulation study it was
shown that errors in the outcome of tracer kinetic analyses could be as high
as 45% when a motion of 2 cm was present [112]. In the same study an off-
line frame-by-frame motion correction method was introduced, which accurately
corrected PET scans for patient motion [112]. This previous study only took
into account effects of motion on determining radioactivity concentrations in
the tissue of interest, as arterial sampling was used to obtain the plasma input
curve. Clearly, arterial sampling is not affected by patient motion, but it is an
invasive and laborious procedure. In addition, arterial sampling is sensitive to
errors and has a small risk of adverse effects [30, 31]. To overcome the prob-
lems of arterial sampling, many alternative methods have been proposed [68].
In previous studies, such an alternative method was developed [68] and vali-
dated [80,111], in which input functions were extracted from the dynamic PET
scan itself, thereby obviating the need for arterial sampling. Although these
image derived input functions (IDIFs) do not have the disadvantages of arterial
sampling, they are vulnerable to patient motion [68, 80]. To extract an IDIF,
a mask over the internal carotid arteries can be defined in a summed image of
the first couple of frames. This mask is then copied to all dynamic frames to
derive the IDIF. Patient motion in later frames, however, will result in under- or
overestimation of IDIF values and, therefore, in inaccurate IDIFs. The under-
and overestimation of IDIF values in motion affected frames are not just due
to the mislocation of the IDIF mask, but also due to an erroneous attenuation
correction. These inaccurate IDIFs in turn will affect the outcome of tracer
kinetic analyses.

The purpose of the present study was to quantify the effects of motion on
the outcome of tracer kinetic analyses when IDIFs affected by that motion are
used as input function. To this end simulation studies were performed based
on [11C]flumazenil and (R)-[11C]verapamil kinetics, thereby investigating effects
for both high and low cortical uptake tracers.

7.2 Materials and methods

7.2.1 Simulated PET scans

Two simulated scans were generated, one simulating [11C]flumazenil kinetics,
the other (R)-[11C]verapamil. These two tracers were chosen, as they represent
examples of high and low cortical uptake, respectively. Both simulated PET
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scans were based on a grey-white matter segmented MRI scan. For each tracer,
typical grey and white matter time activity curves (TACs) were allocated to
the grey and white matter segmentations of the MRI scan, respectively. Fi-
nally, these grey and white matter segmentations were summed, generating a
simulated dynamic emission scan with the following frames:

• [11C]flumazenil: 4×15, 4×60, 2×150, 2×300, 4×600 s;

• (R)-[11C]verapamil: 1×15, 3×5, 3×10, 2×30, 3×60, 2×150, 2×300, 4×600
s.

In addition, the internal carotid artery was simulated by allocating whole blood
TAC (not corrected for metabolites) from actual human [11C]flumazenil and
(R)-[11C]verapamil subjects to the segmented carotid artery and circle of Willis
as seen on the MRI scan. Finally, simulated PET scans were smoothed with a
Gaussian kernel of 6 mm to obtain a resolution comparable to that of current
PET scanners.

7.2.2 Simulated motion

Before adding motion to the simulated PET scans, the simulated scans were
forward projected to obtain sinograms and the inverse attenuation correction,
derived from a reconstructed transmission scan, was applied to these sinograms.
Next, these sinograms were reconstructed using a normalization weighted or-
dered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM) to generate non-attenuation
corrected images.

Two types of motion were imposed onto the non-attenuation corrected sim-
ulated scans. First, different degrees of rotation (napping/nodding, 1, 3, 4, 6,
7, 8, 10, 12 and 15◦, corresponding to ∼2-20 mm) were applied. The second
type of motion simulated an axial inferior movement (1-6, 10, 15 and 20 mm)
of the subject. These movements are seen most frequently in clinical practice in
case subjects are fixed using a head holder. In addition, the range of rotational
and translational movements corresponds with those observed in clinical prac-
tice [103,113]. Motion was added using Vinci software (Max Planck Institute for
Neurological Research, Cologne, Germany, http://www.mpifnf.de/vinci/).
As motion is most frequently observed at later time points (>10 min p.i.) [100],
in this simulation it was only added to the last six frames of each simulated
scan. The motion was, however, simulated as a gradual phenomenon, according
to the following scheme, where N represents the total number of frames:

• Frame N-5: 10% of maximum motion,

• Frame N-4: 25% of maximum motion,

• Frame N-3: 40% of maximum motion,

• Frame N-2: 60% of maximum motion,

• Frame N-2: 75% of maximum motion,
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• Frame N: maximum motion.

After adding motion, all non-attenuation corrected simulated PET scans were
again forward projected to obtain sinograms. These sinograms were then re-
constructed using normalization and attenuation weighted OSEM to obtain
standard dynamic PET images. All reconstructions were performed using 4
iterations and 18 subsets and consisted of 63 planes of 128×128 voxels and a
voxel size of 2.57×2.57×2.43 mm3.

7.2.3 Image derived input functions

To extract an IDIF, a region of interest (ROI) was defined on a volume of
14 successive planes, starting 6 planes below the circle of Willis. This volume
corresponded to the position of the carotid arteries. The IDIF ROIs were defined
(semi)-automatically on frame 3 of the original (unmoved) simulated scan using
the ’four hottest pixels per plane’ method [68]. These ROIs were projected
onto all frames of the simulated scan thereby generating image derived whole
blood time activity curves. Image derived whole blood time activity curves were
corrected for metabolites and plasma-to-whole blood ratios by use of plasma to
whole blood and parent fractions derived from 7 manual samples, as described
previously [68, 80, 111], resulting in parent plasma IDIFs. The procedure for
extracting IDIFs was repeated for all simulated PET scans using the original
IDIF mask.

7.2.4 Analysis

IDIFs that were extracted from scans with superimposed movements were com-
pared with original (unmoved) IDIFs. In addition, for each scan, parametric
volume of distribution (VT ) images were calculated using Logan analysis [27].
To determine the overall effect of motion on outcome of tracer kinetic analyses,
VT images were calculated from motion affected scans, together with IDIFs ex-
tracted from those scans. In addition, to determine the specific effects of motion
affected IDIFs alone, VT images were also calculated using those IDIFs in com-
bination with the original scans (i.e. without superimposed movement) to show
effects of motion artefacts in IDIFs only. Resulting mean VT values for differ-
ent anatomical regions (frontal, prefrontal, temporal, occipital cortex, parietal
cortex, thalamus, caudate, cerebellum and pons) were calculated and compared
with original VT values. Results are presented as mean percentage differences
(mean ± SD) over all regions between original (unmoved) and motion affected
scans.

In addition, all simulated PET scans were corrected for motion using a frame-
by-frame motion correction method. Motion correction was performed using the
Automated Image Registration (AIR, version 5.1.5; [109]) with optimal settings,
as found in a previous study [112]. For (R)-[11C]verapamil, optimal settings of
(R)-[11C]PK11195 were used, as (R)-[11C]verapamil is also a low cortical uptake
tracer. After motion correction, new IDIFs were extracted and corrected for
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metabolites and plasma-to-whole blood ratios. VT images were generated using
the motion corrected simulated PET scans and the new IDIFs. Mean VT values
were again compared to the original VT values.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 IDIF extraction

To illustrate the problem of extracting IDIFs in case of motion, examples of
IDIF masks projected onto scans affected by different degrees of rotational and
translational motion are shown in Figures 7.1 (sagittal view) and 7.2 (coronal
view), respectively. It can be seen that, in this example, mispositioning of the
mask (black region, indicated with the arrow) becomes problematic when there
is a translation of at least 3◦ (Figure 7.1) or a rotation of at least 4 mm (Figure
7.2). For the largest movements (at least 6◦ or 10 mm), the IDIF mask actually
is, at least in part, positioned within the brain and this may result in both
under- or overestimation of the IDIF depending on relative blood and tissue
concentrations.

7.3.2 Effect of motion on IDIF

Figure 7.3 shows the last part (>8 min) of IDIFs extracted from the original
simulated scans (A/B: [11C]flumazenil; C/D: (R)-[11C]verapamil) together with
IDIFs extracted from scans that were affected by different degrees of transla-
tional (Figure 7.3A/C) and rotational (Figure 7.3B/D) motion. Note, that the
first part is not shown in Figure 7.3, as no motion was imposed onto the first
couple of frames (0–10 min). For [11C]flumazenil based simulations, large dif-
ferences (up to 205% in the final frame) in IDIF values were found in case of a
rotational movement of 15◦. For rotational movements of 3◦ or less, differences
were smaller than 10%. When translational motion was present, differences of
up to 68% (10 mm) and 239% (20 mm) in IDIF values were seen. For transla-
tional motions smaller than 4 mm, overestimation of IDIF values was 10% or
less. For (R)-[11C]verapamil based simulations, large differences in IDIF values
were seen for a rotational movement of 6◦ and a translational movement of 3
mm (both up to 19% higher IDIF values). In case of smaller movements, only
differences of up to 13% were found. Maximal differences in IDIF values for
(R)-[11C]verapamil were found for a rotational movement of 15◦ (up to 91%)
and a translational movement of 20 mm (up to 154%).

7.3.3 Effect of motion affected IDIFs on tracer kinetic
analysis

Regional differences between original VT and VT derived from motion affected
PET scans in combination with motion affected IDIFs for [11C]flumazenil and
(R)-[11C]verapamil are shown in Figures 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. For [11C]flu-
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7.3. Results

Figure 7.1. Sagittal view of the last frame of the [11C]flumazenil simulated PET scan with
on top the IDIF mask (black region, indicated with arrow in top left image) generated using
the four hottest pixels per plane method. The simulated PET scan has different amounts of
rotational movement.

Figure 7.2. Sagittal view of the last frame of the [11C]flumazenil simulated PET scan with
on top the IDIF mask (black region, indicated with arrow in top left image) generated using
the four hottest pixels per plane method. The simulated PET scan has different amounts of
translational movement.

mazenil largest regional differences (maximal 59%) are found for the putamen
and caudate (both rotational and translational, Figure 7.4A and B) and thala-
mus (Figure 7.4A). Mean differences in VT values over all regions are shown in
Table 7.1. On average over all regions, differences >10% were found for a motion
of 6◦ (12%) or at least 5 mm (10%). For (R)-[11C]verapamil based simulations,
no large regional differences were found (Figure 7.5A/B). On average, differ-
ences >10% were observed for a rotational motion of 12◦ and a translational
motion of 4 mm (Table 7.1).
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7.3. Results

Table 7.1. Mean VT errors (± SD%) over different anatomic regions derived from motion
affected simulated PET scans in combination with IDIFs extracted from the same motion
affected scans.

Motion VT error (%) VT error (%)

[11C]flumazenil (R)-[11C]verapamil

1 mm 2.2 ± 0.9 2.7 ± 0.2

2 mm 4.2 ± 1.8 5.3 ± 0.4

3 mm 6.2 ± 2.7 7.7 ± 0.6

4 mm 8.3 ± 3.7 10.1 ± 0.7

5 mm 10.3 ± 4.8 12.3 ± 0.8

6 mm 12.3 ± 6.0 14.5 ± 0.9

10 mm 20.7 ± 10.2 23.3 ± 1.4

15 mm 39.5 ± 10.6 33.4 ± 1.8

20 mm 40.6 ± 12.9 41.1 ± 1.8

1◦ 1.4 ± 0.6 0.4 ± 0.2

3◦ 5.0 ± 2.0 0.9 ± 0.5

4◦ 7.1 ± 2.9 1.1 ± 0.6

6◦ 11.9 ± 5.3 2.5 ± 1.2

7◦ 14.4 ± 6.6 3.8 ± 1.8

8◦ 17.2 ± 7.8 5.5 ± 2.2

10◦ 22.7 ± 9.2 9.7 ± 2.7

12◦ 28.2 ± 10.3 14.5 ± 3.1

15◦ 35.6 ± 11.2 21.7 ± 3.4

The specific effect of (only) mislocating IDIFs themselves is shown in Table
7.2 on page 118. For all anatomic regions nearly the same differences were
found (note the low SD values in Table 7.2). As expected, mean differences over
all regions increased with increasing degree of motion. For (R)-[11C]verapamil,
comparable results were obtained compared to the general effect of motion in
case both motion-affected IDIF and motion-affected dynamic PET scans (Table
7.1) were used. For [11C]flumazenil, the same, but lower trend was observed
compared to the general effect of motion (Table 7.1).

7.3.4 Tracer kinetic analysis after motion correction

Mean differences between original VT and VT derived from motion corrected
PET scans in combination with IDIFs extracted from those motion corrected
PET scans are shown in Table 7.3 (page 119). For [11C]flumazenil, only very
small differences were found compared to the original VT values (maximal 1.4 ±
0.6%). However, somewhat larger differences were found for (R)-[11C]verapamil
(maximal 4.3 ± 0.5%).
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Figure 7.4. [11C]flumazenil derived VT errors for different anatomic regions and different
amounts of (A) translational and (B) rotational added motion.

7.4 Discussion

7.4.1 Simulated motion

Both rotational and translational motions were added to the simulated scans,
as these are the most frequently observed types of patient motions [113]. Al-
though the amount of patient motion is generally small, for some patient groups
(i.e. Alzheimer, Parkinson or neurotrauma) motion up to 20-30 mm has been
observed [103,112,113].

7.4.2 Effect of motion on IDIF

Although the IDIF mask was (in part) positioned outside the carotid artery
for a translational motion of 4 mm or a rotational motion of at least 3◦, large
differences in IDIF values were only observed for a translational motion of at
least 10 mm (Figure 7.3A) or a rotational motion of at least 8◦ (Figure 7.3B).
The same trend was observed for (R)-[11C]verapamil based simulations, but
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Figure 7.5. (R)-[11C] verapamil derived VT errors for different anatomic regions and dif-
ferent amounts of (A) translational and (B) rotational added motion.

differences were in general lower (Figures 7.3C and D). The difference between
these two simulation studies is due to the difference in cortical uptake of both
tracers. For large movements (10 mm or >6◦) the IDIF mask is (primarily)
positioned within cortical brain regions. For [11C]flumazenil, with high cortical
uptake, this results in higher IDIF values (Figures 7.3A and B). In contrast, for
(R)-[11C]verapamil, with low cortical uptake, only slightly higher IDIF values
were found (Figures 7.3C and D), except for the largest motion added. Note,
however, that movements in other directions may result in different effects.

7.4.3 Effect of motion affected IDIF on tracer kinetic
analysis

In a previous study it was shown that motion has major impact on the outcome
of tracer kinetic analyses [112]. Those results, however, were obtained using
a (simulated) arterial input function derived from arterial sampling (i.e. not
affected by motion). In the present study, IDIFs were obtained from motion
affected PET scans. Again, potentially large errors in VT values were seen
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Table 7.2. The specific effect of motion-affected IDIFs on outcome of tracer kinetic analysis.
Mean VT differences (mean ± SD%) over different anatomic regions derived from original
(no motion) simulated PET scans in combination with IDIFs extracted from motion affected
simulated PET scans.

Motion VT error (%) VT error (%)

[11C]flumazenil (R)-[11C]verapamil

1 mm 1.0 ± 0.0 2.7 ± 0.0

2 mm 1.9 ± 0.0 5.4 ± 0.0

3 mm 2.7 ± 0.0 7.8 ± 0.1

4 mm 3.7 ± 0.0 10.2 ± 0.1

5 mm 4.6 ± 0.0 12.4 ± 0.1

6 mm 5.6 ± 0.0 14.6 ± 0.1

10 mm 11.0 ± 0.0 23.2 ± 0.1

15 mm 30.2 ± 0.0 32.8 ± 0.2

20 mm 30.2 ± 0.0 40.6 ± 0.2

1◦ 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0

3◦ 1.7 ± 0.0 0.6 ± 0.0

4◦ 3.0 ± 0.0 1.4 ± 0.0

6◦ 6.4 ± 0.0 3.6 ± 0.0

7◦ 8.5 ± 0.0 5.2 ± 0.0

8◦ 10.8 ± 0.0 7.1 ± 0.0

10◦ 15.5 ± 0.0 11.2 ± 0.1

12◦ 20.4 ± 0.0 15.8 ± 0.1

15◦ 27.5 ± 0.0 22.5 ± 0.1

(Figure 7.4 and 7.5, Table 7.1).
In practice, patient motion affects the entire scan, i.e. both tissue TACs

and the corresponding IDIF. To assess the specific effects of erroneous IDIFs
(due to motion), VT images were also generated using motion affected IDIFs
together with original (unmoved) PET images. In general, differences in VT

values (Table 7.2) were comparable to differences in VT values when motion
affected IDIF were used together with the motion affected PET images (Table
7.1). Therefore it can be concluded that differences in VT values are mainly
due to the mislocation of the IDIF mask as a result of the motion during the
dynamic scan.

In general, small motions of up to 2 mm or 3◦ had little effect (maximum
5.4%) on VT when only motion affected IDIFs were taken into account. In fact,
overall effects on VT were even larger than in previous report, where only tissue
data were affected by motion [112]. However, as mentioned before, IDIFs are
extracted from the carotid artery up to at most the base of skull. This region
might be less affected by motion because the neck seems to be less mobile than
the head. Therefore, the results in this paper likely overestimate the effects
of motion on pharmacokinetic outcome. In general it is always recommend to
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Table 7.3. Mean VT errors (± SD%) over different anatomic regions derived from motion
affected simulated PET scans after motion correction.

Motion VT error (%) VT error (%)

[11C]flumazenil (R)-[11C]verapamil

1 mm 0.4 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2

2 mm 0.6 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.3

3 mm 1.1 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.4

4 mm 1.0 ± 0.4 4.3 ± 0.5

5 mm 0.9 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.3

6 mm 0.9 ± 0.5 2.6 ± 0.5

10 mm 1.4 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.3

15 mm 1.4 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 0.5

20 mm 1.3 ± 0.6 2.4 ± 0.6

1◦ 0.4 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.2

3◦ 0.8 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.6

4◦ 0.7 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.6

6◦ 1.2 ± 0.6 1.6 ± 0.7

7◦ 1.2 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 1.1

8◦ 1.3 ± 0.6 3.3 ± 1.7

10◦ 1.0 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.8

12◦ 1.0 ± 0.6 1.5 ± 1.1

15◦ 1.0 ± 0.6 3.4 ± 0.5

make sure that patient motion is minimal (e.g. by using a head restraint) and,
if necessary, to quantify the amount of motion and correct dynamic PET data
for patient motion, either using an on-line optical tracking system [103, 104] or
using an off-line frame-by-frame motion correction method [112].

7.4.4 Tracer kinetic analysis after motion correction

Motion correction improved the accuracy of tracer kinetic analysis for both
simulation studies. However, there were some differences in outcome of the
motion correction between the two simulation studies. For [11C]flumazenil only
very small differences in VT values were found (Table 7.3), indicating that motion
correction was very accurate. On the other hand, much larger differences in VT

values were found after correcting the (R)-[11C]verapamil scans for motion. In
general, for (R)-[11C]verapamil, motion correction improved outcome in tracer
kinetic analysis, except for the smallest rotational movement (1◦ and 3◦). The
difference in performance of the motion correction method may be explained
by the difference in uptake between both tracers. (R)-[11C]verapamil is a low
cortical tracer, and therefore those scans have much less contrast, which makes
it more difficult for the motion correction method to find the optimal match.
[11C]flumazenil is a high cortical tracer and therefore co-registration might be
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more precise. Nevertheless, it is shown that motion correction already improved
accuracy of tracer kinetic analysis for both tracers studied.

7.4.5 Additional remarks

In this simulation study it was assumed that there was no patient motion in the
first 10 min of the scan and motion was superimposed only on the final part
of the scan (10–60 min). Although this is by far the most frequently observed
motion in clinical practice, patient motion during the early frames of a dynamic
PET scan can occur. It is likely that motion during these early frames, where
the IDIF mask is defined, will have an even larger impact on outcome of tracer
kinetic analyses. It is therefore recommended to always check for any motion
(e.g. by making movies [112]) and to perform a quality check on the derived
IDIFs (e.g. by calculating the peak-to-tail ratio as described previously [68]).

In the present study IDIFs were extracted from simulated standard OSEM
reconstructed images. To obtain accurate IDIFs from clinical studies it usually
is necessary to correct scans for partial volume effects, e.g. by using a recon-
struction based partial volume correction (PVC) method [68, 111]. Although
more accurate IDIFs are obtained from PVC scans, they also are more affected
by motion. This is due to the fact that the carotid arteries are spatially more
confined than in standard reconstructed images. The carotid artery is there-
fore more easily positioned outside the IDIF mask. Partial volume effects are
especially important in early frames, which are associated with large differences
in activity concentrations between blood and soft tissue. However, for later
frames, activity concentrations of blood and soft tissue are more comparable
and therefore effects of PVC will be much lower than for early frames. In the
present study, motion was applied only to the last 6 frames and therefore ad-
ditional effects of PVC were low. However, these effects may be much higher
when motion is present in the early frames. Yet this paper already shows that
motion can severely affect the quantitative accuracy of IDIFs.

Image noise may affect the accuracy of IDIFs and may therefore have a
negative effect on the outcome of tracer kinetic analysis. In the present study, no
noise was simulated because the aim was to quantify the net effects of motion on
extracting IDIFs and the resulting effects on subsequent tracer kinetic analysis.
Noise in IDIFs may result in an additional reduction in accuracy of tracer kinetic
analysis, but this will also be the case if no motion is present. Therefore, further
studies are needed to assess the differential effects of noise.

In the present study, both whole brain and the neck were rotated. In clinical
practice, the neck is supported and therefore it will be less affected by rotational
motion than the brain. Consequently, errors in VT due to rotational motion (e.g.
6◦) were for this study somewhat larger (11.9 ± 5.3%) than for a previous study
(6.7 ± 5.3%) where the effect of motion on determining radioactivity concen-
trations in the tissue of interest was taken into account, as arterial sampling
was used to obtain the plasma input curve [112]. For translational motion (e.g.
4 mm), errors in VT due to motion artefacts in tissue TAC were 2.9 ± 2.5%
as shown in a previous study [112] and 8.3 ± 3.7% due to motion artefacts in
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IDIFs as shown in this study.
The present study was performed using tracers with high ([11C]flumazenil)

and low ((R)-[11C]verapamil) cortical uptake, thereby representing tracers hav-
ing substantial different kinetics. Therefore, to some extent, results may be
applicable to other tracers, but it should be validated for each tracer indepen-
dently.

7.5 Conclusion

Extraction of IDIFs from motion affected dynamic emission scans led to over-
or underestimation of VT values even in the case of small patient motion (5 mm
or 6◦). Therefore, when IDIFs are used, it is essential to ensure that patient
motion is minimal and that dynamic PET data is corrected for patient motion.
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8.1. Summary

8.1 Summary

This thesis describes the development and evaluation of a non-invasive method
for obtaining the input function. Extraction of arterial input functions from
dynamic brain scans may obviate the need for arterial sampling and would in-
crease the clinical applicability of quantitative PET studies. Different strategies
for extracting image derived input functions (IDIF) from dynamic PET images
were evaluated. To correct for partial volume effects, a reconstruction based
partial volume correction (PVC) method was implemented. Optimal settings
for extracting the input function and for the reconstruction based partial vol-
ume correction were evaluated for a number of tracers with different kinetics.
Methods were evaluated for both standard and high resolution scanners. For
all tracers, image derived input functions were compared with measured arterial
input functions. As IDIFs are sensitive to patient motion, effects of this motion,
together with different motion correction methods, were evaluated.

In chapter 2, the evaluation of different methods for extracting image de-
rived input functions from dynamic [11C]flumazenil PET scans is described.
Optimal settings were determined for a reconstruction based PVC method that
was used for extracting the image derived input functions. Best results were
obtained from reconstruction based PVC images, using 4 iterations, 16 subsets
and a resolution kernel of 4.5 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM), which
represents the point spread function of the scanner. It was demonstrated that
a region of interest (ROI) consisting of the four hottest pixels per plane (over
the carotid arteries) was the best method to extract IDIFs. Excellent peak
area under the curve (AUC) ratios (0.99 ± 0.09) between IDIF and blood sam-
pler input function (BSIF) were found. In addition, extracted IDIFs provided
volume of distribution (VT ) and K1 values that were very similar to those ob-
tained using BSIF. The proposed method appeared to be suitable for analysing
[11C]flumazenil data without the need for on-line arterial sampling.

In chapter 3, an evaluation of the optimal image derived input function
extraction method for [11C]flumazenil PET brain studies obtained using the
high resolution research tomography (HRRT) is provided. As these PET im-
ages have higher spatial resolution, optimal settings for extracting IDIFs and for
the reconstruction based PVC were determined again. In addition, the impact
of high resolution on accuracy of image derived input functions was assessed.
Good peak AUC ratios (0.83 ± 0.21) between IDIF and BSIF were found for
IDIFs that had been extracted from standard HRRT reconstructed images and
that had been scaled (calibrated) to manual samples. In addition, good slope
values (1.07 ± 0.11) were found. Improved resolution, as obtained with PVC
reconstruction, changed AUC ratios between IDIFs and BSIFs to 1.14 ± 0.35
and, for tracer kinetic analysis, slopes changed to 0.95 ± 0.13. For all recon-
structions, non-scaled IDIFs gave poorer results (>61 ± 34% higher slopes)
compared with calibrated IDIFs. The results of this study indicated that the
use of IDIFs, extracted from OP-OSEM or PVC OP-OSEM images, is also fea-
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sible for dynamic HRRT data, thereby obviating the need for on-line arterial
sampling.

In chapter 4, the robustness of the image derived input function extrac-
tion method, developed in chapter 2, was assessed for three additional tracers
([11C]PIB, (R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195) with varying brain up-
take. Again, IDIFs derived from PVC reconstructed images were compared
with BSIFs using AUC ratios and outcome of tracer kinetic analyses. For (R)-
[11C]verapamil, accurate IDIFs were obtained (slope: 0.96 ± 0.17; R2: 0.92 ±
0.07) without scaling to manual samples. However, scaling was necessary to
make IDIFs comparable to BSIFs for both [11C]PIB (slope: 1.04 ± 0.05; R2:
1.00 ± 0.01) and (R)-[11C]PK11195 (slope: 0.96 ± 0.05; R2: 0.99 ± 0.01). The
need for calibration may be due to stickiness of both tracers, in which case BSIFs
may have been affected by sticking. Nevertheless, results of this study showed
that the method to extract image derived input functions is also suitable for
[11C]PIB, (R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 studies, thereby obviating
the need for on-line arterial sampling.

In chapter 5, the accuracy of reconstruction based PVC was validated using
both phantom and clinical studies. The NEMA NU2 Image Quality phantom
and five healthy volunteers (using [11C]flumazenil) were scanned on both HR+
and HRRT scanners. HR+ data were reconstructed using normalization and
attenuation weighted ordered subsets expectation maximization (NAW-OSEM)
and a PVC algorithm (PVC-NAW-OSEM). HRRT data were reconstructed us-
ing 3D ordinary Poisson OSEM (OP-OSEM) and a PVC algorithm (PVC-OP-
OSEM). For clinical studies, parametric volume of distribution (VT ) images were
generated. For phantom data, good recovery was found for both OP-OSEM
(0.84 to 0.97) and PVC-OP-OSEM (0.91 to 0.98) HRRT reconstructions. In
addition, for the HR+, good recovery was found for PVC-NAW-OSEM (0.84 to
0.94), corresponding well with OP-OSEM. Finally, for clinical data, good cor-
respondence was found between PVC-NAW-OSEM and OP-OSEM-derived VT

values (slope: 1.02 ± 0.08). This study showed that HR+ image resolution using
PVC-NAW-OSEM was comparable to that of the HRRT scanner. As the HRRT
has a higher intrinsic resolution, this agreement validates reconstruction-based
PVC as a means of improving spatial resolution of HR+ scanner and therefore
improving quantitative accuracy of PET.

In chapter 6, four different off-line frame-by-frame methods to correct for
patient motion were evaluated. These methods differed in the way realignment
parameters were derived. Two simulation studies were performed, based on
[11C]flumazenil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 datasets, respectively. For both simu-
lation studies, different types (rotational, translational) and degrees of motion
were added. Simulated PET scans were corrected for motion using all correction
methods. The optimal method derived from these simulation studies was used
to evaluate two (one with and one without visible movement) clinical datasets
of [11C]flumazenil, (R)-[11C]PK11195 and [11C]PIB. For each dataset, VT was
derived using Logan analysis and values were compared before and after mo-
tion correction. For both [11C]flumazenil and (R)-[11C]PK11195 simulations,
optimal results were obtained when realignment was based on non-attenuation
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corrected images. For the clinical datasets motion disappeared visually after
motion correction. Regional differences of up to 433% in VT before and after
motion correction were found for scans with visible movement. On the other
hand, when no visual motion was present in the original dataset, overall differ-
ences in VT before and after motion correction were <1.5 ± 1.3%. In conclusion,
frame-by-frame motion correction using non-attenuation corrected images im-
proved accuracy of tracer kinetic analyses compared to non-motion corrected
data.

In chapter 7 the effects of motion affected IDIFs on the outcome of tracer
kinetic analyses were quantified. Two simulation studies, one based on high
and the other on low cortical uptake, were performed. Different degrees of
rotational and axial translational motion were added to the final frames of sim-
ulated dynamic PET scans. Extracted IDIFs from motion affected simulated
scans were compared to original IDIFs and to outcome of tracer kinetic analysis
(VT ). Differences in IDIF values of up to 239% were found for the last frames.
Patient motion of more than 6◦ or 5 mm resulted in at least 10% higher or
lower VT values for the high cortical tracer. The degrees of motion studied are
commonly observed in clinical studies and hamper the extraction of accurate
IDIFs. Therefore, it is essential to ensure that patient motion is minimal and
corrected for.

8.2 General discussion & future perspectives

8.2.1 Validation of image derived input functions

According to common practice, the (externally measured) arterial input func-
tion was used as gold standard for validating the accuracy of IDIFs. It can be
questioned, however, whether this is a valid approach, i.e. whether an exter-
nally measured arterial input function can really serve as the gold standard.
In routine practice, there are a number of problems with externally measured
input functions. Firstly, the arterial input function is not measured at the loca-
tion of interest, i.e. the brain, but at the radial artery. Therefore, the arterial
should always be corrected for delay and dispersion. Secondly, problems with
failed cannulations or clogged lines in ∼5% of the cases lead to study rejec-
tion. Finally, sticking of the tracer to the wall of the tube, as is possibly the
case with [11C]PIB, will result in overestimations of arterial concentrations. In
theory, the IDIF approach does not suffer from these problems and potentially
could provide a more accurate description of the true arterial input function,
provided count statistics are not too low and appropriate corrections for partial
volume and patient motion are in place. In general, it is difficult to validate
any method for deriving IDIF as long as the ‘gold standard’ is not entirely re-
liable. At present, however, there is no other option than to use the externally
measured arterial curve. It is therefore important to assess the accuracy of the
arterial input function in advance. In addition, arterial input functions should
always be corrected for the stickiness of the tracer.
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A disadvantage of the method developed in this thesis is the fact that for
some tracers manual arterial samples were still necessary for obtaining accu-
rate results. In fact, manual arterial samples are needed for almost all tracers,
as the whole blood curve derived from the images still needs to be corrected
for plasma-to-whole blood ratios and labelled metabolites in order to obtain
the true metabolite corrected plasma input function. Future work should focus
on the use of venous instead of arterial samples. This would increase patient
friendliness and thereby facilitate clinical use of quantitative PET studies. In
addition, alternative methods for measuring metabolites, as mentioned in chap-
ter 2, should be investigated.

8.2.2 Obtaining the image derived input function

The proposed method for obtaining the input function from dynamic PET im-
ages is simple and applicable to a large range of tracers. The studies described
in this thesis, however, illustrate that for some tracers it is necessary to scale
the IDIFs to manual blood samples, whilst for others this is not needed. Inac-
curate scatter correction (HRRT) and stickiness of some tracers (e.g. [11C]PIB)
may be the reason for a varying correlation with arterial input functions. These
problems may hamper the validation and the direct applicability of IDIFs to
other tracers then the ones used in this thesis. It is therefore recommended to
validate the use of IDIFs for other tracers. In addition, for clinical use, it is nec-
essary to validate (per tracer) the robustness of the method on a larger dataset
(n=20–30), preferable in a test-retest setting. Use of the proposed method for
obtaining the input function from the images themselves is not restricted to
brain studies alone. It will be of interest to assess the proposed method also for
myocardial and oncological PET studies.

8.2.3 Reconstruction based partial volume correction

An important finding of this thesis is that, for standard clinical PET scanners,
more accurate IDIFs may be obtained when images are reconstructed using a
partial volume corrected reconstruction algorithm. Settings for the point spread
function (PSF), used in the present reconstruction based partial volume correc-
tion, were optimized for the region of the internal carotid arteries, the area of
interest for extracting IDIFs. However, these PSF settings cannot always be
used for other (brain) regions, as the PSF of a PET scanner is not uniform
throughout the field of view. The resolution is best in the centre of the field of
view and deteriorates towards the edge. One solution would be to determine
the PSF again for the area of interest and use that value in the reconstruction
based partial volume correction method. A more advanced method would be
to determine the PSF for the whole field of view and use this position depen-
dent PSF during the reconstruction. This would make it possible to use the
reconstruction based partial volume correction method for any region of inter-
est without first having to determine the location of the area of interest. This
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is not only important for defining IDIFs, but also for defining tissue data with
higher resolution.

8.2.4 Motion correction

Patient motion is one of the main limiting factors in dynamic PET studies in
general and for defining IDIFs in particular. The work in this thesis shows that
patient motion may lead to large and significant errors of tracer kinetic analy-
ses, primarily due to mispositioning of the IDIF ROI. Motion affected dynamic
PET scans, however, may be corrected accurately using off-line frame-by-frame
motion correction methods as described in chapter 6. The main limitation of
off-line motion correction methods is that is not possible to correct for in-frame
motion. This is especially important for frames towards the end of the scan,
which typically last 5–10 min. For data obtained with older PET scanners,
without the possibility of acquiring list-mode data, there is no other solution
than to correct data frame-by-frame. For datasets that are scanned in list-mode,
but without the use of an on-line optical tracking system, a more accurate cor-
rection for motion may be achieved by dividing large frames into several smaller
frames; i.e. 5×2 min frames instead of 1×10 min frame. After motion correc-
tion, these short frames may be summed again to obtain sufficient statistics.
In summary, the most accurate method to correct for patient motion is to use
an on-line motion tracking system, as in-frame motion may be corrected for.
However, when such an on-line motion tracking system is not available, the use
of a frame-by-frame motion correction method provides major improvements in
accuracy of pharmacokinetic analyses over non-motion-corrected data.

Apart from the limitation that it is not possible to correct for in-frame mo-
tion, the best motion correction method in this thesis is also based on some
important assumptions. One of the main assumptions is that there is no mis-
match between the transmission scan and the first couple of frames of the dy-
namic PET scan. However, if no motion is present between transmission and
emission scans, the use of the optimal frame-by-frame motion correction method
(chapter 6) resulted in more accurate results compared to non-motion-corrected
data. As a mismatch between transmission and emission scan is not inconceiv-
able, future work should focus on a frame-by-frame motion correction method
that also corrects for a transmission-emission mismatch.

8.3 Conclusion

The use of motion corrected PET images together with reconstruction based
partial volume correction enables the extraction of image derived input functions
as an alternative for arterial sampling. This, in turn, will facilitate the use of
quantitative PET studies in routine clinical practice.
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9.1. Introductie

9.1 Introductie

Positron emissie tomografie (PET) is een medische beeldvormende techniek die
het mogelijk maakt fysiologische en metabole processen in het lichaam zichtbaar
te maken. PET maakt gebruik van diverse radioactief gemerkte stoffen, ook wel
tracers genoemd. De meest gebruikte en bekendste tracer is radioactief gela-
beld suiker, beter bekend als 18F-fluordeoxyglucose (FDG). FDG is gemerkt met
het (instabiele) radionuclide fluor-18 (18F, halfwaardetijd 110 min), welk vervalt
naar een stabiele toestand onder uitstraling van een positron. Dit positron wordt
vrijwel direct omgezet in twee tegengesteld gerichte fotonen. Nadat een patiënt
FDG krijgt ingespoten, worden deze fotonen buiten het lichaam gedetecteerd
door de PET camera en kan nauwkeurig de verdeling van FDG in de patiënt
bepaald worden. FDG wordt veel in de oncologie toegepast omdat kanker-
cellen relatief meer suiker consumeren in vergelijking met gezonde cellen. Op
deze manier kan een nucleair geneeskundige nauwkeurig bepalen waar eventuele
(uitzaaiingen van) kankercellen zich in het lichaam bevinden.

Naast 18F worden ook de kortlevende radionucliden koolstof-11 (11C, half-
waardetijd 20 min), stikstof-13 (13N, halfwaardetijd 10 min) en zuurstof-15
(15O, halfwaardetijd 2 min) gebruikt. Deze radionucliden maken het meten
van een verscheidenheid aan fysiologische, biochemische en pharmacokinetische
processen mogelijk. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn het meten van doorbloeding en
zuurstof consumptie van organen, neurotransmitter afgifte, medicijnopname en
het diagnosticeren van neurologische aandoeningen als de ziekten van Alzheimer
en Parkinson.

Voor het onderzoek naar hersenziektes, maar ook bij andere onderzoeksge-
bieden, is naast een PET scan ook een model nodig dat de farmacokinetiek van
de tracer beschrijft. Met behulp van een kinetisch model kunnen de radioac-
tiviteitmetingen met de PET scanner omgezet worden in kwantitatieve waarden
van fysiologische grootheden, die vervolgens gëınterpreteerd kunnen worden. Bij
de ontwikkeling van nieuwe tracers is het belangrijk dat zulke kinetische model-
len ontwikkeld worden en daarnaast goed worden geëvalueerd.

Deze kinetische modellen maken, zeker tijdens de ontwikkeling van nieuwe
tracers, gebruik van arterieel bloed om het aanbod van de tracer vanuit het
plasma naar het weefsel waarin men gëınteresseerd in is te bepalen. Voordat
een patiënt een PET scan krijgt, wordt eerst een katheter in de polsslagader
aangebracht. Nadat de patiënt de tracer toegediend heeft gekregen en de PET
scan gestart is, wordt door deze katheter gedurende het gehele PET onderzoek
(60-90 min) kleine hoeveelheden bloed afgenomen. Dit bloed gaat direct door
een meetapparaat welke nauwkeurig de hoeveel radioactiviteit meet, wat resul-
teert in een arteriële inputfunctie. Deze arteriële inputfunctie laat het verloop
van de radioactiviteit in het bloed zien in de loop van de tijd.

Hoewel afname van arterieel bloed onmisbaar is in het ontwikkelen van ki-
netische modellen, kleven er ook nadelen aan. Ten eerste moet er altijd een
katheter worden aangebracht in een polsslagader van de patiënt. Dit wordt in
het algemeen als onprettig ervaren. Daarnaast wordt er tijdens een PET scan
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relatief veel bloed afgenomen (maximaal 330 ml). In het bijzonder voor ou-
dere patiënten zijn dit vaak belemmerende factoren om deel te nemen aan een
PET onderzoek. Ook komt het regelmatig voor dat er problemen optreden met
het verkrijgen van het bloed via de automatische methode doordat bijvoorbeeld
de arteriële lijn dichtslibt en onbruikbaar wordt. Dit belemmert de klinische
toepassing van PET tracers waarbij een arteriële inputfunctie nodig is.

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een alternatieve methode voor het verkrijgen van
de arteriële inputfunctie. Deze alternatieve methode extraheert de inputfunctie
uit de PET beelden zelf en wordt ook wel de image derived inputfunctie (IDIF,
vanuit het beeld afgeleide inputfunctie) genoemd. In dit geval is de automa-
tische methode om bloed te verkrijgen uiteraard overbodig, waardoor klinische
PET toepassingen bij bijvoorbeeld de ziekte van Alzheimer zal verbeteren. In
dit proefschrift wordt tevens een methode beschreven om te corrigeren voor
partial volume om zodoende een nauwkeurig image derived inputfunctie te kun-
nen extraheren. Partial volume wordt veroorzaakt door de beperkte spatiële
resolutie van de huidige klinische scanners en heeft tot gevolg dat de radioac-
tiviteitconcentratie in kleine structuren onderschat wordt. De combinatie van
partial volume correctie en het extraheren van de inputfunctie uit PET beelden
wordt uitvoerig gevalideerd voor verschillende tracers. Daarnaast worden er
verschillende correctie methodes voor het corrigeren van patiëntbeweging met
elkaar vergeleken. Ook dit type correctie is belangrijk vanwege de kleine dimen-
sies van de structuren die gebruikt worden voor het meten van de IDIFs.

9.2 Resultaten en conclusies van het onderzoek

In hoofdstuk 2 werden verschillende methodes geëvalueerd voor het verkrij-
gen van een IDIF. IDIFs werden uit zowel standaard gereconstrueerde PET
beelden gehaald als uit PET beelden welke tijdens de reconstructie gecorrigeerd
werden voor partial volume effecten. Voor de reconstructie gebaseerde partial
volume correctie werden eerst optimale instellingen bepaald. Optimale instel-
lingen werden gevalideerd voor tien dynamische [11C]flumazenil datasets. IDIFs
werden vergeleken met arteriële inputfuncties (gouden standaard) door te kij-
ken naar de oppervlakte onder de inputfunctie (AUC) van de piek (0-2 min)
en de staart (2-60 min). Verder werden beide inputfunctie vergeleken door
de uitkomst van tracer kinetische analyse tegen elkaar uit te zetten en wer-
den de richtingscoëfficiënt, het snijpunt met de y-as en Pearson’s correlatie
coëfficiënt ertussen berekend. De totale analyse werd tevens herhaald nadat
IDIFs geschaald werden met handmatige bloedsamples. De optimale manier
voor het verkrijgen van een IDIF was door gebruik te maken van de ‘vier heet-
ste pixels per coupes’ methode. Deze methode zoekt automatisch, in een vooraf
aangegeven gebied, naar de vier pixels waar de meeste activiteit (‘heetst’) in zit.
Het optimale zoekgebied was een gebied, startend een aantal plakken onder de
circle of Willis, waar zich de grote nekslagaders (internal carotid arteries) bevin-
den. Duidelijke verschillen in piek AUC waarden tussen standaard reconstructie
(AUC ratio: 0.47 ± 0.06) en partial volume correctie reconstructie (AUC ra-
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tio: 0.99 ± 0.09) werden gevonden, wat aangeeft dat het gebruik van partial
volume gecorrigeerde beelden de voorkeur heeft. Verder werd er een goede cor-
relatie (richtingscoëfficiënt: 1.10) gevonden in uitkomst van kinetische analyse
tussen arteriële en image derived inputfuncties. Vergelijkbare resultaten werden
gevonden indien IDIFs geschaald werden met behulp van handmatige bloedsam-
ples. Het gebruik van handmatige bloedsamples is daarom niet nodig om een
nauwkeurige IDIF te verkrijgen. Echter, handmatige bloedsamples werden nog
wel gebruikt om enkele correcties op de data uit te voeren. Concluderend kan
worden gesteld dat een robuuste alternatieve methode werd ontwikkeld voor
het verkrijgen van de inputfunctie, welke vergelijkbare resultaten geeft als de
arteriële inputfunctie.

In hoofdstuk 3 werd het gebruik van IDIFs als een alternatief voor arteriële
sampling gevalideerd voor hoge resolutie humane hersenstudies, uitgevoerd op
de hoge resolutie PET camera (HRRT). Hiertoe werden IDIFs verkregen uit
standaard reconstructie PET beelden en uit PET beelden die gecorrigeerd wer-
den voor partial volume effecten tijdens de reconstructie. IDIFs werden zowel
standaard gebruikt en tevens nadat ze geschaald waren met handmatige bloed-
samples. Resultaten verkregen met IDIFs werden vergeleken met resultaten
die werden verkregen met arteriële inputfuncties door te kijken naar verschillen
in oppervlakte onder de inputfunctie en richtingscoëfficiënt, het snijpunt met
de y-as en Pearson’s correlatie coëfficiënt van de tracer kinetische analyse. De
vergelijking werd uitgevoerd aan de hand van zes dynamische [11C]flumazenil
datasets. Voor geschaalde IDIFs, die uit standaard reconstructie HRRT beelden
werden gehaald, werden goede piek AUC ratio’s (0.83 ± 0.21) tussen IDIF en
de arteriële inputfuncties gevonden, evenals goede waardes voor de richtings-
coëfficiënt (1.07 ± 0.11). De verbeterde resolutie, zoals verkregen met partial
volume gecorrigeerde PET beelden, veranderde de AUC ratio’s naar 1.14 ±
0.35 en de richtingscoëfficiënt naar 0.95 ± 0.13. Dit toonde aan dat de hoge
resolutie van de HRRT scanner zelf al voldoende is om goede IDIFs te verkrij-
gen en dat weinig tot geen verbetering te halen valt met partial volume gecor-
rigeerde beeldreconstructies. Voor alle beeldreconstructie technieken gaven niet
geschaalde IDIFs slechtere resultaten (>61 ± 34% hogere richtingscoëfficiënten)
wanneer deze vergeleken werden met geschaalde IDIFs. Dit toonde aan dat voor
de HRRT schaling op basis van manuele bloedsamples nodig is voor IDIFs om
zo te compenseren voor kwantificatiefouten in lage statistiek gebieden, veroor-
zaakt door de onnauwkeurigheid van het scatter correctie algoritme. Conclude-
rend kan worden gesteld dat ook accurate IDIFs uit dynamische HRRT studies
kunnen worden geëxtraheerd.

In hoofdstuk 4 werd de in hoofdstuk 2 ontwikkelde methode voor het
verkrijgen van de inputfunctie gevalideerd voor drie andere tracers, namelijk
[11C]PIB (onderzoek naar ziekte van Alzheimer), (R)-[11C]verapamil (onder-
zoek naar het functioneren van de bloed-hersen barrière) en (R)-[11C]PK11195
(onderzoek naar ontstekingsprocessen). IDIFs werden alleen verkregen uit par-
tial volume gecorrigeerde PET beelden en vergeleken met arteriële inputfuncties.
Opnieuw werden IDIFs zowel standaard als na schaling met handmatige bloed-
samples gebruikt. IDIFs werden vergeleken met arteriële inputfuncties (gouden
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standaard) door te kijken naar AUC en door de uitkomst van tracer kinetische
analyse tegen elkaar uit te zetten. Voor (R)-[11C]verapamil werden nauwkeurige
IDIFs verkregen door ze niet te schalen (richtingscoëfficiënt: 0.96 ± 0.17), maar
voor zowel (R)-[11C]PK11195 (0.96 ± 0.05) en zeker voor [11C]PIB (1.04 ±
0.05) was schaling van IDIFs noodzakelijk. Het vermoeden bestaat dat schal-
ing noodzakelijk was omdat bij deze tracers activiteit aan de afnamelijn blijft
plakken. Door de plak zijn de handmatige bloedsamples en de arteriële input-
functie waarschijnlijk onbetrouwbaar. Concluderend kan er wel worden gesteld
dat nauwkeurige IDIFs kunnen worden geëxtraheerd uit partial volume gecor-
rigeerde [11C]PIB, (R)-[11C]verapamil and (R)-[ 11C]PK11195 dynamische PET
studies.

De nauwkeurigheid van de op reconstructie gebaseerde partial volume cor-
rectie methode werd gevalideerd in hoofdstuk 5. Hiertoe werden zowel een fan-
toom als meerdere gezonde vrijwilligers op zowel de HR+ als de HRRT gescand.
Data van beide scanners werden vervolgens gereconstrueerd met behulp van drie
reconstructiemethodes, inclusief een reconstructiemethode met partial volume
correctie. Voor de fantoomdata werd de recovery berekend door de gemeten
radioactiviteitsconcentratie te delen door de echte radioactiviteitsconcentratie.
De klinische data werden vergeleken op basis van de uitkomst van tracer kine-
tische analyse. Goede recovery werd gevonden voor standaard (0.84 tot 0.97)
en PVC (0.91 tot 0.98) reconstructies van HRRT data. In geval van de HR+
werd alleen goede recovery gevonden voor de PVC reconstructie (0.84 tot 0.94),
wat goed overeenkwam met de resultaten van standaard HRRT reconstructie.
Tevens werd er een goede overeenkomst gevonden (richtingscoëfficiënt: 1.02 ±
0.08) tussen de uitkomst van tracer kinetische analyse van klinische HR+ data,
gereconstrueerd met de PVC reconstructie, en HRRT data gereconstrueerd met
de standaard reconstructie. Concluderend kan worden gesteld dat de resolutie
van de HR+, verkregen met de PVC reconstructie, vergelijkbaar was met de
resolutie van de HRRT. Omdat de HRRT een hogere resolutie heeft, geeft deze
overeenkomst aan dat, door gebruik te maken van PVC reconstructie voor de
HR+, de resolutie verbeterd en daarmee ook de kwantitatieve nauwkeurigheid
van PET.

In hoofdstuk 6 werden vier verschillende frame (tijdsopname) voor frame
bewegingscorrectie methodes onderzocht. De nauwkeurigheid van de verschil-
lende bewegingscorrectie methodes werden bepaald aan de hand van twee dyna-
mische simulatiestudies. De eerste simulatiestudie was gebaseerd op [11C]fluma-
zenil (hoge corticale opname), de tweede op (R)-[11C]PK11195 (lage corticale
opname). Aan beide simulaties werden verschillende types beweging (rotatie,
translatie) toegevoegd, waarbij de grootte van de beweging werd gevarieerd.
De op deze wijze verkregen simulatiestudies werden gecorrigeerd voor bewe-
ging met behulp van alle vier de bewegingscorrectie methodes. De optimale
bewegingscorrectie methode werd vervolgens gebruikt om twee (een met en een
zonder beweging) klinische datasets van [11C]flumazenil, (R)-[ 11C]PK11195 en
[11C]PIB te corrigeren. Voor de klinische datasets werden de uitkomsten van
kinetische analyses voor en na bewegingscorrectie vergeleken. Uit de simulatie-
studie bleek dat de beste resultaten (nauwkeurigste bewegingscorrectie) werd
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behaald door gebruik te maken van niet attenuatie gecorrigeerde PET beelden.
Deze PET beelden hebben het voordeel dat ze minder ruizig zijn en dat de
contouren beter zichtbaar zijn. Door gebruik te maken van de optimale bewe-
gingscorrectie methode was er geen zichtbare beweging meer waarneembaar in
de klinische datasets. Grote verschillen (tot maximaal 433%) werden gevonden
in regionale kinetische parameters voor en na bewegingscorrectie. Voor klini-
sche datasets zonder waarneembare beweging werden slecht kleine verschillen in
regionale kinetische parameters gevonden (< 1.5 ± 1.3%), wat betekend dat het
mogelijk is om scans te corrigeren voor beweging ook al weet men van te voren
niet of een patiënt daadwerkelijk bewogen had.

In hoofdstuk 7 werd het effect van door beweging bëınvloedde IDIFs op
de uitkomst van tracer kinetische analyse gekwantificeerd. Er werden twee si-
mulatiestudies uitgevoerd, een gebaseerd op een hoge corticale en een gebaseerd
op een lage corticale opname van de tracer. Aan beide simulatiestudies wer-
den verschillende hoeveelheden rotationele (1-15◦) en translationele (1-20 mm)
bewegingen toegevoegd. IDIFs uit deze bewogen gesimuleerde scans werden
vergeleken met de originele (zonder beweging) IDIFs. Tracer kinetische analy-
ses werden uitgevoerd met zowel door beweging bëınvloedde IDIFs als met de
originele IDIFs en deze werden vervolgens met elkaar vergeleken. Uit de simu-
latiestudie bleek dat IDIFs buiten het bloedvat gepositioneerd werden voor een
beweging van minstens 3◦ of 4 mm. Er werden verschillen in IDIF waarden
tot 239% gevonden in de laatste frames. Patiënt beweging van meer dan 6◦ of
5 mm resulteerde in minstens 10% hogere of lagere uitkomst van tracer kine-
tische analyse voor de tracer met hoge corticale opname. Beweging van deze
grootte wordt in klinische studies regelmatig waargenomen, in het bijzonder bij
patiënten met de ziekte van Alzheimer, Parkinson of patiënten met traumatisch
hersenletsel. Het is daarom altijd wenselijk, zeker als er gebruik gemaakt wordt
van IDIFs, om er voor te zorgen dat patiëntbeweging tot een minimum beperkt
wordt en zo nodig te corrigeren voor patiëntbeweging.

9.3 Algemene discussie en toekomst perspectief

9.3.1 Validatie van IDIFs

De in dit proefschrift beschreven methode voor het verkrijgen van een IDIF werd
vergeleken met de huidige gouden standaard: de arteriële inputfunctie. Maar
hoe betrouwbaar is deze gouden standaard? In de praktijk zijn er verschillende
problemen met het verkrijgen van de arteriële inputfunctie. Ten eerste wordt
de arteriële inputfunctie niet gemeten op de plaats van interesse (de hersenen)
maar in de polsslagader, waardoor een correctie noodzakelijk is. Ten tweede
komt het voor dat aan de afname kant de slang of kraantjes verstopt raken
waardoor een studie afgewezen wordt. Tenslotte komt het voor dat sommige
tracers blijven plakken aan de slang zodat er constant te veel activiteit gemeten
wordt. Deze problemen worden in theorie vermeden door de inputfunctie direct
uit de beelden te halen. In het algemeen is het lastig een willekeurige methode
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voor het verkrijgen van de IDIF te valideren zolang de ‘gouden standaard’ niet
volledig betrouwbaar is. Echter, er is op dit moment nog geen betrouwbaar
alternatief voorhanden om IDIFs mee te vergelijken. Om toch tot een zo goed
mogelijke vergelijking te komen, is het belangrijk dat de betrouwbaarheid van
de arteriële inputfunctie goed gevalideerd wordt voordat deze gebruikt wordt in
de vergelijking. Verder moet er altijd nagegaan worden of een bepaald tracer
plakt aan de slangen.

Een nadeel van de in dit proefschrift beschreven method voor het verkrijgen
van de inputfunctie is dat voor sommige tracers handmatige arteriële bloedsam-
ples nog steeds nodig zijn om nauwkeurige resultaten te verkrijgen. Echter, voor-
lopig zijn handmatige arteriële bloedsamples voor bijna alle tracers noodzakelijk
omdat deze ook gebruikt worden voor het bepalen van onder andere metabo-
lietconcentraties in het bloed. Een alternatief voor het gebruik van handmatige
arteriële bloedsamples is het gebruik van handmatige veneuze bloedsamples.
Het voordeel van het gebruik van handmatige veneuze bloedsamples is dat er
geen katheter in de (pols)slagader aangebracht hoeft te worden, maar dat een
katheter in een veneus bloedvat voldoende is. Echter, het gebruik van veneuze in
plaats van arteriële bloedsamples is niet triviaal en daarom zal er in de toekomst
ook onderzoek gedaan moeten worden om te kijken of het gebruik van veneuze
bloedsamples een goed alternatief is.

9.3.2 Het verkrijgen van IDIFs

De in dit proefschrift beschreven methode voor het afleiden van IDIFs is een-
voudig en toepasbaar voor meerdere tracers. Echter, het gebruik van manuele
bloedsamples is voor sommige tracers nog wel noodzakelijk. Dit kan verklaard
worden door problemen met plak ([11C]PIB) en onnauwkeurigheid van het scat-
ter correctie algoritme van de HRRT. Deze problemen belemmeren de validatie
en de directe toepassing van de beschreven methode voor andere tracers. Het
toepassen van IDIFs moet daarom altijd gevalideerd worden voor nieuwe tra-
cers. Om de beschreven methode klinisch te gebruiken is het verder nodig om
de robuustheid van de methode te valideren op een grote dataset (20-30). Het
gebruik van IDIFs is niet beperkt tot hersenstudies en daarom is het in de
toekomst interessant om te kijken naar andere toepassingen van de methode
(bijvoorbeeld hart of oncologische studies).

9.3.3 Reconstructie gebaseerde partial volume correctie

Een belangrijke bevinding van dit proefschrift is dat aangetoond is dat, voor
standaard klinische PET scanners, nauwkeurigere inputfuncties kunnen worden
verkregen door gebruik te maken van op reconstructie gebaseerde partial volume
correctie. De instellingen voor deze op reconstructie gebaseerde partial volume
correctie methode zijn geoptimaliseerd voor het gebied van de interne halsslag-
ader, wat de toepasbaarheid van de methode voor andere gebieden beperkt. Dit
komt omdat resolutie van de PET camera plaatsafhankelijk is: hoe verder je
van het centrum van de scanner afgaat, hoe slechter de resolutie wordt. Om
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de toepasbaarheid van de op reconstructie gebaseerde partial volume correctie
methode te vergroten, is het in de toekomst noodzakelijk om de reconstructie
aan te passen zodat er afhankelijk van de positie in je beeld gecorrigeerd kan
worden voor partial volume effecten.

9.3.4 Bewegingscorrectie

In het algemeen is patiëntbeweging een van de beperkende factoren in dyna-
mische PET studies en in het bijzonder voor het afleiden van IDIFs. In dit
proefschrift is aangetoond dat patiëntbeweging kan leiden tot grote verschillen
in uitkomst van tracer kinetische analyse, voornamelijk doordat de ‘vier heet-
ste pixels per coupes’ niet meer op de juiste plek bevinden. Door gebruik te
maken van de optimale bewegingscorrectie methode (hoofdstuk 6) is het mo-
gelijk om achteraf de dynamische PET scan nauwkeurig te corrigeren voor be-
weging. Echter, het nadeel van deze methode is dat alleen voor beweging tussen
frames gecorrigeerd wordt. Elk frame is een tijdsopname die uiteenloopt van
enkele seconden aan het begin van de scan tot tientallen minuten aan het einde
van de scan. Voornamelijk de frames aan het einde van de scan duren vrij lang,
waardoor het mogelijk is dat een patiënt tijdens dat frame bewogen heeft. Voor
oude data, waar de frames al vast staan, is er echter geen andere mogelijkheid
dan tussen de frames te corrigeren. Als de frames nog niet vast staan, zoals
bij de HRRT, dan kunnen langere frames opgedeeld worden in kleinere frames
(bijvoorbeeld 10 min frame opdelen in 5 × 2 min frame) en vervolgens kunnen
deze kortere frames gecorrigeerd worden voor beweging. Uiteindelijk zullen de
korte frames bij elkaar opgeteld moeten worden om een frame te verkrijgen met
voldoende statistiek. De nauwkeurigheid van deze methode moet in de toekomst
nog verder gevalideerd worden.

9.4 Conclusie

Concluderend kan gesteld worden dat het gebruik van IDIFs in combinatie met
op reconstructie gebaseerde partial volume correctie een goed alternatief is voor
de arteriële inputfunctie. Hierdoor is het mogelijk dat IDIFs, in combinatie met
kwantitatieve tracer kinetische analyse, in de toekomst gëıntroduceerd kunnen
worden in de dagelijkse klinische praktijk.
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List of abbreviations

Symbols

2D 2 dimensional

3D 3 dimensional

A

A attenuation weighting factor

AC attenuation corrected

ACF attenuation correction factors

AIR Automated Image Registration

AUC area under the curve

B

BFM basis function method

Bq becquerel

BS blood sampler

BSIF blood sampler input function

C

C carbon

cµ cupped attenuation map

COV correlation of variance

Cs cesium

CT computed tomography

E

EI estimated sinogram

EM expectation maximization

F

F fluorine

FBP filtered backprojection

FDG fluorodeoxyglucose

FLT [18F]-3’-fluoro-3’-deoxy-L-thymidine

FOV field of view

FWHM full width at half maximum

G

G5 smoothed with a 5 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel

G6 smoothed with a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel

H

hppp hottest pixels per plane

HRRT High Resolution Research Tomograph

I

IDIF image derived input function
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K

K1 delivery (pharmacokinetic parameter)

kBq kilobecquerel

L

LS least squares

LSO-LYSO lutetium oxyorthosilicate/lutetiumyttrium oxyorthosilicate

M

µ attenuation map

MB megabyte

MBq megabecquerel

MRI magnetic resonance imaging

MS measured sinogram

N

N normalization weighting factor

NAC non-attenuation corrected

NAW normalization and attenuation weighted

NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Association

O

O oxygen

OP-OSEM ordinary Poisson OSEM

OS ordered subsets

OSEM ordered subsets expectation maximization

P

p.i. post injection

PET positron emission tomography

PK11195 peripheral benzodiazepine receptor ligand

PPET parametric imaging of PET studies

PSF point spread function

PVC partial volume correction

PVC OP-OSEM reconstruction based partial volume correction based on OP-OSEM

PVC-OSEM reconstruction based partial volume correction based on OSEM

R

r Pearson’s correlation coefficient

R2 Squared Pearson’s correlation coefficient

RAM random access memory

ROI region of interest

S

SIMFMZ Simulated [11C]flumazenil scan

SIMPK Simulated (R)-[11C]PK11195 scan

SD standard deviation

SES smoothed estimated sinogram

SI smoothed image

SPM Statistical Parametric Mapping
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SRTM simplified reference tissue model

T

TAC time-activity curve

U

US update sinogram

V

VT volume of distribution (pharmacokinetic parameter)

VINCI Volume Imaging in Neurological Research, Co-Registration and ROIs in-
cluded
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